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INTRODUCTION
The topic of this study is the presidential years of
·Sister Mary Ann Ida Gannon, BVM, of Mundelein College, Chicago

(1957-75).

It is the intention of this writer to examine not

only the educational and administrative aspects of her presidency, hm'lever

important, but to place those years \'li thin a

larger background, or milieu, making more meaningful the

sig~

nificance of her tenure in office.
A study dealing with a VJoman college president has many
possibilities on its own merit.

The scarcity of role-models

of successful women in top-level administrative positions in
higher education is portentous.

The following quotation from

the Journal of the National Association of \'!omen Deans, Administrators, and Counselors asserts:
• • • without role models, an increase in women administrative applicants seems unlikely; without an increase
in applications and appointments, the number of women
administrators is not likely to increase • • • • One of
the major problems facing the woman who wishes to rise
to the top level of her profession is that of leadership image. Traditionally, males have been vested with
the leadership roles in our society.l
Although Stiles and Nystrand report that seven percent of the

2

should be examined more closely. 2

In the \V'ords of Bernice

Sandler, Director of the Project on the Status and Education
of Women, Association of American Colleges:
If you know any young woman who would like to be a college president--and why shouldn't a young woman aim for
this?--the best advice would be "get thee to a nunnery,"
for almost all of the women presidents are at the Catholic institutions. In fact, if it were not for the
Sisters, the number of women college presidents would be
less than the number of whooping cranes. Less than one
percent of our college presidents are women; perhaps we
ought to declare vmmen presidents an endangered species. 3
Since so fev1 \vomen have held the position of college president,
it becomes imperative to document the accomplishments and contributions made by some of these outstanding women.
Sr. Ann Ida Gannon's tenure of office spanned the eighteen
years from 1957-1975·

The forces of international and national

events were to create some of the most profound changes in our
society, particularly changes within institutions of higher
education.

As a Sister of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary,

Sr. Ann Ida was in the vanguard of religious who aided in the
implementation of the goals professed by Pope Pius XII, Pope
John XXIII and the Second Vatican Council.

As the President of

Mundelein College, a four-year Catholic institution for women,
her associations with other such administrators in higher education brought not only a new stature to Mundelein College,
2Lindley J. Stiles and P. l'-1artin Nystrand, "The Politics
of Sex in Education," The Educational Forum 38 (May 1974): 431-

Lf-40.

3Bernice Sandler, "Women in Higher Education: A Progress
Report," American Association of University '!:/omen Journal 67
(November 1973): 19.
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but succeeded in pressing for experimentation. in new programs
for the education of v-mmen 'l:vhich would serve as prototypes of
similar programs instituted throughout the

u. s.

Nationally,

her impact on social legislation for equal rights for women,
both educationally and professionally, would be noteworthy in
the annals of higher education.
Throughout her years in the presidency, Sr. Ann Ida was
at the forefront of educational change.

Her writings and spee-

ches offering a challenge and directions for change are prophetic v1hen read nearly t\'JO decades later.

To document the

presidential years of Sr. Ann Ida as educator-administrator
of Nundelein College is an attempt to substantiate the national
reputation she acquired, while serving as an excellent role
model of a woman in a position of leadership.

Understanding

the circumstances of those ever-imposing circles around the
presidency may help to place Sr. Ann Ida in a proper perspective
and to better acknowledge and appreciate her achievements.
This study will attempt to portray Sr. Ann Ida as (1) an
educator-administrator of a Catholic women's college, (2) a member of a religious community undergoing a complete evluation of
its service to the Church and society, and (3) a leader in the
movement for equal rights legislation on both the state and
national levels.

All of these roles are so intertwined that

to separate one from the other would not only prove difficult,
but would present a false and distorted portrayal of a truly
outstanding woman.
The first chapter of this study will contain a brief

4

history of JVIundelein College, in particular, of the years preceding Sr. Ann Ida's appointment to the presidency.

Some notes

on His Eminence, George Cardinal Mundelein after v1hom the College was named, are also included.

The chapter will incorpor-

ate materials relating to the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed
Virgin Mary (BVM), the founders of the College, and their history prior to and including their arrival in Chicago.
A brief biography of Sr. Ann Ida will begin Chapter II.
Here will be found her philosophy of educational administration as derived from personal interviews, published essays, and
speeches.
In Chapter III, an attempt will be made to outline the
major changes or decisions made by the President during her
administration.

These affected not only the College community

--religious, lay faculty and students--but higher education
nationally.
Chapter V vlill bring together both the "internal" and
"external" presidential career of Sr. Ann Ida.

Her work vlithin

the Mundelein College community, and contributions to higher
education nationally, are interwoven.

Chapter VI will conclude

by giving an assessment of Sr. Ann Ida's role in higher education, and specifically, education of women in the United States.
This study is not intended to be a chronological listing
of the day-to-day activities of Sr. Ann Ida Gannon's presidential years.

It is rather designed to examine a particular

individual, appointed to head a woman •,s college, vTho possessed
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administrative qualities which brought her institution into
national prominence.

Sr. Ann Ida demonstrated that she pos-

sessed the ability to work \'lith others, a strong personal value
system, fairness and objectivity, sensitivity toward people,
humor and humility. 4
Some of the crises which occurred during Sr. Ann Ida's
tenure were uniquely religious or dealt with the specific realities of a woman's institution.

She was still required to

face the same dilemmas that many presidents of institutions of
higher education were encountering: the frantic years of the
late 1950's and 1960's and their resultant tumult.

Only two

months after Sr. Ann Ida's appointment, the Soviet Union
launched "Sputnik," to the dismay of both the American political and military leadership, and to the shock of the American
public.

The Soviet space success brought heavy criticism

against the American system of education and a frantic re-examination of that system began.

Shortly after John F. Kennedy,

the first Catholic elected to the presidency of the United
States, took office and began to lead the government.

Attempts

were made during his administration to improve Federal support
to private institutions of higher education.

The Peace Corps

ignited the idealism of American youth, and the Vietnam conflict
was at this functure still a minor irritant.

The United States

was beginning to feel the full impact of the Brown vs. The

4v. T. Pfiffner, "li'actors Associated with \'/omen in Hajor
Administrative Positlons in California Community Colleges"
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Southern California, 1972),
cited by Niebor, "There Is a Certain Kind of Woman," p. 101.
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Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas decision of 1954, in
~

which greater focus was placed on the civil rights of the
black community.

The Free Speech Movement, which began at the

University of California at Berkeley in 1965, continued to
spread slowly and by 1968 infected even the most apathetic
campuses in the country.
The assassination of Kennedy in 1963 brought Lyndon B.
Johnson to the presidency.

With his "Great Society" came leg-

islation benefitting private institutions of learning, the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, and an escalation in the Vietnam War,
which by 1968 was costing the lives of nearly 50,000 Americans
a year.

The assassination of the charismatic black leader,

Martin Luther King Jr., was shortly followed by the assassination of Robert F. Kennedy, who was campaigning in the 1968
presidential election.

In that year, with the election of

Richard M. Nixon to the presidency, came a sweeping tide of
student activism against the Vietnam War along with stirrings
of unrest among the Nixon-dubbed "silent majority" of middleAmericans.

The "hippie 11 generation of the 1960's defied the

traditional values of the "Protestant Ethic" and actively presented alternative life-styles in speech, dress, sexual morality, and family-living.

Student unrest on the campuses reached

a crest shortly after the announcement by President Nixon in
May of 1970 that U.S. forces had been sent into Cambodia in
order to halt infiltration of men and material from Communist
sanctuaries.

At Kent State University, a confrontation between
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the Ohio National Guard and students protesting the expansion
of the war resulted in the deaths of four of the students.
The shock was felt across the country, and because of boycotts by sympathetic students many colleges and universities
were forced to close early that spring.
By the end of 1972, the

u.s.

involvement in Vietnam ended

with the slogan: "Peace \'lith Honor."

Eighteen-year-olds were

given the vote nationally; and, although attempts were made by
supporters of Senator George I"fcGovern to

oust Nixon, he was

re-elected by a large majority of the voters.

However, in the

aftermath of the 1972 election, a series of exposes so scandalized the American public that Congress came to the brink of
instituting impeachment proceedings against Nixon before he
resigned the presidency.

Gerald Ford, the Nixon appointee who

succeeded the deposed Vice-President, Spiro Agnew, became
President.
Federal aid to education, virtually a flood during the
Johnson years, had become slightly more than a trickle during
the Nixon years..

Hany private colleges \'lere closing their

doors as economic conditions became such that it was necessary
for them to do so.
Grovrth of the Women Is Liberation rJiovement began in 1963
't'Jith the publication of Betty Friedan 1 s book, The Feminine Mystique.

Feminine consciousness

\'laS

being raised throughout the

country, and by 1968 the full force of such organizations as
'

NO\'/ (National Organization for Women) was pushing for equal

8

rights and representation through governmental legislation.
To sum up these turbulent years in so brief a presentation
is certainly doing an injustice to the full impact that each
of the movements and events carried with it.

Nevertheless,

even though necessarily brief, this summary emphasizes some
of the socio-political and economic forces that were part of
the milieu in which Sr. Ann Ida had to guide an urban women's
college on its designated journey.

Along with these problems

came uniquely religious issues that confronted most religious
communities, including the BVM's.

The Congregation

became, in

many instances, the vanguard group with Sr. Ann Ida the banner
carrier.

At a time when Sr. Ann Ida was attempting to raise

money for the College, some lay Catholics were interested only
in having the Sisters return to their traditional religious garb.
As BVN's were marching with Hartin Luther King, Jr., in
Selma, Alabama in 1964, Franciscans were picketing the Illinois
Catholic \vomen' s Club located at the Lewis Towers Campus of
Loyola University in Chicago, because a black graduate student
\'las prevented from using the sv1imming facilities.

Sisters 'l.'lere

now placing in practice some tenets of aggiornamento of the
Second Vatican Council.

Catholics were now bearing witness to

changes in their Church and to the traditional roles of the
clergy.

In Chicago, this was particularly significant in

light of its large Catholic population.
Sr. Ann Ida remained a moderate with an insight into the
future solidly based on a deep understanding of the past and
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present.

Some believed that she moved too quickly, others

felt that she moved far too slowly.

As is true with many per-

sons in positions of leadership, some decisions she made \'Tere
controversial.

~1ost

groups tend to have both

11

liberal" and

"conservative" factions within their ranks, and college communities are not too dissimilar.

It was Sr. Ann Ida's task to

reconcile these groups within the College, the religious community, the greater Chicago area, and ultimately, through her
activities on the state and national levels.

The concluding

chapter of this dissertation will assess and evaluate her leadership and examine its implications for higher education in
general and women's education in particular.
In summary, this study vrill present a biographical portrayal of Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, particularly of her years as
President of Mundelein College.

Her philosophy of educational

leadership will be elaborated with the intent of showing how she
actually practiced her defined set of values when controversial
issues came directly to her office and required decisive action.

The background events that directly relate to some of

these decisions will be presented in order to accurately portray the woman who, in her time, accepted the responsibility
of leadership imposed upon her.

Lastly, this work will offer

some conclusions and implications regarding Sr. Ann Ida Gannon
as educator-administrator and her contributions to the history
of higher education.

CHAPTER I
THE SISTERS OF CHARITY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN f1ARY
AND ~IDNDELEIN COLLEGE
rJiundelein College was named after George William Cardinal
Mundelein, third archbishop of Chicago.

Cardinal Mundelein

was chosen archbishop of Chicago in December, 1915.

At the

age of 43, he was the youngest archbishop in the United States. 1
He succeeded Archbishop James r,1ichael Quigley who, in the
\vords of Andrew Ill. Greeley, had to deal with the immigration
experience during \'Thich millions of Catholics came to America
from differing backgrounds and varied views of their Catholicity.

It was Quigley's superior leadership that encouraged a

form of "plural pragmatism" in which ethnic groups retained
their traditional religious grasp of Catholicism and formed
their o1rm separate enclaves \'Ti thin the city of Chicago.
Greeley states:
James Quigley--an astute offspring of the famine Irish-emerges from any consideration of the response of the Catholic Church to 20th century immigration as one of the most
sensitive, sophisticated and ingenious leaders .American
catholicism has ever had. He 1rras not 11 tolerant" of the
ethnics, but genuinely sympathetic to them • • • • Presiding over the nation's biggest diocese during the peak immigration years, Quigley's political skills, his intelligence, his respect for the ethnics, and his pluralistic

1Nevr Catholic Encyclopedia, 1967 ed., x. v. "r1undelein,
GeorGe l:lilliam, 11 by H. C. Koenig.
10

11
convictions made him one of the true geniuses of American Catholicism.2
Greeley admi t_s that his essay is a personal interpretation, a sociohistory of Catholicism, with a great emphasis on
the city of Chicago.

The essay is meant to be

cause it is one man's interpretation.

challenge~

Greeley concedes:

be11

I

have heroes and villains; unlike many other Catholic writers,
·I do not propose to deceive people about who my heroes and villains are in this story." 3
for using the Greeley essay.

The \"Triter has a two-fold purpose
First, to present a com1terargu-

ment to the view of Cardinal Mundelein presented in the New
Catholic Encyclopedia, and secondly, to point out the presence
of a Catholic ethnic flavor of the city of Chicago during the
early half of the century into which the College vJas to emerge.
That Greeley chooses to see Cardinal Mundelein as villain hecomes clear in this quote:
Quigley's work is "masked" by the commanding figure of
George William I"'undelein vrho follov1ed him and for a quarter of a century ruled as a Renaissance prince on the
shores of JJake Nichigan. There is little doubt that I'-1undelein was a brilliant administrator (Chicago still glides
on his accomplishments) but in his dealings with the ethnics he was arrogant and insensitive, refusing to create
national parishes [as the Quigley-Kruszka compromise establishing national churches for ethnic groups required]
or even to give the poor Poles an auxiliary of their own.
Mundelein was an autocratic Americanizer [the term refers
to that group vlhich believed that ethnics as Americans
should become "Anericanized11 and abandon the Old World vmys]
who did not believe much in pluralism and believed even
less in any power in Chicago other than his ovm. \'lhile
2

Andrew ~1. Greeley, "Catholicism in America: Two Hundred
Years and Countine;," The Critic 34 (Summer 1976): 32.
3Ibid., p. 14.
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vleber vms still alive [the retired Resurrectionist bishop
\'Tho had become superior of the American province invi ted
to Chicago by Quigley], he could do little because the
presence of the great old Polish leader [Weber] was an
inhibition on any action from the brash young ordinary of
Chicago. But after vleber's death, Hundelein thre\v the
book at the ethnics. He won since he had Rome on his
side [referring to his discontinuation in the establishment of national churches in Chicago], but the cost was
resentment against the Archdiocese which has persisted
for half a century. It is ironic but if it had not been
for the careful foundation work that the forgotten Quigley
had done with his now rejected policy of pluralism, Mundelein's imperious treatment of the ethnics might have
torn Chicago apart. Indeed if it had not been for the
pluralism of Quigley his successors' administrative reforms probably would have ended in disaster.4
There appears to be little question that Mundelein's administration was controversial.

In 1937, "he condemned the reli-

gious persecution undertaken by Hitler and the Nazi party.

His

description of the Fuehrer as 'an Austrian paperhanger' brought
protests at the Vatican and \r/ashington. n5

Within three months

of Mundelein's appointment as archbishop, he announced the
I

building of Quigley Preparatory Seminary and began work on a
major seminary in what was later to become Mundelein, Illinois.
This was St. Mary of the Lake Seminary and within ten years it
\·ras recognized as a pontifical faculty of theology with the pri vilege of conferring the doctorate of theology.

"l.'-1undelein al-

ways took special interest in the seminary and collected rare
books, manuscripts, autographs, coins, vestments, chalices, and
pictures for its museum, library, and chapels.n 6
4 Ibid., p. 32.
5Nevr Catholic Encyclopedia, p.

6

Ibid.

71.

A fevv of these objects \'Jere presented to Hundelein
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In 1918, Cardinal I'1undelein combined the various charitable
activities of the archdiocese into an organization of Catholic
Charities.

"He never forgot that he had been a poor boy and

always expressed affection for the underprivileged.

Each year

at Christmas he personally paid for a complete outfit of clothing and shoes for 100 needy children." 7

Mundelein

v1as

quoted

as saying before the members of the Holy Name Society:
The trouble with us in the past has been that we were too
often allied or drawn into an alliance 'lf.Ti th the v1rong
side. Selfish employers of labor have flattered the
Church by calling it a great conservative force, and then
called upon it to act as a police force when they paid
but a pittance of wages to those who worked for them. I
hope that day is gone by. Our place is beside the poor, .
behind the working man.5
In 1924, Mundelein was elected to the College of Cardinals
and also participated in the conclave that elected Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli as Pope Pius XII in 1939.

Within a few months of

his return from the Vatican, Cardinal l\'Iundelein died.
Regardless of which view of Cardinal Mundelein is most
accurate, his name

~ras

carried by r!J:undelein College.

It \'las

His Eminence, George Cardinal Nundelein, who selected the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary and urged them to
found a Catholic college for women in Chicago.

Although Chi-

cago v1as not without l.·mmen 's. colleges, none v-ms located on the
city.

Rosary College, in the far west suburb of River Forest,

College in its early years, although the greater number of
artifacts remained at St. r'Iary of the Lake Seminary--later
called i'-1undelein Seminary.
7Ibid.
8 Ibid.

,
.,

~:,:

~
\'las largely residential; St. Xavier on the far south side was
also residential and like Rosary, was not conveniently located
for 1.vomen living on the north side of the city.

A third v-Jom-

enls college was located in Lake Forest, a far north suburb,
residential in plan, and catering to a -vmalthy clientele.
Mundelein College was to be a commuter college located in the
northern part of the city, offering a high quality program of
liberal arts to vromen at lmv cost.
Cardinal Mundelein 1 s choice of the BVH 's 1r1as an astute
one.

The Congregation was comparatively nev-1 in relation to some

of its European counterparts, but it was an American foundation
in the sense that the BVH 1 s \'Jere given their religious title of
Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary on November 1,
1833, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania by the Reverend T. J. Donaghoe.

Although the "Chronicles 11 of f'!Ilindelein College list the

number of the original community as five, Sr. Mary Jane Coogan,
BVN, refers to the

11

four Dublin ladies" who arrived in Phila-

delphia on Saturday evening, September

7, 1833. The fifth Sis-

ter arrived from Dublin at a later date.9
firmed the

11

Father Donaghoe con-

decision that Mary Frances vrould thenceforth be

J.r,nov-m as r·1other Clarke."

The Sisters remained in Philadelphia

for nearly a decade and then "VJent on to Dubuque, Iovm.

From

its inception, the Congregation was primarily committed to education.

Over the years, the Sisters grevJ in number, and were

9!'-1. Jane Coogan, BVr·1, The Price of Our Heri tav,e: 18311869 (Dubuque: r·'Iount Carmel Press, 1975), p. 94.
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called upon to conduct schools in Chicago.

In the 'lr!Ords of

Sr. r,1ary Jane Coogan, BVH:
The next mission for vThich Father Donaghoe engaged the
Sisters proved a turning point in their history. In August of 1867, the Community extended its labors beyond the
boundaries of the Dubuque diocese, and into the young and
fast grm'ling city of Chicago .10 ·
It is interesting to note the close ties that the BV1vi Congre. gat ion had \vi th the Society of Jesus since the Congregation's
founding in 1833.

Father Donaghoe formally requested to become a Jesuit but was not admitted to the Society. 11 The com-

. muni ty v1as brought to Chicago upon the request of Arnold Damen,
S.J.

Again, from the text of Mary Jane Coogan's history of

the BVM's:
The Reverend Arnold Damen, S.J., an able and dynamic Hollander, in the course of a mission tour in I,1uscatine, at
St. Hargaret's in Davenport, and probably in Iowa City,
• • • quickly discerned in them [BV11'sl possibilities for
the work of his young Chicago parish, that of the Holy
Family. They [BVI'-l'sJ t.r>lere Irish, as were most of his people, and were accustomed to missionary conditions such as
were present in his rapidly expanding parish. They were
unhampered by cloister, and were dedicated, hard vmrking
and experienced teachers. Pleased vTith what he had observed, he lost no time in seeking their services.l2
In her book, Sr. Nary Jane Coogan summarized the success of
that venture in retrospect:
There it [BVM Congregation] established the first of nearly forty parish grade schools, a number of which would have
high school departments; there would follow three large
central high schools for girls, and a thriving college,
and from these vmuld come many of its members.l3
10

12

rbid., p.

~- r~ 31 J.

Ibid., p. 372.

11 Ibid.
l3Ibid.
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By the time Cardinal f'1undelein had selected the BVH Congregation to found the College, the Sisters had

comp~ed

nearly

100 years in the field of Catholic education in the United
states and had firmly established their reputation in the city
of Chicago.

The first College historian, Sr. Nary Nadelena,

kept a journal of the day-to-day happenings of the College.
The "Chronicles" are a compilation of the history of the College from 1930 to 1957.
ein College Archives.

They are now available in the HundelShe

v~ote:

Nether Nary Isabella [the Superior General of the BVH's],
confident in the Providence of God and concerned for the
future of Catholic young women in Chicago,. undertook the
charge the Cardinal had placed upon her.
On the feast of Our Lady of ~1ount Carmel, July 16, 1929, _
Nether Nary Isabella appointed Sister Mary Justitia, BVfvl,
at that time Provincial Superior of Holy Family Province,
to take charge of the arrangements for the new College
and to act as the representative of the Community in Chicago during the period of construction. After serious
deliberation and an extensive study of various sites
within the city of Chicago, the Sisters agreed with Cardinal Mundelein that the property on Sheridan Road at its
junctuxe with Devon Avenue, just south of Loyola University and just west of Lake Michigan, was ideally suited to
their needs. An artist herself and an executive skilled
in the planning of beautiful, useful buildings, Bother
Nary Isabella, in consultation \vi th her Council, decided
upon a skyscraper building. • • .14
The fine points of artistic expression throughout the exterior and interior of the College are considered today to be
one of the best examples of Art Deco in the city of Chicago.
r-1arbled halhvays and \vindow sills, grill vmrk incorporating the
tiered silhouette of the skyscraper, elevator doors etched with
1~-

Sr. r·Tary I1adelena, "Chronicles' II Chicago: Hundelein College Archives, 1930-1936, p. 2. (r11imeographed.)
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angularity, and the brass door knobs carrying the out-

line of the building were but a few of the stylistic features
of the new College.

\vork on the only skyscraper college for women in the 1rrorld
was begun on the ninety-sixth anniversary of the foundation of the Congregation of the Sisters of Charity of the
Blessed Virgin Mary, the Feast of All Saints [November 1]
in 1929.15
Needless to say, the crash of the stock market three days prior
to this did not augur well for the hopes of the Sisters.

ever, work began and progressed.

How-

In January, the cornerstone

was laid, simply marked with a cross on a background with radi-

ating lines and the inscription ANNO DDr1INI above the cross and
I'1CMXXX beneath it.

Sr. Nadelena continued:

t:Ieanwhile, with the material foundation of the College
being laid in Chicago, the intellectual foundation, begun
long ago when Mother Clarke dedicated her little band to
the cause of Catholic education, was being perfected in
distinguished American centers of scholarship--future
faculty members of Mundelein College were studying at the
Catholic University of America, Columbia University, the
University of St. Louis, the University of Illinois, the
University of Michigan, the University of Chicago, the
University of Notre Dame, Creighton University, Loyola
University, Marquette University, and the American Conservatory of Music.l6
Mundelein College was not only going to have the finest physical
facility that was possible at that time, but its faculty would
be the most qualified to begin the spiritual and intellectual
ideals of the College--as the ttvo colossal angel figures Uriel
and Jophiel carved at the entrance of the structure represented.
The College opened its newly completed structure to 384

15Ibid., p. 3.

16Ibid.

,young women on September 15, 1930.
t~'

In one semester, Mun::1ein

College had achieved from chaos, an organization that rival led
long-established institutions.

In the words of Sr. Mary Made-

lena:

';(
But out of that diversity [new facility, faculty, and student body] came a unity--a unity of progress, of action,
of ideal, a unity springing from a fountainhead of force
and singleness of purpose, the unity stamped by Nother
Mary Clarke upon her early associates when they undertook
the work of training Catholic girls to womanhood and high
idealism, transmitted by them to their successors, and
welded into the very walls of Mundelein College by the indomitable strength and vision of its foundress, Hother Nary
Isabella, by the loyal cooperation of her Council, and by
the dauntless courage, faith, and fortitude of its first·
President. Destined by God to guide the College through
its charter years, Sister Mary Justitia supported by her
devoted Faculty, directed all her resources to the foundation, not only of a great College, but of a great Catholic
College, dedicated to the cultivation of strong Catholic
womanhood, and purposing, through its curriculum, its activities, its contacts, and its entire being, to uphold
·standards for sound scholarship, cultivated taste, and
disciplined intelligence; to train in fundamentals of morality and religion; to equip successive generations of
youth to live wholly and generously in the world of affairs
and to give for the commonweal a service of loyalty, selfsacrifice, and patriotism.l7
The keynote address to the charter class of r1undelein Col-

lege was given on October 9, 1930, by the Reverend Joseph Reiner,
S.J., Dean of Loyola University.

The "Chronicles" are filled

with such information, describing programs and organizations
sponsored by the new classes.

Under the guidance of probably

the finest group of trained religious the Congregation vms able
to produce, the College won accolades even during the first year
it was opened.

The first issue of the yearbook, The Tower,

l7Ibid., p. 11.
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received the All-American Honor rating from the National Schol. p ress
astlc

A ssocla
. t·lon. 18

The week of the fourth of I"..ay is forever memorable to
Girl-Scout enthusiasts \-Jho spent that v1eek under the guidance of l\1iss Anne Roos, sent by National Headquarters to
train a troup of scouts at Mundelein and to confer upon
Sr. Mary Robert Hugh a distinction held by no other religious in the United States--that of captaincy of a troop. 19
In 1966, the President of Mundelein College, Sr. Ann Ida Gannon,
would accept the appointment and serve on the National Board of
Directors of the Girl Scouts of the United States, until 1975.
When this president vmuld be asked if she sold Girl Scout cookies, she could answer that the College had been into cookies
since its inception.
The College was formally dedicated on June 3, 1931, by His
Eminence, George Cardinal f1undelein.

J.l:lusic \-Jas provided by the

College Orchestra and the student bands from St. Mary's and Immaculata High Schools.

Included in the group of musicians from

Immaculata was the future president of Mundelein College--Sr. Ann
Ida Gannon.
Cardinal r1undelein' s gift to the College was the Kilgen
Grand Organ, placed in the auditorium where it remains to this
day.

In the words of Sr. Cecilia Bodman, Professor Emerita,

"Cardinal Mundelein gave us his name and the organ, but no money.
The College was financed entirely by the BV1'1 Congregation."
This vlas no small feat since everyone was in the throes of the
Depression and certainly the Congregation v.ras no exception.
18
Ibid., p. 31.

l9Ibid., p. 28.

The

,- cost of the College was approximately two million
~i

dollar:~

ex-

elusive of equipment.

In 1940, ten years after it opened, the
20
college had graduated 662 students.
Sr. Nary Justitia Coffey, the first and third president of
Mundelein College, was to establish a set of values of leadership and education that would later be revived and refined by
sr. Ann Ida Gannon.

Legend swirls around Sr. Mary Justitia and

it is difficult to sort out the fact from the fiction.

However,

most legends begin with a thread of truth and the "Chronicles"
appear to verify the view that the legends are mostly fact concerning the stories of what occurred during Sr. Justitia's tenure in office.

The following is attributed to Sr. Mary

~1adelena

regarding Sr. Justitia:
From the beginning, she saw a dual goal for every r-1undelein student. A girl must know how to live--she must read
books that would acquaint her with reality--fiction to explore the complexities of human experience; autobiography
to examine the successes and failures of real human beings,
and to catch glimpses of their goals and ideals; religion
and philosophy to bring out what is now called the 'relevance' of character of life • • • • She firmly believed
that only a thorough grounding in the Liberal Arts actu( ally prepared a woman to live and to earn a living •
• • • Years later, when DePaul and Loyola began strong recrui ting of women students, they were acknowledging a prin1
ciple that Mundelein had held for years: WO~lliN DESERVED
, THE BEST IN EDUCATION, not an identical education with men,
· necessarily, but an education offering them full intellectual and social development, freeing them from the subor1 dination that many Chicago women suffered because they
1\ could not get into some schools, could not afford others. 21

I

1
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"Ten Years of Achievement - Nundelein College," Chicago:
f'Iundelein College Archives, 1941, p. 1. (1-limeor:;raphed.)
21

A five-page report entitled "Nundelein College," Chicago:
f·1undelein College Archives, n.d., pp. 1-2. (Himeographed.)
-
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Although the stories of Sr. Mary Justitia Coffey told by

the BVN' s \'Jho knet'l her are heard over the lunch table and at
alumnae meetings, it is apparent from the reports in the "Chronicles11 and from those scarce letters written by Sr. Justitia,
that she ruled in the fashion of a Prussian general.
Many of the bishops and priests and the t'lomen religious
superiors were autocrats, but in the situations in which
they found themselves, they had to innovate, they had to
experiment, they had to take chances, they had to adjust
to the American style.22
No truer words could have been spoken regarding the massive task facing Sr. Justitia and the small band of religious
who stayed in the brick house next door to the emerging (floor
by floor) college and planned the future of the institution.
The rule of obedience, as practiced by the Catholic Church for
centuries, was in full effect and was never questioned in the
early years of I"'undelein College. · The Sisters of Charity of the
Blessed Virgin I"lary comprised a Congregation which kne"VT well hov,r
to get schools built.

Clarke College, in Dubuque, IO\'Ta had al-

ready been built by the BVH's, and many parish schools were
built and staffed by BVM's in Chicago.

However, Sr. Justitia

knew that not only was the College unique in its architecture,
its future student body, and its location in a large urban area,
but it was to be faced by the challenge of financing such an endeavor in the midst of the Depression.

Again, quoting Greeley:

They [hishops, priests, and women religious superiors]
could not afford to stand on their dignity or to insist on
22

Greeley, "Catholicism in America," p. 60.

22
rigid ecclesiastical regulations or to cut themselves off
from their people. Whatever· their ovm personal inclinations might have been, they knm'l that their pov~er to govern depended upon the consent of the governed. Just like
the political leaders, they could only be effective in
office so long as they served the fundamental needs of
their constituencies •
• • • The religious women, now providing in many cases excellent liberal arts education in the.ir colleges, \1'/0uld
begin in the 1930's to provide first-rate education up to
and including the Ph.D. level for the younger sisters, notably expanding such educational efforts in the years after
the \rlar.23

'

'· The tradition of scholarship within the BV}1 Congregation would
be revitalized by Sr. Ann Ida during her tenure in office.

Her

insistence, encouragement, financial loans, and even grant monies vrould be extended now to lay faculty wishing to return to
academe for the terminal degree.
Sr. Mary Justitia was first and third president of Mundelein College; from 1930 to 1936, and 1939 to 19l!-5.

Her terms of

office will be emphasized since she served as president-superior
during the initial years of the College, the Depression years,
and again during the War Years, 1939 to 1945.

She held the pres-

idency longer than anyone except Sr. Ann Ida.

Sr. Justitia also

11

set a tone" 1/'Jhich v.JOuld later be brought into the forefront

with the modernity of Sr. Ann Ida's presidency.

(Sr. Mary Con-

suela Martin held the office of president-superior from 1936 to
1939.

From 1945 to 1951, Sr. r·1ary Josephine f-1alone assumed the

office of president-superior until the appointment of Sr. Mary
John Michael Dee, who held the office to 1957.)
Traditionally, presidents of the tvJO colleges, Clarke and

23
l.'-lundelein, served six-year terms.

Not only did they hold the

office of president, but also the position of religious superior.

This meant that the spiritual and personal needs of the

religious came under the jurisdiction of the president, who was
also the superior.

A superior had to consider the health, well-

being, and on-going religious life of the Sisters at the College,
as v1ell as attend to the educational needs inside and outside
the College.

(It was not until 1963 that the duties of president

and superior became the responsibility of two different persons.)
Therefore, Sr. Mary Justitia was confronted by the tasks of
not only building a college, planning for its future faculty and
student body, but also having the added responsibility for the
health and well-being of the religious.

Sr. Hary r1adelena wrote

the follO\V'ing of Sr. f1ary Justitia:
In retrospect, the vast achievement of the President presents that type of humor known as laughter of the gods.
The dauntless courage with which Sister Mary Justitia assumed the almost superhuman tasks \V'hich lay before her,
the unwavering faith with which she moved heaven and earth,
the park board and city officials,. were stupendous, unbelievable, and ultimately, funny.2~
It is impossible to give sufficient credit to the faithful sisters v1ho were left to carry out the wishes of Sr. Justitia.

Sr.

Justitia had the habit of assuming that no task was so formidable
that it couldn't be done.

Usually, the President would give an

order and then leave to attend to her prayers.

To say that the

Sisters followed her blindly does not do a bit of justice to
their native intelligence.
24s r. rvr1ary

Hadelena,

Hov1ever, Sr. Justitia had the
11

Chronicles, 11 p. 36.

reputation for accomplishing the impossible.

A case in point

"rritten in the "Chronicles" told of the truck driver 1t1ho maintained his right to unload the new furniture outside of the College, on Sheridan Road.

The police officer directing traffic

on the aforementioned road thought other1trise.

Because of the

inclement weather, both the truck driver and the policeman came
into the building to continue their dispute right outside of the
President's office.

Sr. Justitia interceded:

• • • And together [truck driver and policeman] they retired to bring in the inevitable chairs, when the President
said that the furniture be not only brought in but also
placed immediately in the library on four, and polished,
if necessary. Her orders given and obeyed at once--perhaps the warring ones were hypnotized--the President went
to Mass.25
Again, Sr. Mary Madelena:
An escort of mounted police sprang as if by magic at a

word from the President of Mundelein--a squad of officers
kept special guard around the building whenever she asked
it, and, in the memorable spring of 1936, \'!hen the HvA tore
up the highways of the city and reinstalled the 1t1ires under the streets, Sister persuaded the park board to plant
trees before the College and then arranged to have them
irrigated every week.26
The clear and entertaining style of Sr. Nadelena highlights
the fact that Mundelein College had an awe-inspiring President
with very capable and talented Sisters close behind.

Sr. Mary

J

Fiadelena tells of the preparations made by the students and
2 5rbid., pp. 38-39. This writer can only conclude, on the
?asis of Chicago's high concentration of Catholics, particularly
ln the 1930's, that one or both, truck driver and policeman, had
received some parochial education under the Sisters in the long,
black gowns and would never imagine giving a Sister, particularly one with the presence of Sr. Hary Justitia, an argument. So
i·Jhen Sr. Justitia gave an order, everyone obeyed.
26 Ibid., p. 39.

25
sisters of the College for the Legion of Decency Parade to be
held on Hichigan Boulevard in September, 1934:
Realizing that nothing short of military drill would be
effective in the handling of so large a group in.three
short days, Sister [Justitia] engaged a group of officers
to come down from Fort Sheridan to take command of the
students. But a skyscraper building rigidly limited in
the matter of campus, affords no opportunity for marching.
Untroubled by the problem, Sister called the park offi. cials and arranged to have traffic shut off for three
blocks on Sheridan Road for forty-five minutes just after
noon for three days. Gold Coast matrons luncheon-bound,
financiers enroute to golf, and all crmvds \vho ride the
north- and south-bound buses detoured while the girls at
Mu.ndelein went marching dovm the Road.27
Sister Nary Justitia did not have "pull."

Sr. rJJary Justitia

had"clout!"
By September 27, 1931, an article about Hundelein College
appeared on the front page of The New York Times.
was

v~ritten

The article

by James 0 'Donnell Bennett, special \vriter for the

Chicago Tribune and was carried as a special feature by the
Times. 28 During the academic year of 1931-32, the College \vas
recommended for membership in the North Central Association of
American Colleges and would receive membership during Sr. Mary
Justitia's second term in office in 1940.

It might be noted at

this juncture that beginning in 1971, Sr. Ann Ida would serve
as a member of the Executive Board of the Commission on Colleges
and Universities of the North Central Association.

The Catholic

Educational Association, and the Association of American Colleges,
2 7Ibid., p. 39.
28Ibid., p. 41~. The newspaper article described the architectural style of the ne\rl \rlOmen' s college, its modern facilities,
and the student clientele to be served.
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at that time under the auspices of the University of Illinois,
would recommend Mundelein College for membership into their organizations.

In the summer of 1932, the College began the first

collegiate educational center in the city of Chicago to assist
religious teachers in meeting the requirements proposed by the
State of Illinois. 29
It is difficult to believe the number of awards and honors
which accrued to the College, its religious and students alike,
during those early years.

When one peruses the Skyscraper, the

student newspaper, this fact becomes evident.
The "Chronicles" are an excellent source of material for
anyone wishing to delve into the history of the College.

The

last contributions to the "Chronicles" occur in.l957, the first
year of Sr. Ann Ida's presidency.

Although this fact is true,

there is still sufficient material to describe an important event:
the retirement of Sr. Mary John l"-1ichael Dee from the presidency
and the appointment of Sr. Ann Ida Gannon to that position.
The following narrative gives some indication of the state of
the College and its role in that span of time:
On July 4, Sister Hary John Michael assembled the Sisters
in the auditorium to read the list of superiors, opening
with the announcement that Sr. Mary Ann Ida was the incoming superior-president at .Nundelein and that Sister I•1ary
Benedict [Phelan] was the incoming superior-president at
Clarke College •
• • • On August 15, Sister Mary John Michael, one of Hundelein's pioneer Faculty members, completed her six-year
term [1951-1957] as superior-president. During Sister's
administration, Mundelein, largest college for women in
2 9Ibid., pp. 58-59.
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Illinois, increased its regular and summer session enrollment from 967 to 1100 students; broadened its scholarship
program to include foreign students, both lay and religious, from China, India, Ireland, Japan, Viet Ham, and
the Iron Curtain countries; invited to the Faculty Orienta],. and European scholars vThose status in their mm. countries was destroyed by the Communist aggression; completed
a $1,000,000 rehabilitation and expansion program; and
graduated 354 students including 53 BVT1's.
Sr. Nary f>Iadelena continues:
Public recognition came to the College with a letter from
Governor William G. Stratton commenting on Sister Il!ary John
r1ichael 1 s "outstanding record," and one from His Eminence,
Samuel Cardinal Stritch noting progress made at Hundelein
under her direction and guidance. "Every time I go to the
College," His Eminence wrote, "I see evidences of this .
progress. In these times I am convinced that our Catholic
Women's Colleges have a mission and that intelligently and
rightly you have guided your students to something more
than mere enlightenment, to that vision of the place and
opportunity of the enlightened Catholic woman in the
Church today, which offers her abundant opportunities to
give to the world and to those about her that she has
learned at Jviundelein College." 30
The last chapter of the

11

Chronicles" documented the arrival

of the new president-superior by recording that in the spring of
1957, the BVM Congregation purchased a house on the southeast
corner of ·Kenmore and Sheridan Roads which, \'Then razed, vmuld
provide space for the building of the BVN Scholasticate.

"Hean-

'"hile, the netrl BV11 Educational Program, providing that all netrlly
professed Sisters would receive Bachelor's degrees before being
assigned to missions,

\'JaS

in preparation."3l

This new program

\'las particularly important to the incoming president Sr. Ann Ida
because she played a significant role in its development.
3°sr. Hary JVIadelena, "Chronicles, 11 Chicago: f'1undelein ColArchives, 1951-1957, P• 95. (fvlimeographed.)
3llbid., p. 94.
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This role will be noted in successive chapters.

By September,

1957, forty-five young Sister-students vrould come to Hundelein
College to begin upper-division academic work and would require
housing at the College while the building of the Scholasticate ·
proceeded across the street.
An additional word regarding the new
gram needs stating.

B~1

Educational Pro-

In 1956, I"lonsignor John Tracy Ellis wrote

his provocative challenge to the Catholic community with his
interpretation on the relationship of Catholicism to American
intellectual life.3 2 The debate over his 1-rritings rippled
through the Catholic academic community; and in the words of
Sr. Ann Ida, then on the BVf·I committee for the Education of Young
Religious, Ellis' challenge 't'las to be the single most important
influence on her attitude regarding the direction of Catholic
higher education.
Summary
This chapter included a brief history of the founding of
Mundelein College and of its first years of growth.

It included

some notes on His Eminence, George Cardinal Nundelein, after
\vhom the College \vas named, and a viev.r of the Catholic immigrants
of the city of Chicago.

The Sisters of Charity of the Blessed

Virgin r1ary, vrho founded their Congregation in Philadelphia in

1833, and came to Chicago in 1869, were given the task of
32John Tracy Ellis, American Catholics and the Intellectual
Id.fe (vfashington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America,
1956)' pp. 13-43 •.
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establishing, building, and financing the first and only Catholic liberal arts college for women on the north side of the
city of Chicago.

The announcement of the appointment of Sr.

Ann Ida Gannon to president-superior of the College as well as
the state of the College up to her appointment have been noted.
As a footnote to this chapter, in the fall of 1959, William G.
Stratton, Governor of Illinois, addressed the faculty, staff
and friends of I1undelein College at a ceremony closing the
125th anniversary of the founding of the BVM Congregation.

In

the text of that speech, Governor Stratton pointed out that
11

Hundelein

Col~e

had become the largest Catholic women's col-

lege in the United States.u33
It nov1 remains to deal v1i th the main issue of this study:
the depicting and evaluation of the major happenings occurring
during the presidency of Sr. Ann Ida.
33Gov. Hilliam G. Stratton, "Address to Friends of I1undelein College, 11 text of speech given at ceremony closing the 125th
anniversary year of the founding of the BVI'1 Congregation, Mundelein College, 29 October 1959. Chicago: Nundelein College
Archives. (Type\vri tten.)

CHAPTER II
11

A VALIANT WOIVJAN 11

The Laetare l'-1edal , in Sr. Ann Ida's opinion, was the highest
honor bestov1ed upon her during her presidential career.

The

Medal, although coveted by American Catholics, contained even
greater significance for its recipient in 1975, the International
\'/omen's Year.

Sr. Ann Ida was the first religious to receive

the award and only the second person in the field of education
to be so recognized by the Laetare Award Committee.

The follow-

ing is from a speech given by the Reverend Theodore M. Hesburg,
CSC, President of Notre Dame, to introduce Sr. Ann Ida Gannon,
winner of the Laetare Medal for 1975 •
• • • Today, a valiant woman of Twentieth Century America
stands before us in you, Ann Ida Gannon. As a religious of
the Sisters of the Blessed Virgin Mary and as President of
Mundelein College in Chicago for the past eighteen years,
you exemplify for us a profound commitment to the Church and
to its role in American higher education. You are undeniably a leader of distinction in an era of tumultuous change
and growth • • • • You assumed the Presidency of Mundelein
College in 1957 and, under your guidance, the institution
grew from a good locally-recognized college for young
Catholic "'omen to a strongly innovative nationally-known
school, its mission enlarged to include serving the needs
of mature adults in the Chicago metropolitan area • • • •
The call for your leadership extended to city, state, and
nation. As Chairman, you have led the American Council on
Education, the Association of American Colleges, and the
Religious Education Association.
Fr. Hesburg continued:

30

31
With the grm·ling impact of the women's liberation movement,
you emerged as a significant and gracious feminine presence
in American higher educat·ion. Named to the President's
Task Force on Vlomen' s Rights and Responsibilities, as v1ell
as to the Illinois Commission on the Status of Women, you
brought valuable and sobering insights to their deliberations and hold today a respected position among women
leaders throughout the land.l
Sr. Ann Ida's response upon receiving the Medal emphasized
her humility in accepting the award in behalf of all the women
religious who had been able to achieve their potential as a result of the new changes within the Church and in their religious
orders while continuing to serve God and mankind:
• • • [Accepting this award] as a symbol of the thousands of
religious women who have rejoiced in the new opportunities
for service which changes in the Church and their orders
have brought • • • • Every religious woman who has achieved
success knO\'IS that the development of her talents was made
possible by the religious community which encouraged her,
inspired her, and provided her with opportunities for personal and professional development • • • • For myself and for
the many women religious in America, whose zeal and talents
are serving the Church and society, I express appreciation.2
The Laetare Medal is generally regarded as the American version
of the "Golden Rose," a papal honor dating from the 11th century,
and is the most significant annual award conferred upon Catholics
in the United States.3
1 Fr. Theodore H. Hesburg, "Address for Laetare Hedal Recipient," University of Notre Dame du Lac, 18 May 1975, Chicago:
r1undelein College Archives, pp. 1-2.
2sr. Ann Ida Gannon, "Response," University of Notre Dame
duLac, 18 Hay 1975, Chicago: Ivlundelein College Archives, pp.
1-2.
3The r~aetare f'·Iedal, 9'7th Congress, 2nd session, May 14, 1974.
Qongressional Record, 567-103-39108. The Hedal was established
oy the University of Notre Dame's founder and·first president,
Reverend Edward F. Sorin, CSC, and the first issued by the thenpresident of the University, Reverend Thomas E. V!alsh, CSC, in
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Both the citation and the response assist in presenting the
subject of this research, Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, in focus.

Before

further attempts are made to develop those cc ..1tributions briefly
enumerated by the fvledal citation, it is important to present
some biographical and philosophical data to the reader.

This

chapter will provide some material about the early years of Sr.
Ann Ida's life prior to her entering the BVr-1 Congregation. 4
Sr. Ann Ida was born on April 2, 1915, to the late George
and Hanna Hurphy Gannon of Chicago, Illinois.

She

\'JaS

to spend

her early years on Pratt Avenue, in Rogers Park, approximately
three miles from the future location of Hundelein College.
was the third of six children.

She

Her only brother, John, chose to

become an attorney as was their father, George.

Sr. Ann Ida,

Hay of 1883. The I•1edal had been restricted to lay persons until
1968, when it was announced that priests and religious were now
eligible for consideration. The name of the recipient of the
Medal is announced on Laetare Sunday, the fourth Sunday of Lent.
It is presented as part of the University's commencement exercises in riJay. The Hedal consists of a solid gold disc suspended
from a gold bar that has the inscription, "Laetare Hedal. 11 On
the border of the Medal are the words, 11 JI·1agna est veri tas et
prevalebit" (Truth is might and will prevail). The center design of the Hedal is fashioned according to the profession of
the recipient.
4sr. Ann Ida's comments have been gathered in personal interviews, some on tape, from her published essays and public
speeches to various local, state, and national organizations.
Sr. Ann Ida's personal comments regarding her early years are
limited. By her o~m choice, she preferred to focus on the
years since she entered the Congregation and-specifically, on
her term of office as president, including her work in the educational and religious community. In retrospect, Sr. Ann Ida's
choice of emphasis is easily understood since by 1975, she had
been a sister of the BVH Congregation for forty-three of her
sixty years, having entered the Congregation shortly after her
graduation from high school.
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who played the B-flat clarinet with the

In~aculata

High School

Band would, it appeared, be the musician daughter of the musician mother, Hannah.

However, that was not to be.

The Immaculata High School, vrhich Sr. Ann Ida vrould attend,
was founded in 1920 by Sr. Hary Justitia Coffey, BVH, later appointed first president of Nundelein College during Sr. Ann
Ida's sophomore year.

Of her high school years, Sr. Ann Ida

said:
I was very activity minded at that time and not too intellectu~lly oriented although I enjoyec my studies.
I was. an
officer in the class each year, joined the Glee Club for
four Jears and became a member of the newly founded Band
(1929) and Orchestra (1930). Other activities included
serving on the staff of the school paper for four years
and membership in the debate and drama clubs. I mention
these activities because I think that participation in
these various interests vJas as important in my development
as \·Jere the intellectual studies that I undertook. 5
When Sr. Ann Ida vms asked about her vocational calling, she responded:
I think that I could say that I probably thought of joining
the BVM's throughout my high school years; I don't think
that the idea came to me suddenly; it was a constant aviareness of something that I very much wanted to do • • • As a
senior I had a scholarship to Mundelein (which had opened
two years earlier) and did wonder if I should go to college
first or enter the Congregation; I decided to enter. Looking back, nov1, I do not think that I had a very clear idea
about what I would be doing once I was a Sister. There
hadn't been any religious in our family up to that time
and I don't think that my mother was very clear about it
either.6
Sr. Ann Ida began her postulate in 1932.

There was a definite

plan of education that had been developed by the Mother-General
5Interview with Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, Chicago, Illinois,
22 July 1976. (Tape in possession of writer.)
6 Ibid.
-

I

that time, J'.1other Gervaise Tuffey.

Sr. Ann Ida ex-

The Dean of Clarke College intervie\ved each Postulant and
asked her what areas of study she was interested in. I
chose English and Mathematics although I was not a\'Tare of
the significance of this interview until afterwards. After two and one half years in the novitiate and six-months
at Clarke College I began to teach (a two-year certificate
was accepted in Iowa at that time). In the following
years I attended Iowa State Teacher's College, De Paul University, St. Louis University and I'Tundelein as a part-time
student and returned to Clarke to complete my \'lork for an
A.B. This experience provided a broad undergraduate experience in many different kinds of schools.?
years between 1935 and 1941, when Sr. Ann Ida received
· the B.A. degree from Clarke College vJi th a major in English and
a minor in Mathematics, she taught grades 2-6 in elementary
school.

She moved on to teach freshman English and mathematics,

primarily algebra, later follm·md by all four high school levels
of English.

In 1941 she was assigned to teach English and Math-

ematics at St. Mary's High School.

The following year she began

part-time study for a Master's Degree in English at Loyola University; for three years she interrupted this program to study
Clinical Psychology at the University in order to assist her in
•· working with handicapped students.
.·study of English.

In 1946, she returned to the

Sr. Ann Ida continued:

In the spring of 1947, after my course work was completed
and most of my thesis research had been done, I v1as interview·ed by the Superior General who inquired if I would be
vlilling to pursue doctoral study in Philosophy in order to
meet a need for a teacher in that area. To be perfectly
candid, I did not exactly knm·T v!hat graduate philosophy
involved at that point but I agreed. to consider it. After
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some investigation I decided that St. Louis University had
the best graduate department in philosophy and set up an
interview with the chairman of the department. I wish that
I had a tape of that interview since my undergraduate preparation had not included metaphysics (the important course
from his viewpoint). We agreed that, Since I would be
teaching undergraduate philosophy in the future, it would
be good for me to take seven undergraduate courses, some
of them concurrent with the graduate seminars.
That first summer I completed writing my thesis: An Analysis
of John Collop's Poesis Rediviva and took metaphysics. In
the fall, I took four undergraduate courses, one graduate
seminar and my final oral examination on the thesis at Loyola. Things were easier after that and I completed the
work in four years, spending the last six months at the
Vatican Library in Rome. While I was helped by the European experience in many ways, I did not find much in the
Vatican Library that I could not have obtained in the U.S.
but the period of living abroad was a most enriching one.B
In August of 1951, Sr. Ann Ida received a new assignment.
She was to be sent to Mundelein College to assume the chairmanship of the Department of Philosophy.

She began her teaching as-

signment while completing her dissertation.

She took her oral

examinations that fall and graduated from St. Louis University
in January of 1952.

The topic of her doctoral dissertation was

"The Active Theory of Sensation in Plotinus and St. Augustine."
"I have always been interested in the theory of knovlledge and its
application and how the approach to knowledge influences [an]
individual's approach to reality."
Sr. Ann Ida taught philosophy and was chairman for six years.
During that time she lived with the resident students, numbering about forty-five, on the 13th and 14th floors of the College.
8 Ibid. John Collop was an eighteenth-century physician,
religious philosopher, poet and essayist. Poesis Rediviva was
a collection of his poetic works.
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In 1956, she received word that she was to return to Dubuque,
Iowa for the summer.

She explained:

I was appointed to a six-person Committee for the purpose
of planning the academic curriculum for the proposed Scholasticate program. I spent the summers of 1956 and 1957
working with the Committee and exploring theories of education in general and special patterns of education for
young religious. Out of these sessions grew a document
which was submitted to the General Council for their approval and implementation in the fall of 1957; the plan
was also submitted for discussion by the faculty of both
Clarke and It1undelein Colleges. It -vms in July of 1957 that
I received the appointment to be Superior and President of
f·1undelein College. 9
vfuen asked if she had received any prior preparation for her new
appointment, Sr. Ann Ida replied, "No."

However, she added that

her work on the Scholasticate Curriculum Committee "· •• involved a great deal of reading and reflection and exploration in
what was being done in curriculum planning in other institutions."10

When queried as to how her personal philosophy of

educational administration \'las developed and refined, Sr. Ann
Ida replied:
Three important events especially influenced my attitude
about where colleges should be going. One occurred in
1956 when Honsignor John Tracy Ellis issued a challenge
to all Catholic educators to develop stronger institutions of higher education. One of my first acts, after
being appointed the President, -vms to write to l\1onsignor
Ellis to invite him to address our Faculty Workshop in
August. Although he could not accept that appointment,
he did agree to give our Baccalaureate Sermon the following June in \'lhich he reiterated his hopes for strong, intellectually oriented colleges.ll
The second event which changed the direction of higher education in the United States as vlell as Hundelein was a unique one.
10Ibid.

11 Ibid.
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On October 4, 1957 Sputnik I was launched. This event
trigGered several Federally funded programs in modern languages and science. Grants became available to private
institutions and Nundelein was able to take advantage o:f
several of them especially in the area o:f Foreign Languages. For four summers the Language Department sponsored special programs :for teachers o:f French with the
help of Federal funds.l2

~.·
~·

The third event also occurred shortly after school began in the
fall.
Dr. Norman Burns o:f the North Central Associa·l;ion telephoned to say that the Association was introducing a new
plan for decennial visits and would like to include Mundelein in the first year as one of the experimental institu~
tions. I accepted the invitation and before Christmas we
had begun to prepare for the spring visit. Dr. Levlis Hayhmv, Chairman of the visiting team, gave me advice and
insights that served as guidelines for the policies I
follm·Ted in the next few years .13
The three "events" to v1hich Sr. Ann Ida referred--Nonsignor
Ellis' challenge, the launching of Sputnik, and the North Central Association visitation--are sufficiently significant to warrant greater explanation, since they exerted a profound influence
on the philosophic views o:f the future president.
Honsignor John Tracy Ellis, Professor of Church History,
of the Catholic University of America, presented an address in
St. Louis on May 14, 1955.

Monsignor Ellis' paper created an

immediate reaction that was in itself evidence of the controversial nature of his attitudes.

Ellis elaborated on his views

and composed an essay which follmved closely on the heels of
his original address in St. Louis.

It should be recalled that

at the time Sr. Ann Ida read Ellis' essay, she was on the BVM
Committee for the Education of Young Religious.

In retrospect,
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. sr. Ann Ida believed that the essay was the single most important influence on her attitude regarding the direction of CatholiC higher education.
Briefly, Ellis begins his.essay by citing examples substantiating his belief that the intellectual life in the United
states is not only in a state of repose, but that the intellectual here, unlike his European counterpart, has

been~orned

·. rather than respected throughout American history.

Specific-

ally, the Catholic intellectual is basically no different than
his non-Catholic colleague.

In fact, the Catholic may be faring

rather poorly in relation to his number and strength in the U.S.
·Quoting Ellis:
Admittedly, the weakest aspect of the Church in this country lies in its failure to produce national leaders and
to exercise commanding influence in intellectual circles,
and this at a time when the number of Catholics in the
United States is exceeded only by those of Brazil and
Italy, and their material resources are incomparably superior to those of any other branch of the universal
Church.l4
Ellis discussed the anti-Catholic climate that has existed in
this country as a possible explanation for the lack of a strong
Catholic intellectual elite.

Another major consideration was

the tremendous flood of immigrants coming to the United States.
During the period from 1820-1920, 9,317,000 Catholic immigrants
arrived with their ilrrteracy and extreme poverty, and the attendant hardships of surviving in a new and hostile country.

Ellis

admitted that it vms apparent that the Church had enough to do
to help in the absorption of this immigrant horde, let alone
14
Ellis, American Catholics and the Intellectual I1ife, p. 16.
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· attempting to build a thriving Catholic intellectual community.
Ellis continued by explaining the possibilities for the
scarcity of Catholic intellectuals by admitting that even if
the germ of an intellectual elite could come from out of this
deprived past, such an elite vrould have met vri th 1 i ttle encouragement from the other Americans.

"Historically, Americans

have been wary of their scholars, and it is doubtful if there
is a major nation in the \'lorld vrhose history reveals more suspicion of its academicians than our m.-rn." 1 5
Ellis believed that the laity should also be given more
opportunity for involvement in the shaping of educational and
administrative policies of the Catholic colleges and universities of the United States.

Presumably, this involvement \'lould

serve both to stimulate an interest in intellectual pursuits,
· and gain a stronger financial commitment to Catholic colleges
and universities by the laity.
The clergy was not to be ignored in Ellis' challenge.

He

found the intellectual level of the clergy in this country to
t
~

be void of a true intellectual elite vrho might serve as role
models to aspiring scholars.

Relatively few of the clergy

taking graduate work concentrated on the humanities and the
liberal arts.

Not only 1.-ras the graduate seiection 1:1ithout in-

tellectual depth, but Ellis believed that Catholic higher education, once it began to establish itself, began to proliferate
graduate

pro~rams

to the detriment of many since they competed

t·ri th each other for funds, facilities, and qualified. faculty

15 Ibid., p. 19.

L!-0

(still limited in relation to the number of qualified Catholic
scholars of distinction).
Ellis went on to criticize the lack of planning for Catholic higher education on a national scale, and he lamented the
fact that this planning would not occur until the Catholic institutions of higher education faced financial bankruptcy.

El-

lis pointed to the need for love of scholarship for its own
sake among American Catholics.

Furthermore, he felt that the

Church's educational system in the

u.s.

had made the school

"an agency for moral development, \'lith an insufficient stress
on the role of the school as an instrument for fostering intellectual excellence." 16
Ultimately, Ellis believed that American Catholic colleges
and universities should do what they do best and not attempt to
proliferate curricula in the educational market and thus compete with successful secular universities.

vlhat were the

strengths that Ellis believed came almost innately to Catholic
institutions of higher education, and specifically, graduate
education?

These strengths \vere the humanities and the liberal

arts, particularly theology and philosophy, \IThich Ellis believed,
had a heritage in Catholic history and served as a solid base
of continuity for American Catholic colleges and universities
to pursue.

One note of hope was Ellis' remark indicating that

the bright spot in the Catholic institutions of higher education
related to women's colleges.
16Ibid., p. L~6.

In a study to determine from which

4-1

institutions outstanding female scholars graduated, the Catholic colleges showed themselves to good advantage.

11

These

facts \vould tend to bear out a fairly common opinion that in a
number of ways the Catholic vmmen' s colleges are in advance of
the institutions for men. ul7
In summary, Ellis believed that the American Catholic did
not have a tradition of intellectual achievement and leadership.

The parochial grade schools, colleges, and universities

\'!ere emphasizing the moral issues and doing little to encourage
intellectual excellence.

The institutions vrere also concentrat-

. ing on trends or fashionable subjects to the detriment of those
areas of knmvledge in which, historically, Catholic education
had had the most experience and the greatest continuity.

Fur-

thermore, American Catholics had only themselves to blame for
this dilemma because they had encouraged "a self-imposed ghetto
mentality which prevented them from mingling as they should with
their non-Catholic colleagues" in addition to the fact that they
lacked the "industry and habits of work" necessary to produce
true scholarship. 18 Although Ellis' challenge permeated the
Catholic academic community during the year prior to Sr. Ann
Ida's appointment, it was to carry a profound influence on her
philosophy of educational administration.

The influences will

become apparent during the formative years of her presidency
and will be discussed in Chapter III.
I

The second "event" \vhich ivas to be crucial to the administration of Sr.

P~n

l7Ibid., p. 56.

Ida occurred on October 5, 1957,
18Ibid., p. 57.
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approximately a month after the first academic year began under her leadership.

On initial notice, one would wonder how

the launching of the first space satellite

11

Sputnik 11 in a re-

mote part of the Soviet Union would have an impact on a Catholic \<!Omen's college in Chicago.

Author Eric F. Goldman, re-

viewing the years from 1945 to 1960, remarked about the aftermath of the launching of Sputnik on America's concern over its
supposed loss of superiority in science and technology to the
Soviet Union. 1 9 Although some military strategists expressed
disdain for the success of Sputnik, a mere 184.3 pounds in
weight, scientists in the United States had been working on
launching such a satellite, but it weighed only 21.5 pounds.
On November 3 of the same year, the Soviets launched Sputnik II,
weighing 1,120.29 pounds and carrying scientific instruments as
well as a live dog.

It became apparent that the U.S.S.R. was

preparing to put a human into space.

Quoting Goldman:

Throughout the United States a sense of alarm, exasperation, humiliation, and confusion mounted. Sputniks I and
II dramatized as nothing else could have done that the
chief thing on which Americans had depended for their
national security and for victory in a competitive coexistence with Communism--the supremacy of American technical
knO"~.tv"-h0\·11--had been bluntly challenged..20 ·
On November

7,

President Dwight Eisenhower announced the

appointment of James R. Killian, Jr., President of the l\lassachusetts Institute of Technology, as Special Assistant to the President for Science and Technology

11

to have the active

l9Eric F. Goldman, The Crucial Decade--And After: 19451960 (New York: Random House, 1960), p. 306.
20
Ibid., pp. 309-310.

-
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responsibility for helping me to foll0'\.1 through on the scientific improvement of our defense. 1121

America's first attempt

to launch a satellite came on December 6, 1957.
failure.

It was a total

Premier Nikita Krushchev of the U.S.S.R. commented

after the United States debacle, "Who wants to overtake
in science?

~rhom

The United States would like to overtake the Sov-

iet Union.n 22

The first successful satellite of the United

States, the Explorer, was launched on January 31, 1958.

The

Explorer weighed 30.8 pounds.
Complacent Americans had not heeded the warnings of their
i--

t

As early as 1931, George S. Counts,

t,

intellectual community.

•''"

comparative-educator and vocal proponent of socio-educational
planning, demonstrated that in 1925, the Soviet leaders had decided that the U.S.S.R. would begin a massive program to bring

·~

r

the country on a par t·rith the most advanced capitalistic nations
of the Western world, specifically the United States. 2 3 A mindboggling set of agencies was then established and coordinated
to eradicate illiteracy and educate the entire population into
the service of this cause.

Counts explained the many facets of

this Five-Year Program and had to admit that although the task
seemed nearly impossible to achieve as scheduled, the Soviet
people were mobilized for the challenge.

In 1957, Counts' sec-

ond major work on education in the Soviet Union indicated that
careful social planning through education had accomplished the

21 Ibid., p. 310.
22 Ibid., p. 311.
23George S. Counts, The Soviet Challenge to America (New
York: Charles Day, 1931).
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goals which the U.S.S.R. had set about to achieve.

Almost

prophetically, Counts pointed out the great strides made by
-the Soviet scientists and technicians. 24 It appeared that

u.s.

educators, particularly Counts in this instance, were to

suffer the curse of

Cassa~dra:

being taken seriously.

telling only the truth but never

Goldman continued:

The new apprehension in the United States ranged beyond
events in foreign countries, particularly to the area most
sensitized by the Soviet Sputnik success--the American
attitude toward learning in general and toward science in
particular. The Soviet schools, Americans were being
told, were tough, purposeful, heavily emphasizing science
in every year from the fourth grade up, ruthlessly ready
to separate the mediocre from the outstanding students
and to push the latter.25
What began in the United States -r,vas a crisis in education and
it spread across the country.

Critics were demanding a good,

hard look at our educational institutions.

Some salient points

to come before the American public cut across all strata of
society.

The schools catered to the lowest denominator, reduc-

ing the gifted students to a level of mediocrity.
were grossly underpaid.
they were receiving.

Most teachers

Others were not worth what small sums

The past twenty-five years in the field

of education had been spent arguing over \vhether the child
should be socially adjusted or educated.

Finally, there was

no general agreement on what the schools should teach.

In

their eagerness to be all things to all children and parents,
schools v1ere depicted as having gone wild -vli th elective
24George s. Counts, The Challenge of Soviet Education
(Ne\'-1 York: IvlcGravi-Hill, 1957).
2 5Goldman, The Crucial Decade--And After: 1945-1960, p. 312.
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courses with no specific continuity or apparent purpose or
goal. There was no planning in education. 26 George S. Counts
explicitly indicated that there was educational planning in the
U.S.S.R. along with a well-defined national purpose that totally encompassed the educational ladder from cradle to grave.
Dr. Gerald Gutek, a noted educational historian, said of this
period:
During the 1950s, a great debate was waged that focused
public attention on American education. Like other major
developments in American education, such as the evolution
of the common school and the high school, the debate of .
the 1950s related to major social, political, economic,
and international trends. The soviet successes in space,
particularly the orbiting of Sputnik, precipitated a critical examination of the quality of American education •
• • • Near the end of the 1950s, the emphasis shifted to
problems of providing quality [as opposed to quantity]
education.
• • • Congress became favorable to increased federal support for education. The National Defense Education Act,
passed in 1958 and extended in 1964, was designed to improve education in science, foreign languages, and mathematics. The Act supported guidance, counselling, and
testing programs and vocational education; it also provided
funds for research, student loans, and graduate fellowships.27
·
The trend of federal assistance to education continued through
the Kennedy Administration.

Gutek continued:

Although Kennedy encouraged general aid-to-education legislation, it was not enacted until 1965, when President Johnson.proposed aid to elementary, secondary, and higher education, both public and private •
• • .• . In the 1960s, the federal government financed educational research and development on a scale unprecedented
in American history. The long debate between proponents
and opponents of federal aid to education subsided. The
Act [Higher Education] of 1965 indicated that Congress had
determined to assist American education.
26 Ibid.,

pp. 313-31L~.

2 7Gerald L. Gutek, A History of the \'/estern Educational
!:._xperience (New York: Random House, 1972), p. 40C5.
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• • • Federal legislation had shifted from specific aid
or emergency programs to general aid to all levels of
education.28
Now, for the first time in United States history, private
institutions of higher education were entitled to receive monies
from the Federal government in the form of grants and loans.
Although legislation in the mid-sixties would far surpass this
initial overture to private institutions, the precedent had
been established.

Mundelein College, a private and Church-

related institution, received money in the form of grants to
up-date its science facilities, and to further develop its language laboratory.

The Federal government sponsored language

workshops during four successive summers at the College.

In

the words of Sr. Ann Ida:
Within a month after school opened in 1957, Russia
launched Sputnik I. As we lived through that experience
and the launching of Explorer I by the United States on
January 31, 1958, we were not fully aware of the impact
which these achievements would have on the world of
higher education. For one thing, the government put
great emphasis on those studies which would enable the
US to compete with Russian achievements • • • foreign
languages and sciences. New methods of teaching foreign
languages were encouraged and with the help of several
grants we were able to begin an experimental lab and ultimately a full-fledged language laborator~ which was
one of the first of its kind in Illinois.2~
In the North Central Association report of April, 1958, the committee stated that "the Language Department
has begun experimen,
tation with laboratory techniques and is making comparisons
between completely oral-aural methods and more orthodox
28Ibid., pp. 402-403.
29Interview with Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, Chicago, Illinois,
22 July 1976.
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l

f .ones."30

Of the science program, the NCA commented that "the

college has developed an unusually strong science program with
many of the teachers recipients of research grants."3l
By 1961, President Kennedy was determined that the first
man on the moon would be an American.

This became a top-

priority goal and the Gederal government would allocate greater
funds to subsidize education, both public and private.

In ef-

fect, Sputnik gave the incentive for a national purpose--to
surpass the advances made by the Soviet Union in science and
technology.

Education was to be the vehicle for achieving this

goal and the Federal government would financially assist this
goal on a scale heretofore not deemed possible.
Th~

last of the three "events" which had an impact on the

formation of Sr. Ann Ida's educational administrative philosophy
occurred in November, 1957.

She received a telephone call from

Dr. Norman· Burns of the North Central Association saying that
NCA was introducing a new system of ten-year review procedures.
Would Mundelein College serve as an experimental institution for
such a purpose?

Sr •. Ann Ida remarked:

I gulped once or twice and decided that such a visit would
be a very good experience and would be a source of motivation for the college to take a serious look at itself. In
preparation for the visit the Dean directed a self-study
\'llhich resulted in several changes.
The faculty was organized into committees to look at
the organization of the college, the curriculum, finances
and long-range goals. Some of the goals are expressed
3°North Central Association, "Report of a RevievJ Visit to
Hundelein College," April 1958, Chicago: Nundelein College Archives, p. 7.
·
3libid.
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in the document which outlines the plans for 1957-62 and
1962-67. Efforts were made to discuss the means to further the development of the faculty, raise salary scales,
increase the percentage of Ph.D.'s, expand the curriculum and to make changes in the organization to include
new offices of Admissions, Development, and Alumnae. A
new residence hall to answer to the needs of non-commuter
students was also projected. Further, since up to that
time Sister-faculty had also carried many extra duties,
a plan was suggested to increase the supportive staff-and tuition charges which would make some of these changes
possible. Thus, the early introduction of the North Central Study was a very good occasion for introducing many
needed changes.32
The North Central Association committee included Lewis B.
Mayhew, Associate Professor, r1:i.chigan State University.

Sr. Ann

Ida commented that Dr. Mayhew, through his leadership of the NCA
committee was very influential in assisting her to develop an
insight into the directions of educational change.

His aware-

ness in the mechanics of administering a college was most beneficial to Sr. Ann Ida during her presidential years.

Since t-1un-

delein College was to serve as an experimental institution to
NCA for purposes of establishing the method and means of decennial visits, Sr. Ann Ida stated that, in reviewing the form,
much of the detail of the study was not recorded; in later years,
NCA was to adopt a more thorough and comprehensive report.
However, the Report is interesting to read in retrospect.
Mundelein College was in sound financial condition.
no indebtedness.

There was

The principal source of income was tuition;

in order to meet future expenses, a contemplated dormitory or
other

11

limi ted physical expansion, along \vi th increases in sal-

aries of lay faculty (of v;rhich there vTere five at that time),
32IntervievT \vith Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, Chicago, Illinois, 22
July 1976.
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' tuition had to be raised from $160 to $175 a semester beginning
, in the school year
~

1958-59.

Sr. Ann Ida had announced a tui-

tion increase at a school assembly in December 1957.

She

commented on this event:
When I announced the need for a tuition increase and the
reasons for it I was surprised at the student response-the one and only standing ovation of my term as president!
I had consulted with student leaders and other representatives and this response was their endorsement of our
plans.33
Prior to 1957, no major fund-raising campaign had taken
place since the building of the College.

Sr. Ann Ida hired Dan-

iel Cahill, formerly of Loyola University, as Vice President
for Public Relations and Development for the purpose of increasing gifts and donations.

It was recommended by NCA that addi-

. tional academic space would probably be needed, although as a
commuter college I"lundelein had peak and low usage of space and
should carefully scrutinize its needs before building other
classrooms.

One criticism that was directed to the library

facilities was that although it appeared to be adequate, it was
not being utilized as much as was typical of similar institutions for purposes of research.

Also, only $6.50 per student

per year was being. budgeted for books, periodicals, and binding.
"Yet the President reports difficulty in getting it all used by
faculty requisition.

This appears to be related to the limita-

tion placed on library use by the fact that most students commute and therefore are not on the campus evenings.n3 4
33Ibid. One would be hard pressed to find a similar example of student enthusiasm today when a president announces a
tuition increase.
34North Central Association, "Report," p. 3·
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Some suggestions of the Report included: both President
and the Dean of Studies required clerical and secretarial help,
an adequate curriculum committee structure to review course offerings relative to maintaining or rejecting specific courses,
adequate means of rendering counseling vli th students on a vocational and/or personal level other than through the student's
specific department (although the NCA Committee admitted that
this appeared to be a problem when students in the majority were
commuters), and greater departmental communication regarding
educational matters which could easily be facilitated in a college the size of Mundelein.

The strengths of the College were

also noted and included those items previously mentioned and
student involvement in several major faculty committees; the
big sister system in which juniors and seniors helped in the
recruitment and then in the orientation of the new students;
seminars for the academically talented students as witnessed by
the program sponsored by the History Department; the President's
desire to investigate a means of setting up a lay board to assist the Board of Trustees composed solely of members of the
B"Vr-1 Order; and the institution's exploration of

11

the adult edu-

cation possibilities for its constituency and has conducted a
series of meetings with interested adult leaders in the Chicago
area relative to the matter.n35
The NCA Committee found several points to commend the College initially in the Report.

The .faculty

11

seemed intellectu-

ally alert, and a number of them eager to experiment with new
35Ibid., p. 8.
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educational ventures. • • • If one were to compare the examples
of teaching seen with other similar institutions in the North
central region, the teaching at r1undelein would rank \V'ell into
the top quartile of such institutions."36 The Committee continues by stating that the "curriculum, vrhile demonstrating a
slight tendency to proliferate, seemed well thought out, and
even the vocational aspects sought to embrace liberal arts objectives."37

Of the administration, the Report noted that "the

chief administrative officers and a number of the department
heads seemed very active in keeping abreast of new developments
·in education and experimenting with things as they came along.n3 8
Ultimately, the self-study by the College in preparation for
North Central led to a willingness on the part of the faculty
to respond more easily to the changes which were to occur during Sr. Ann Ida's administration.
In summary, this chapter presented a biographical sketch
of the early life of Sr. Ann Ida, particularly her religious
preparation and academic career through to her appointment as
president-superior of the College.

The major events which Sr.

Ann Ida considered most significant in formalizing her philosophy
of educational administration were detailed in order to gain
greater insight into Sr. Ann Ida as a person.

They were also

examined to get more insight into the foces v1hich had such a
great influence on her accomplishments.

Chapter III will delve

more deeply into the changes that occurred during Sr. Ann Ida's
36Ibid., pp. 1-2.

37I b'd
1 ., p •1
•

38Ibid., p. 2.
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administration.

The chapter will also investigate how the

changes related to the three "events" she regarded as most
influential to her philosophy of educational administration
in the field of higher learning.

CHAPTER III
II

PRI:t-'IE HOVER II

The 18 years v1e are celebrating today have about them a
hint of the breath of Shelly's "Ode to the \Vest vlind."
r1i tigating the wilderness a bit, perhaps, v1e can truly
address the philosopher and woman who has been the prime
mover in the life of the College during this time with
the poet's lines, "Wild Spirit which art moving every\vhere/Destroyer and preserver, hear, oh heart 11 For Sister Anr1 Ida Gannon's spirit has moved in every department of the College--maintenancei kitchen, offices, faculty, staff, and administration.
Sr. Ann Ida once remarked that an appropriate title for
her biography would be "Prime r1over," or "Flying r.1attresses. u
For no sooner had she received her netv appointment, than she
also received word that forty-eight Sister-students would be
arriving at I-1undelein College and \tmuld require housing while
the BVN Scholasticate was being built across the street.

Now,

the implementation of those two previous summers' work on the
B~1

Committee for the Education of Young Religious had materi-

alized.

By the opening-of the fall term, the Sisters were de-

cently situated on the campus to begin their studies--no small
feat in a building sorely lacking in usable space for such a
venture.

"Those were the days v.1hen you deposited something in

a room for safe-keeping and returned an hour later to find the
1

sr. Jeanelle Bergen, BVI1, "Prime Hover," text of a speech
vlritten for the ceremony ending the presidential years of Sr.
Ann Ida Gannon, June 1975, Chicago: Mundelein College Archives,
p. 1. (Typewritten.)
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door removed and the furniture in the corridor. 112
During those first years, Sr. Ann Ida made a series of
internal structural changes not only to house the Sister-students temporarily, but to rearrange space for faculty offices,
classrooms, and living quarters for the religious living in
the skyscraper.

"Another faculty member stepping into the

~

ne1rlly-carpeted automatic elevator exclaimed in alarm, "My God,
is she going to turn this into an office too? 11 3

Sr. Ann Ida

admitted that those early years of her presidency were concerned
t-rith updating the facility and the faculty.

Her desire was that

the College begin attracting students other than those in the
Chicago area.

The one floor of the skyscraper and the two neigh-

boring houses, Philomena and Lourdes Hall, which closed on weekends, would not begin to meet the needs of a more cosmopolitan
college.

Although there were only five full-time lay faculty,

there was a general trend not only to up-grade the present
faculty by sending Sisters to school to begin or complete graduate degrees and to retire others, but also to bring in a more
diversified group of lay instructors.
On September 5, 1957, Sr. Ann Ida addressed the entire faculty for the first time.

She had invi ted r·1onsignor Ellis to

speak at this first faculty meeting, but he \'Tas unable to accept.4 Ellis' influence on Sr. Ann Ida is quite apparent for
her remarks vrere directed tov1ard the exploration of the ways
2Ibid., p. 1.
3Ibid., p. 2.
4Monsignor Ellis did come ln June of 1958 to give the
Baccalaureate Address.
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to encourage superior students to fulfill their potential.
Briefly, she began the text of her speech by explaining
Aquinas' view of the person as a union of two elements--soul
and body; as opposed to the Platonic and instrumental vim·rs in
which man developed primarily as spirit, or primarily as matter, respectively.
There is a principle of similarity in man; yet man is
unique in that each person is a special union of soul and
body--a combination that cannot be repeated. Every person
who has ever lived is unique (a term we often misuse!);
the combination of body and soul permits true diversity
and yet allmrrs for similarity. There is no absolute
pattern which is right.5
Sr. Ann Ida continued by showing how some educational theorists
attempted to make the person fit the pattern of the theory.
~

i
~·

~·

If

the person \V"as unable to fit the pattern, that was unfortunate •.
In today's educational world there are people with mathematical minds of this type who try to force students into
a pre-determined mold of "excellence 11 for the sake of the
good order that ensues. • • • Some teachers tend to confuse uniformity with unity; vre even make this mistake in
religious life at times when we expect uniformity among
the members of an order as a sign of unity or of good
order.6
.
Sr. Ann Ida explained ho'ltr the Existen.tialists rejected conformity and refused to reduce man to a common pattern.

She believed

that some of their ideas can affect approaches to education:
Mundelein, as a small, liberal arts college is also in a
position to rebel against similar t~~es of conformity imposed by big universities or imposing theorists; it is
a1:1are enough of itself, to be itself and to challenge
each individual student to become in a way that is right
5sr. Ann Ida Gannon, "A Leap, 11 text of opening remarks to
l\lundelein College faculty, 5 September 1957, Chicago: f-1unde1ein
College Archives, (typewritten), p. 2.
6Ibid.,

pp. 1-2.
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for her--there are no marching soldiers here--there is
no endless belt of exams, of massive classes, of faceless students. The dimensions are "controllable" and
every small particle is important.?
Sr. Ann Ida indicated that one way in \llhich an individual
can become himself is through commitment.

Without commitment,

the person becomes part of the "de-facing" of society.

One of

the pitfalls of commitment is that others can be aware of your
failure or success.

The uncommitted individual is never embar-

rassed, but that individual never attains the totality of his
being.
Outside of his comfortable niche the world may seem to be
meaningless--an abyss of nothingness. Yet, to escape his
ovm imprisonment he must "leap," recognize a positive
necessity of acting which may mean a loss of comfort and
security as he knows it and the possibility of attempting
too much and of failing.8
As this related to the gifted students, Sr. Ann Ida believed
that these students \·Jere complacent in their success.

They must

be encouraged to take chances even if it meant that they had to
break out of their grade prisons and the expectations built by
teachers and parents.

"One vmy in which Nundelein can fail a

superior student is to eliminate from her total college experience any situation in which she must reelistically face the fact
that she may not·succeed with her usual ease."9

These situa-

tions may well include the student's involvement in extracurricular activities at the College, which give her the opportunity
to develop the psychology required to face reality and life.
These remarks were equally applicable to the faculty and
7Ibid., p. 3.

8 Ibid., p. 4.

9Ibid., P• 5.
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administration.
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Sr. Ann Ida stated:

As President I am obliged to make commitments; I also face
the possibility of attempting things that may fail. You,
too, may get an idea and think "Shall we try it?" We
may fail! Trying it is the only vmy to grow. • • • As
we think and try, and experiment, we construct and develop.
I become the president you should have and you become the
faculty I need. But we need the cooperation of both--you
need the President; I need you.lO
Sr. Ann Ida ended her address by raising the question of where

~.

experimentation was to begin.

Was it to begin with the curricu-

lum, organization of the College, or physical facilities?

"Let

0 us leap together into the challenge of the unkno~m with assurance that what we have shared together in the past will enrich
our mutual efforts to explore a new and challenging future." 11
A nevlS article in the Chicago Sun-Times entitled, "r1unde. lein Naps Gifted-Student Program," reported on the plan of the
College to encourage the superior student. 12 The article stated
that Hundelein College for the first time would recognize college-level \'TOrk taken in high school under a national "advanced
placement" program.

Furthermore, the College would encourage

student involvement in curricular and extracurricular activities
for leadership training.

Sr. Ann Ida was quoted as saying that

the program would attempt to reach those students whose college
work did not come up to the potential indicated on placement
and entrance examinations.

11

\ve want to make them [the stu-

dents] more mvare of the importance of intellectual attainments,
to help them become leaders in their commtmities when they
10

Ibid., p. 8.

11Ibid.

12ch·lcago ounc
T"lmes, 2L ~ 0 c t ob er 1957 , p. 6 •

r
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So the "leap" had begun.

It must be noted that

shortly after Sr. Ann Ida's appointment, true to Monsignor
Ellis 1 belief that Catholic institutions should do \vhat they
do best, the Department of Theology \<las established.

By 1969,

the College had founded a Graduate Program in Religious Studies, an interdisciplinary master's program open to religious
and laymen of all faiths and professions.
Sr. Ann Ida emphasized the need to experiment in education; to stress high academic achievement through the desire to
take a chance on possible failure but also ultimately, to be
-v1hat the College should and could become.

Students \'Tere to be

encouraged to become involved, to be committed, and to be invi ted to participate vd th the faculty in changes in curricula,
regulations affecting campus life, and planning cultural events.

t;f: · This thrust came at a time when student activism on college

t

!

t

campuses tvas non-existent.

Students tended to come to the uni-

versities and colleges across the United States and follow the
path that administrators and faculty neatly placed before them.

IJ;
Sr. Ann Ida was now actively·encouraging student participation

in program development by asking the students to present meaningful dialogues tvith faculty and administration.

11

\'/e set out

to make Mundelein a very good, small, liberal-arts college, 11

l. Sr.

Ann Ida explained.

In the hustle of that first year, the

foundation year, there tvere nev1 roads that had to be built and
traversed.
l3Ibid., p. 8.
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Early in Sr. Ann Ida's presidency, she recognized the need
for small college representation on
ies.

national educational bod-

"Very fev-r small college presidents v-rere taking the oppor-

tunity to be kno\in on the national scene, to give representatives of large schools some insight into small school problems
and vice versa." 14

In January of 1958, Sr. Ann Ida received

an invitation to attend the Institute for College and University Administrators, to be held at Harvard University in June
of that year.

Sr. Ann Ida was selected along with thirty-five

other presidents.
!.

In order to qualify, one had to be president

of a four-year college and appointed to one's first presidency
\'li thin

the past tvJO years.

The only other woman college presi-

dent selected was Sister Mary Louise of Albertus Magnus College
in Nev1 Haven, Connecticut.

Sr. Ann Ida returned from this in-

stitute in time to receive v1ord that the Nevr York and Chicago
chapters of the Catholic Interracial Council were going to
sponsor the first national conference in August and would Mundelein and Loyola provide the needed facilities?
Sr. Ann Ida gave the \'lelcoming address, follovied by an
address delivered by Robert Sargeant Shriver, Jr., President
of the Chicago chapter.

Representatives from more than thirty-

five chapters came to join in serious deliberation over racial
problems in the country.

Leading Protestant and Jevlish experts

in the field of inter-group relations \'iere also present to
In May of 1959, the College, through the Departments

assist.
14-

r1undelein Today 14 (September 1972), p. 4.

r

of History, Economics and Sociology, sponsored an Institu:: on

['

African Affairs.

~·

The follovling month, Sr. Ann Ida gave the

~

keynote address for the National Catholic Educational Association Sister Formation Conference in. \vashington, D.C.

Her

choice of a topic was "The In-Service Sisters' Need of Philosophy and Theology."
the

ne~d

Sr. Ann Ida, a philosopher herself, stressed

for religious to have a well-founded knowledge of both

areas so crucial to their intellectual understanding of the
Church.

Monsignor Ellis would have most heartily approved.

It

should go without saying that Sr. Ann Ida was not merely expressing the views of Ellis, but deeply believed in his message.
Her knowledge of the educational needs of Sisters not only in
the present, but the continuous up-dating of their knowledge of
Church developments was of major importance to her.
The first term of the academic year of 1959-60 brought an
invitation from Education Testing Service, in Princeton, New
Jersey, requesting Sr. Ann Ida to be on a committee to revise
the Graduate Record Examination Scholastic Philosophy Test.
Her name was recommended by the National Catholic Educational
Association.

The chief task of the committee was to revise the

test from an hour and three-quarters to three hours in length,
to plan the contents of the new test, both as to subject matter
and abilities to be tested, and to prepare the questions.
Sr. Ann Ida became involved in ecumenism early in her
presidency.

She invited the Most Reverend Nicholas T. Elko,

Bishop of Pittsburg of the Ordinate of the Byzantine-Slavonic
Church to celebrate the Divine Liturgy of his Rite, in the
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Scholasticate.
year.

The ceremony vias held in October of that same

After the ceremony, nearly 1,000 people heard Bishop

Elko's address in the Mundelein College auditorium.
These examples of Sr. Ann Ida's involvement and partici-

t

pation on both the local and national levels are significant,
for they set the trend of the varied activities she would fol-

(

low in the years to come.

Ir

with other new administrators in an attempt to put into action

1.:.·..·•·•··
.

•w.~

Here is a college president meeting

her belief that small and large schools should exchange ideas
and insights.

The reader can see her energies directed toward

r

greater interracial and religious dialogue that she pursued

~~
~·

long before such activities t·Jere "fashionable" or received the

t
~

~·

~

I

t

blessing and encouragement of Vatican Council II.

And finally,

r,.

she revealed her deep concern for the women religious and their

r,:

education, without forgetting her ovm commitment to the field

f.
'

of philosophy.

It is no wonder that early in her administration

Sr. Ann Ida earned the nickname in the newspapers of "The Nun
on the Run. "
When did it all begin?

When did Sr. Ann Ida become nation-

ally prominent as educational administrator?

Probably from the

very moment she stepped into the presidency.

Dr. Rudolf Allers

of the Department of Philosophy of Georgetotvn University wrote
his congratulations upon her appointment "for the Platonic ideal
of the philosopher-queen.
as capable as men?

Did not Plato hold that women were

A philosopher-queen, it would seem, is as

much desirable as her male counterpart. nl5

fv'Iany of those vTho

l5Dr. Rudolph Allers to Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, 31 July 1957,
Chicago: Mundelein College Archives.
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heard Sr. Ann Ida speak, remarked that she had a presence about
her vJhich was not hidden beneath the medieval garb of a religious.

Although her voice was not strong and resonant--quali-

ties usually associated with one who spoke frequently before an
r

r

audience--it was clear and firm.

On numerous occasions, she

did not use notes when speaking before an audience.

After one

peruses her personal letters from old friends, new friends and
recent acquaintances, there is no question but that she made a
profound impact.

Whether because she was a religious, a woman

college president, or a combination of the two, it appears that,
ultimately, it was her personality that \vas to win many.

In

1961, Sr. Ann Ida received a letter from Richard E. Shearer,

President of Alderson-Broaddus College, in West Virginia.

Dr.

Shearer \·Ias in Chicago to attend a North Central Association
meeting.

Sr. Ann Ida invited Dr. Shearer and his friends to

visit Mundelein College.

He ·1r1rote, "Although we [Dean Packer

and Dr. Johnson] felt the college was in the hands of a good administrator we are even more impressed with your inclusiveness,
objectivity, humor, and sense of deep personal dedication." 16
Another example of the deep impression she made on many
who were to meet her came after Sr. Ann Ida vJas selected to be
one of the member presidents chosen to attend the Intellectual
Life Conference through the auspices of the Association of American Colleges.

The Conference \'las held in North Carolina during

August of 1960.

After the conference, Sr. Ann Ida and Dr. John

16

Richard E. Shearer to Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, 27 March 1961,
Chicago: Hundelein College Archives.
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Wesley Raley, President of Oklahoma Baptist University in
Shrumee, Oklahoma, carried on a correspondence.

After reply-

ing to his letter expressing hm'IT much he and Mrs. Raley enjoyed
meeting Sr. Ann Ida, the follm'ITing letter came to her:
Mrs. Raley and I have greatly enjoyed your delightful letter and this is simply to accept the wheedled invitation
to have catfish with you v1hen I arrive in Chicago. Incidentally, yours is the first Catholic nun's name and telephone number in my address book, and I have written it
in with green ink.l7
These exchanges with college presidents however, were not onesided.

Sr. Ann Ida believed that not only did she benefit from

meeting other college presidents, but the resultant dialogues
proved invaluable over the years.

In a letter to Dr. Faust,

Director of the Fund for the Advancement of Education which
sponsored the ACC conference, Sr. Ann Ida wrote:
As a president, I learned much about the intellectual commitments of others in the field of higher education. As
a Catholic sister--and some had had little contact with
this rare species--I had an even more enriching experience
in discussing the convictions of those who held opinions
which were often strikingly like and sometimes directly
opposite to mine. This sort of exchange is important to
America; in a climate such as this the bigotry and fears
built on mutual ignorance cannot flourish. Since the meeting one of the participants [D. Ray Lindley, President of
Texas Christian University in Fort Worth] wrote: "In spite
of our efforts to keep abreast of movements and events in
our times, there is .all too much temptation .for us to undervalue the contribution of others, in particular for even
informed Protestants to tend to see present-day Roman Catholicism through Martin Luther's eyes • • • • "18
An interesting result of this particular Conference, and
l7Dr. John \'lesley Raley to Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, 12 September
1960, Chicago: Mundelein College Archives.
18sr. Ann Ida Gannon to Dr. Clarence Faust, 21 October
1960, Chicago: Mundelein College Archives.
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other such conferences that Sr. Ann Ida would attend, was that
she was invited as a distinguished guest to the dedication of
the John Wesley Raley Chapel on the Oklahoma Baptist University campus.

The Shawnee News Star reported the list of dis-

tinguished guests and it is obvious that aside from the Oklahoma senator coming from Washington, D.C., Sr. Ann Ida was the
only northerner to be so honored. 1 9 Sr. Ann Ida said that on
that occasion, Dr. Raley provided two guards to walk on either
side of her during the ceremony.

Dr. Raley was concerned that

Sr. Ann Ida would be spat upon by the local residents.

A Cath-

olic nun in traditional habit v1as anathema in this deep Baptist
country.

In a sense, the friendship of Sr. Ann Ida and Dr. and

Mrs. Raley highlighted their concern and desire to open the
channels of communication between a Catholic and Baptist community.
Even in the atmosphere of ecumenism which Sr. Ann Ida
helped to foster within the College community, the great concern over education nationally since the launching of Sputnik
I and II had not abated.

Sr. Ann Ida was called upon on numer-

ous occasions to define the role and purpose of Catholic institutions of higher education.

For example, as early as March of

1958, Sr. Ann Ida was asked to serve on a panel for the National
Catholic EducationAssociation's 23rd Annual Meeting of the Midwest College and University Department.

The topic of discus-

sion was "Implications of the Report of the President's
l9Shavmee Nev1s Star (Oklahoma), 18 February 1962, p. 2b.
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on Education Beyond the High School with Special Reference to Catholic Institutions. 11

Other speeches or panel

participation of Sr. Ann Ida included topics of a similar nature:

11

The Catholic and American Education, 11

11

The Catholic

Philosophy of Education," "The Role of the Layman in Catholic
' colleges, 11

11

The College, the \</oman, and Christ. 11

In 1962, Sr. Ann Ida was selected as one of the 100 prominent religious and civic leaders to participate in the first
National Institute of the National Conference of Christians
and Jews, held in Washington, D.C.

The issue under discussion

was, "Religious Freedom and Public Affairs. 11

Sr. Ann Ida gave

an address at Temple Emmanuel in January of 1964.
\'Tas

11

Catholicism in Our tvorld."

Her topic

At a conference co-sponsored

by the Religious Education Association of Metropolitan Chicago
and the American Jewish Committee in March of the same year,
Sr. Ann Ida delivered the principal address,

11

The Related In-

fluence of Religious Education Among the Other Social and Cultural Forces in Shaping Attitudes and Behavior."

The purpose

of the Conference was to analyze textbooks written by Catholic,
Protestant, and Jew to determine if religious bigotry was partially inculcated through the textbooks used by religious denominations in their parochial education programs.
To assume that Sr. Ann Ida merely gave lip service to an
interfaith dialogue would be utterly unfounded.

As early as

1960, Mundelein College founded the Center for Religious Educa-

tion, a center v1hich included an interfaith library and multi~

i

media curriculum materials made available to religious educators

.
rr
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throughout Chicago and the state.
In 1963, Sr. Ann Ida received her first major appointment
--that of member of the Board of Directors of the Religious
Education Association.

From 1966 to 1973, she would serve as

Vice President of REA, and President from 1973 to 1975.

She

was to be the first woman president of this Association. 20
Needless to say, Sr. Ann Ida's ability as lecturer and "personality" became apparent and her services were being solicited
not only in the city, but state-wide and throughout the Midwest.
Her personal papers are filled with requests for her to speak ·
.
.
21 Her chargroups and on commemorat.1ve occas1ons.
t o v~1ous
ter membership on the Committee for Ecumenism and Catholic Education of the Bishops' Commission for Ecumenical Affairs, along
with the hundreds of lectures she gave before members of the
Protestant and Jewish faiths made her a progressive spokesman
of the Post-Vatican II Council.
Not only did Sr. Ann Ida possess the spirit of ecumenism
in her talks, but when she selected the President's Council members, a group of lay advisors to assist her in managerial aspects of the College, Sr. Ann Ida asked Lee Schooler, a prominent Chicago ecumenical leader and chairman of the nation.t.s
fifth largest public relations firm, to serve.

When Mundelein

20chicago Tribune, 29 May 1975, Sec. 3, p. 2.
21 sr. Ann Ida had kept very careful records of the first

six years of her presidency, although she believes that they
1:1ere rather "thin" in comparison to the next tv10 consecutive
six-year appointments. Normally, the presidential term established by the Congregation was for a six-year period in which
a president did not succeed herself.
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College's charter was changed in 1967 to permit the addition
of laymen, Schooler

\'laS

among the first lay persons to be

elected to the Board of Trustees of the College.

He was elec-

ted to the chairmanship and served from 1967 to 1972.

Schooler

was the first person of the Jewish faith to become chairman of
the board of a Catholic college.

Upon his death in September,

1975, Sr. Ann Ida delivered the eulogy at his funeral services
22
in Temple Sholom in Chicago.
The spirit of ecumenism did not only flow from the Catholic
community, for in r1ay of 1968, Sr. Ann Ida received the Doctor
of Humane Letters from Luther College in Decorah, Iowa.

This

was the first honorary degree presented by Luther College to a
Catholic.
The lectures, conferences, and panel participation were
sufficient to fill anyone's calendar.

However, first and fore-

most, Sr. Ann Ida vras president-superior of a college that required her leadership.

The first year, with its immediate

changes in staffing of public relations and development, alumnae offices, and housing of the Sister-students were previously
discussed.

The self-study prior to the visit by North Central

prepared the College for the changes that were going to occur
under Sr. Ann Ida's administration.

Since the "Chronicles"

vi ere no longer being compiled, Sr. Ann Ida decided to publish

a bi-monthly letter beginning with the 1958-59 academic year,
and send this to the faculty, alumnae, and friends of the

22Hundelein Today 2 (November 1975), p. 1.
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college.

These bi-monthly

le~ters,

entitled "Nundelein College

Memo," are. attached to the President's Annual Reports and serve
as an excellent source of information on the activities of the
College, including comments from the President.
r·

In the first

memo,· Sr. Ann Ida related her experiences at the college presidents' workshop at Harvard which she attended that summer:
Many persons who do not have close contact with Catholic
colleges suppose they are supported by the Catholic Church.
Some are unaware of the public service being rendered by
"private" institutions. Even more suppose that Sisters
in particular, have some special way of obtaining the
funds needed for their institutions, and are surprised to
learn of the financial needs which are pressing in on
every side.
Mundelein's friends should know about the college, be
able to explain its aims and ideals, and speak for it when
the occasion arises. Since it is impossible to speak personally to each of you, I have chosen this little bulletin
as a bi-monthly means of acquainting you with Mundelein's
aims and accomplishments.
vle hope to tell you of some of the problems of the
small liberal arts colleges and of their many achievements.
We feel that the role of the small liberal arts college
for women is an important one in today's world, and we are
happy to share with you that conviction.23
The Memo was honest and forthright.

It explained budgetary

figures, endowments, tuition, and contributed salaries of the
Sisters, projected needs for housing future students, physical
changes made in the Skyscraper, and cultural and social events
sponsored by the college or held in conjunction with other institutions.
It is apparent that Sr. Ann Ida v-Ias going to make a concerted effort to bring Iviundelein up to the standards of a
first-rate liberal arts institution.

The North Central

2 3r1undelein College r-1emo I (September 1958), pp. l-2.
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Association Report served to indicate that the College had
such potential and Sr. Ann Ida was beginning to make an attempt
to fulfill that goal.

The following comments from the

~

by

Sr. Ann Ida indicate part of. the thrust of her attempts:
Last year Mundelein had the largest full-time enrollment
of any Catholic woman's college. Its enrollment this
year approaches capacity, although it still has facilities
for larger Saturday classes, summer school, and some
adult education. More important than its quantitative
· grmtlth is its increase in quality. 24
Sr. Ann Ida reported on the five Sister-faculty doing full-time
study for doctorates and her desire "to add to its [r:Jundelein
College 's] distinguished lay faculty men and v10men who are
leaders in their field and to recruit part-time teachers who
are outstanding in their work in neighboring institutions. 2 5
Sr. Ann Ida continued:
It [Mundelein College] has devoted special effort to identifying and assisting the academically talented student
and is striving especially to encourage its graduates to
continue their intellectual development after entering
into their life's work in the home, the business world or
education.26
The College established a loan fund through the National
Defense Student Loan Program, enacted in 1958 by the federal
government, and application vms made to the Federal Home and
Housing Agency for a long-term, lov1-interest loan to build a
dormitory to house 250 students.

A grant from the Associated

Colleges of Illinois was received to increase the number of
lay faculty and provide adequate benefits which, heretofore,
had not been necessary or feasible.
24Ibl·d.,
pp. 2 - 3 •

As the number of lay

2 5Ibid., p. 4.

26 Ibid.
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faculty was to increase by plan, these monies and the Ford
Foundation grant, along with the College's own increase in
tuition, began to improve faculty salaries.

In the report

filed with the American Association of University Women when
Mundelein was seeking membership during 1958-59, Sr. Ann Ida
·· openly stated:
The fact that most lay teachers are at present either
Instructors or Assistant Professors is explained by the
limited resources of the college in the past which made
it impossible for the administration to offer salaries
which could successfully compete with those in the upper
ranks of the profession. [With the new grant monies and
tuition increases] the college has been able to achieve
a moderate range of salaries on the lower levels and is
striving to interest its young instructors in remaining
with it.27
An interview with Dr. Yohma Gray, Professor of English

and a member of the Mundelein faculty since 1964, disclosed the
following:
I know that she [Sr. Ann Ida] made a very deliberate attempt to diversify her faculty. She wanted a mature, but
youthful tenured faculty. She wanted to hire people who
were different in terms of their geographical background,
socioeconomic background, their race, their religion.
She wanted more men which was not sexist but part of the
attempt to diversify • • • • You were given to understand
in those days that if you didn't have the Ph.D., you had
better plan to get it or you wouldn't be very happy at
Mundelein. In fact, she was so hard-nosed at that time
about the Ph.D., that I had colleagues in the English department who had at that time terminal masters whom she
was encouraging [to return]. She went very far to encourage • • • demanding, but supportive. I know that at the
time my dissertation was ready to be finally typed, I
hadn't the money·to pay the typist and the College lent
me $500 at no interest.28
2 7"American Association of University Women Report: Mundelein College," 12 Narch 1959, Chicago: Mundelein College Archives, p. 3.
28Interview with Dr. Yohma Gray, Evanston, Illinois, 12
July 1976. (Tape in possession of writer.)
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Sr. Ann Ida's desire for a highly competent and qualified
faculty required her continuous efforts to secure the needed
financial resources.

In the President's Annual Report of 1961-

62, Sr. Ann Ida presented the 1957-62 projections for the academic and physical development of the College formulated during
her first year in office.

It is under the heading of Phase I.

As noted in the Report, the five-year projected plan directed
its chief efforts to the strengthening of the faculty and the
development of facilities which were most needed.
provements were to total $1 million.

Faculty im-

This included: increasing

the total instructional budget approximately 100%, releasing
Sisters in various departments for doctoral study, increasing
the number of lay professors so that there would be one or more
r .

in each major department, and finally introducing a program of
sabbatical leaves and retirement benefits.

Sr. Ann Ida repor-

ted the progress made on the basis of her original objectives
in 1975:
The instructional budget has risen from $267,820 in 1957
to $483,755 in 1962, an increase of approximately $50,000
a year or over a five-year period, an increase of total
expenditure of almost $750,000 • • • The increase of
staff, faculty benefits and education have required approximately $250,000 over the five years • • • • Twelve
Sisters have obtained Ph.D.'s in eleven departments or are
at present studying for those degrees. Eight Sisters
have pursued full-time study for master's degrees • • • •
At present there are 57 lay men and \vomen and 48 Sisters
engaged in actual full or part-time teaching.
The Report continued:
Sabbatical leaves have been granted and TIAA introduced,
vlith the College contributing 596 of the annual salary to
the latter and half salary for a full year, or full salary for one-half year for sabbatical leaves. Eight
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faculty members have done post-doctoral research or fulltime study on sabbatical leaves.29
The needed dormitory, Coffey Hall, was opened in September
of 1962.

This residence facility housed 210 students.

The in-

debtedness of the College was $1,000,000 in the form of a selfamortizing 40-year loan from the government.

According to

Phase II, the projection for 1962-67, the College would have to
establish an

endo~~ent

fund.

continue faculty improvement.

The endowment would be used to
The administration planned to

establish ten professorships at competitive salaries which
would attract and hold outstanding professors as well as con'

tinue its annual increase of salaries and benefits.

Sr. Ann

~.

Ida's desire to provide further opportunities for Sisters of
the community to continue doctoral studies in this country and
abroad remained constant.

Sr. Ann Ida related the following:

Because tuition cannot continue to rise at the rate it
has in the past five years, this endowment fund is a vital
necessity. Hitherto, the chief endowment of the College
has been the contributed services of the Sisters, a service valued in 1962 at $280,808.11 which, if capitalized
at 5% would represent an endowment of $5,616,162.20. A
For Foundation grant of 1956-57 has been invested in a
permanent endov~ent fund equalling $241,000. The College
is endeavoring to raise this endowment fund to a minimum
of $3,000,000 vlithin the next five years. This vmuld
equal about one-half the endov1ment provided by the contributed services.30
Physical improvements and additions would require an investment of $7,000,000 for a fine arts and classroom building,
another dormitory for 300 students, a new library, and land
29"President's Annual Report, 1961-62," Chicago: f1undelein
College Archives, pp. 1-2. ( Type\,rri tten.)
3°Ibid., p. 5.
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acquisition.

It is interesting to note the briefly discussed

issue of land acquisition costs:
Land is a special problem for Mundelein since the College
is bordered by Loyola to the north and west, the lake to
the east, and Sheridan Road to the south. One plot of
land to the south on the lake front is currently valued
at $1,000,000. Should the College fail to acquire it,
the owners plan to erect a twin-tower 38-story apartment
there. Other land to the south on Kenmore is available,
at prices ranging from $1100 to $1200 a front foot. Thus,
the acquisition of land and its proper use is a special
problem.31
Sr. Ann Ida remarked that had her predecessors purchased
the land years before, it surely would have cost far less.

How-

ever, if she did not buy the property, her successors would be
unable to do so because of the rapidly increasing value of lake
front property •. The land was purchased by the College for
$900,000 in 1965.

Conversion of the existing College facilities

required an additional $1,000,000.

With the building of a fine

arts unit, it would have been possible for certain areas of the
Skyscraper to be modernized to accommodate additional classrooms and up-date or enlarge certain areas of the building.
Al~hough

Sr. Ann Ida would receive government loans for

such endeavors, the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 was
then still being contemplated by the federal government.

This

act provided a program of grants to institutions of higher education to aid in the construction of academic facilities.
gious institutions would be eligible on a limited basis for
such monies, however, and the Higher Education Act of 1965
would be even more broadly based.
31Ibid., p. 6.

The activities of the

Reli-
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president would now include a more intensive search for the
endo~®ent

fund and theother projects called for in the Phase

II aspect of the institution's development.
The scourge of college presidents of private institutions
is money-raising.

An excellent example of this was written in

a letter to Sr. Ann Ida from her friend, Dr. John Wesley Raley,
of Oklahoma Baptist University.

He candidly explained his

problems in raising $60,000 of 'V'Ihich he

no\'r

had $31,000.

One lady yesterday relieved me of further concern or anxiety by telling me that she loved OBU, it is a great
Christian school, she thought I had done a wonderful job,
but she 'V'Tasn 't going to give any money. Sometimes I wish
she didn't love the University so much. I had rather
have the cash than affection. It is a little disconcerting, hm·Jever, to knmV' that she contributed to the barn-like,
ridiculous Cowboy Hall of Fame structure in Oklahoma City,
has multiplied millions, is a prayer mee~ing going Baptist but so far as the record for twenty-nine years shows
has never given a dime to OBU. Sometimes I wish we Baptists had a Catholic purgatory.32
In order to establish a five-year projected College budget,
Sr. Ann Ida secured the assistance of Ir'V'Iin K. French, Director
of Administrative Services of the Associated Colleges of Illinois.

Mr. French directed the Sixty College Study, a report

which evaluated income and expenditures of sixty liberal arts
colleges and suggested patterns of long-range planning.

The

fvlundelein survey revealed that· approximately one out of every
tv10 dollars spent at Nundelein came from student tuition.33
Dr. French had remarked that long-range planning at 1'·1undelein
32Dr. John \'lesley Raley to Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, 1 October
1962, Chicago: f'lundelein College Archives.
33Tvlundelein College r1emo 4 (February-Narch 1962), p. 2.
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in the past had been "a matter of piece-meal projections."
This evaluation led Sr. Ann Ida to secure his services for the
college.

In July of 1962, Dr. Hruby \vas hired by the Board of

Trustees to the post of Vice President.

t
!

Prior to his official

appointment, Dr. Hruby and Sr. Ann Ida developed plans for a
comprehensive institutional analysis of the College.

From the

findings and conclusions of this two-year study, Phase III of
the program for the development of the College after 1967 would
be made.

The institutional analysis would be the most impor-

tant study begun by the College.

Its conclusions would be

far-reaching and this deserves closer scrutiny.

In the Presi-

dent's Annual Report of 1961-62 under Phase II of the development program, the institutional analysis was presented in this
manner:
The institutional analysis novr being carried on [July,
1962] by seven faculty committees will make an intensive
study and recommendations in each of the following areas:
organization of the college; curriculum; quality of instruction; faculty recruitment and retention; library;
counseling and guidance; and student affairs. In addition to the five outstanding educators being brought
periodically to the campus to evaluate the work of the
committees, a social psychologist and a consultant on research methodology have been engaged to assist in the
project. A grant of approximately $100,000 will be
needed to cover the expenses of the research analysis.
At present the application for a grant for it is under
consideration.34
.
Dr. Norbert Hruby vms assisted by Sr. f'Jlary Ignatia, \vho
had just completed her doctoral studies at Fordham University
and vias returning to Nundelein to assume the office of Academic
3411 President's Annual Report, 1961-62, 11 Chicago: riundelein
College Archives, p. 7.
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Dean.

Dr. Hruby was an excellent choice; and in retrospect,

the selection by Sr. Ann Ida was propitious.

In the words

of Hary Griffin, formerly Sr. Nary Ignatia:
Hruby set me thinking critically, not ofily about higher
education in general, but about Catholic higher education,
and specifically about \vomen and ho\'1 we educate them. He
had established an advisory committee for the Self-Study
--Bernice Brown Cronkhite (dean emeritus of Radcliffe),
Joseph Sittler (Lutheran theologian from Chicago U.),
George Schuster (special assistant to Notre Dame's President [Theodore] Hesburgh), Professor Marston Morse of
the Princeton Institute of Advanced Studies. Against the
collective wit and wisdom of these distinguished people,
our own ideas ricocheted. Virtually everything was brought
into question, including Mundelein's o\'m viability. "Does
the college deserve to survive?" its president had asked,
by no means rhetorically. Not unless we developed a new
and radical stance to\'Jard \vomen and their problems. Not
unless we developed a curriculum and a philosophy which
spoke to the contemporary needs of \vomen. 35
Hruby appeared to have been not only aware of the -vmmen' s
movement, but was in complete sympathy with it.

To his despair,

he found that Mundelein College, traditionally tied to the education of \'lomen, \·Tas in need of its ovm liberation.

Griffin

remarked:
Though this was a women's college, it was obviously not
focused on their needs as persons. It was merely channeling young women into the expected slots and roles which
awaited them in a male-dominated society.36
Hruby would be in a very vital position, not only as Director
of the Self-Study, but as one of the interpreters and facilitators of the goals of the women's movement with its resultant
impact upon the Mundelein community.

Although these tasks were

35Hary Griffin, The Courage to Choose (Boston: Little,
Bro\1n and Company, 1975), p. 3 •
36Ibid., p. 35.
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sufficiently formidable in themselves, Dr. Hruby was to witness and encourage the changes that were occurring within the
BVM Congregation due to the stimulus of the Second Vatican
Council.

The religious changes undoubtedly were to be felt by

the College: lay faculty, students, parents, and Catholics,
both locally and nationally.

In retrospect, Dr. Hruby coordin-

ated a comprehensive institutional analysis amidst possibly two
of the greatest movements of the past fifty years--nationally,
the women's movement, and religiously, the aggiornamento of
the Second Vatican Council.
It is obvious from the bulk of materials housed in the Mundelein College Archives that the institutional analysis was a
vast undertaking.

Both philosophical and empirical data were

compiled, examined, debated, and evaluated.

Each committee

charged with some aspect of the Self-Study presented recommendations to the Executive Committee (President, Vice-President,
and Academic Dean).

The Academic Board was established in Oc-

tober of 1964 and had ten elected members of the faculty at
large, four presidential-appointed faculty members, and the
three ex officio members of the Executive Committee.

The Board

had three operating committees with the broad headings: Committee on Liberal and Tutorial Studies, the Committee on Specialization, and the Committee on Continuing Education.
Those faculty members who participated in the Self-Study
recall the amount of time and anxiety expended in attempting
to confront such thorny questions as, "What purpose does a
Catholic liberal arts college for women serve in today's world? 11
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While the faculty tried to come to grips with the philosophical questions, Hruby learned some very disconcerting information from questionnaires given to students, faculty, alumnae
and spouses of alumnae:
One of the most interesting facts to come out of the study
was a clear-cut indication from Mundelein alumnae and
their husbands that they believe women are intellectually
inferior to men. "I [Hruby] don't believe this and I
don't think anyone else here does either. This is a
misconception we hope eventually to destroy. What we
want is to help women assume their rightful role in society. The role of shared responsibility--not dominance
and not subservience. We want our students to be always
aware that they are women--intelligent individuals--not
just daughters, sisters, mothers and grandmothers.37
Finally, the recommendations of· the committees were compiled
along with the results of the questionnaires and personal interviews done by Dr. Hruby.

The Academic Board presented "the new

Hundelein," to be implemented beginning in October of 1965.
The "new Mundelein" was

no\'r

to have three terms of eleven

weeks each academic year, instead of t\'ro semesters.

This meant

a change in the number of courses required for graduation from
48 to 53, now to 40.

Aside from the statistical and numerical

changes, the Academic Board believed that the term system would
be more substantive to the educative process because students
would be taking fe\'rer courses per term.

The new method would

relieve the pressure on students whose attention had been scattered over a multiplicity of courses.

Now students would have

sufficient time to study each individual subject.

Another

change was the college curriculum kno\'m as "basic studies."
37navid Sutor, "Nundelein Hakes the Change,"
31 (June 1965): 29.
.

u.s.

Catholic
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This was a sequential arrangement of twenty required courses
to be taken over the four years.

Basic studies included the

humanities, social and natural sciences, fine arts, modern
languages, history, theology, and philosophy.

Broad areas of

concentration replaced traditional majors and minors.
ial program was also established for honor students.

A tutorThe idea

behind the basic studies program was that it would demonstrate
to the student how courses were interdependent and related, and
to provide a basis for common intellectual skills from a
educational background.

broad

Of the "new Mundelein," Sr. Ann Ida

said:
When Mundelein is discussed, I expect people to be objective--to speak of its quality as a liberal arts college
and not simply its Catholic excellence. Our first objective is a broad education. Therefore we're concerned
l'li th scholastic merit more than we are about producing
good Catholics. 'IJJe do not, ho\'rever, diminish the importance of Mundelein's Catholic heritage. We are proud of
it. But, if there is a legitimate reason for this
school's existence, then it must be for the total education of each student.38
Sr. Ann Ida believed that Hundelein was in a fortunate position
to make a break with the past and create the kind of Catholic
women's college that had not existed before.
tiated by the Self-Study.

This was substan-

Again, Sr. Ann Ida affirmed:

are making changes, according to \'Ihat \'Te feel is necessary to improve Mundelein's academic quality, not according to what is needed in Catholic education. It's true
that my original reason for making revisions v1as based on
the opinions of Monsignor Ellis, but as time progressed,
I became more concerned about the quality of the entire
academic field. People can no longer afford to think in
restricted terms--not in a pluralistic society such as

vie

3Sibid., p. 31.
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ours. Catholics, particularly, shquld not be confined
in their thinking. They must be aware of other people,
other ideas, and other \vays of doing things. 39
The Self-Study recommended the building of a ten-story
multiple-use "learning resource" center; a program to send
students vJho become teachers to schools in the "inner city" ;
and probably most significant, a program of "continuing education."
Before further discussion of the continuing education program, it is important to comment about some of the criticisms
of the "nmv Hundelein" \vhen it began to be implemented.

Al-

though Mundelein students in the early 1960's were not militant,
as was the case in many other institutions during the late
1960's, some of them were vocal.

Criticism set in very early:

(1) the basic studies regimen vras too restrictive, and (2) v1ith
the major area of concentration to be completed, there was no
room for elective courses.

Some members of the faculty be-

lieved that their committee recommendations were not considered
by the Academic Board, or that the Board had predetermined goals
and objectives.

In a report prepared by Dr. Hruby, he stated

that all but 12 of the 138 recommendations of the faculty were
approved, all or in part.
proved

None of those recommendations disap-

important" in the sense of being about curriculum,
instruction, or organization of the College. 40 ·Others believed
vTere

11

39Ibid., p. 32.
40Dr. Norbert Hruby, "Background Paper on the Governance
of Mundelein College," 15 January 1968, Chicago: Nundelein College Archives, p. 12.
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that the Self-Study "turned the College around," and the recommendations were a redefinition and a new challenge to faculty
and student for developing Mundelein's academic quality in
promoting not only an environment to insure intellectual stimulation but to give the students greater initiatives and responsibility.
The institutional analysis cost the College $100,000.
Numerous grants were solicited; and although no monies were actually received, a computer firm in Chicago donated computer

I
'

use for the empirical data collected from the completed questionnaires.

Manning M. Pattillo, Director of the Danforth

Foundation Commission on Church Colleges and Universities,
said the follm'ling about the Self-Study:
I consider the Nundelein self-study, initiated by Sr.
Mary Ann Ida, the president, and directed by Dr. Norbert
Hruby, the vice-president, one of the more significant
things that has been done in American higher education
in the last decade. This has been a remarkably well
planned and thorough study. I know of only one or two
other colleges in the United States that have undertaken
institutional analyses that could be compared with that
of Mundelein.
• • .Nundelein is also to be congratulated on using the
results of its study as a basis for major changes in its
educational program. The revisions that have been undertaken should, in my judgment, assure l'1undelein students
better liberal education than they might expect to get in
most institutions.41
.
One of the major decisions coming from the Self-Study was
the· one vlhich affirmed Nundelein' s status as a women's college
and recommended that it rededicate its role to the education
41r1anning H. Pattillo to Robert J. Leuver, CMF, Editor,
U.S. Catholic, 16 June 1965, Chicago: Nundelein College Archives.
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of women.

From the questionnaires and personal interviews,

Dr. Hruby found that women themselves refused to come to terms
with the role of shared responsibility.

He remarked:

1.'1any women are quite \'Tilling to be led. They are content with being submissive--unwilling to assume responsibilities for decisions or continuing their education • • •
Women have valuable contributions to make in society,
whether they be at home or at work. Once they understand this, we'll be making progress.42
With this belief, consistent with the views expressed by Sr.
Mary Justitia nearly thirty-five years prior to the Self-Study,
Mundelein College instituted the first program of continuing
education for women in the city of Chicago.

At the time of

this writing, over 500 women have graduated from this program
at I1undelein.
The Self-Study indicated a need for a more adequate library, more classroom space, better study facilities for commuting students, and an introduction of a more effective use of
new teaching methods.

In 1965, a fund-raising drive began in

order to obtain the needed monies to match a $1,600,000 federal
grant.

As stated earlier, the land alone was purchased for

$900,000.

Another $1,000,000 was borrowed on a low-interest,

long-term basis for the Learning Resource Center.

It was

opened in 1969 on the lakefront land immediately south of Devon
Avenue, n0\'1 part of the r"lundelein College campus.

Its facil-

ities were built to meet some of the aforementioned recommendations of the Self-Study.
It was the intent of the institutional analysis to produce
42David Sutor, "Mundelein f1akes the Change," 29.
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a ten-year or long-range projection of the College, both educationally and financially, from 1968 to 1978.

The analysis

estimated that within the next ten years, $15,000,000 would
have to be raised for the gro\vth and improvement of the College.43

All such long-range projections·were expected to be

reviewed, analyzed, and altered as conditions changed.

Educa-

tionally, even \'li thin the first year of the "new Mundelein, 11
procedures were being reviewed.

A number of fairly signifi-

cant changes in degree requirements were made by the Cowuittees of the Academic Board.

As imperfections and rigidities

of the new curriculum became apparent, the Board attempted to
correct them.

By the end of the 1967-68 academic year, Dr.

Hruby reported on the progress of the third year of the new
curriculum.

He noted that the Academic Board came under cri-

ticism by the faculty.
tion in governance.

The faculty wanted greater participa-

Although this was just one of the problems

discussed by Dr. Hruby in the June 1968 report, the issue was
significant because it foretold of future events.
studies curriculum came under fire.

The basic

Quoting Dr. Hruby:

The world of educators at such a time seems to be divided
into two camps, the generalists and the specialists. The
former believe in some kind of core curriculum; the latter look to some kind of distributive principle to provide pre-specialization background. Even the usually uncommitted get caught up in the debate and often come down
on one side or the other. Such a situation seems to exist
at I•1undelein today. The debate betvreen the generalists
and the specialists can be constructive or it can be divisive, but it isalmost always disruptive and too often
4 3This figure includes the cost of land acquisition and
building of the Learning Resource Center.
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destructive. 44
Hruby believed that the generalists and specialists could
co-exist peacefully and Hundelein could strike that delicate
balance.

Hm'l}'ever, Hruby

\'laS

contending \'lith events within

and beyond the College that were to prevent this balance from
occurring.

With the best of intentions on the part of Sr. Ann

Ida to insure that Hundelein would attract a more diversified
faculty, she was confronted with their diversified views.

Not

only was the lay faculty expressing the desire for greater
participation in the governance of the College, but the Sisters
were also undergoing extremely traumatic changes within the
Congregation as a result of the Second Vatican Council recommendations.

Sr. Ann Ida was attempting to make the transition

from a largely authoritarian tradition of college administration to a more democratic one.

She was faulted by both groups

\'rho believed that she was either moving too quickly, or not
quickly enough..

Eruby demonstrated this dilemma in the foll0\'1}'-

ing manner:
The Institutional Analysis itself, being fully participatory for the whole faculty and administration, was a
great step toward corporate decision-making--althou~h
when the final decisions were made the were made
the
xecu 1ve omm1 tee o the three top adm1n1s ra ors •
Interestingly, many of these decisions were express approvals of proposals for greater democracy within the
College community. The Academic Board, an absolute majority of whose members have been elected at large by
the faculty, had had virtually legislative power inasmuch as the President herself has participated in the
deliberations and has therefore never felt the need to
exercise her legal right of veto on any decision reached
LJ-LJ-Hruby, "Background paper on the Governance of f.lundelein
College," p. 5.

r
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by a committee of the Board. Thus her concurrence has
besto'ii'led "virtually legislative" power on what is de
jure an advis-ory group.45

I

Hruby remarked that the faculty had begun to emerge as a group
by their decision to establish a Committee on Faculty Welfare,
and a Committee on Rank and Tenure.

However, Hurby suggested

that the faculty develop internal organizations of its own,
such as an AAUP chapter, and that the faculty should have direct

~ccess

to the Board of Trustees of the College.

He fur-

ther noted that a proposal had been submitted to the College
that. students be represented either on the Academic Board or
on a new faculty organization, if one should be formed.
In 1968, the Academic Dean of seven years, Sr. Mary IgIn the summer of 1969, Dr. Hruby became the

natia, resigned.

President of Aquinas College in Grand Rapids, Michigan.

The

faculty took three years to select a new academic dean, and
the position of director of research, held by Dr. Hruby, was
left unfilled.

During the succeeding tumultuous years of stu-

dent unrest, little attention was given to educational and
financial institutional planning.

It was not until 1973 that

the total college became aware of the effect of failing to
continue the systematic planning of earlier years.

This issue

will be discussed in a later chapter.
In retrospect, it appears that Sr. Ann Ida initially was
the primary motivational force of change, both in the physical
plant, and in the educational workings of the College.
4 5Ibid., p. 6.

She
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encouraged ne\\T ideas--to take the

11

leap, 11 and her emergence

administering change, as seen in the persons of Dr. Norbert
Hruby and Sr. Mary Ignatia, who \\Tere committed to making Mundelein College an outstanding and innovative institution of
higher education for all women.

She encouraged a very quali-

fied faculty to continue on the road to excellence, and benefitted greatly from their enthusiasm and interest in her objectives.

Sr. Ann Ida helped to smooth the transition from the

traditional authority of the president, to a college community
involved in the decision-making process.

The years of change,

greater flexibility, and acceptance of new ideas prepared the
College community for the even greater changes that were to
come about in the following years.

One might conjecture that

by beginning to institute change, early in the 1960's, the College was able to survive and grow whichother similarly situated colleges were unable to do--either educationally or financially--by the end of the decade and into the next.

It appears

that as an educator administrator, Sr. Ann Ida's emphasis in
the later 1960's had to shift to one of fund-raiser in order
to meet the needs of the College.

However, this may be obvi-

ous from a collegial perspective, but her role as educator was
to continue in the BVM Congregation and beyond.

As President

of Mundelein College, she had the title, as a scholar she had
the philosophical acumen to deal with the knotty issues presented by the changing order of the Church.

She was called upon
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to disseminate the concepts of aggiornamento not only to the
BVM Congregation, but also to the women religious of this
country.

Sr. Ann Ida continued to emphasize the responsible

role women must begin to accept in contemporary society, be
it religious or lay.

The following chapter will deal with

these issues and their impact on higher education.

CHAPTER IV
"NE\v FRAI'1ES OF REFERENCE 11

The decade of the 1960's was both nationally and internationally a remarkable one for Catholics.

1
~·".

!
~

~:

J

~·

In January of 1961,

John F. Kennedy became the first Catholic president in the
history of the United States.

A year later, an

11

interim" fig-

ure in the person of Pope John XXIII called into session the

!

Second Vatican Council in Rome.

~f.

and initiated a policy of getting the U.S. moving again ,.,ith

i

the slogan of the

11

Kennedy lrJas young, forceful,

New Frontier."

Pope John impressed Chris-

tians and non-Christians with his quiet sincerity and warmth.
He called for the beginning of the process for finding those
beliefs which united all peoples in an act of global ecumenism.
Both men ascended to power during a trouble-filled era in which
racial and religious bigotry were aggravated by the spread of
world communism, famine, poverty, and crime.
Internationally, concern for the environment began to be
recognized by a growing number of nations.

Issues of popula-

tion growth and world food supplies portended imminent catastrophe if proper step8

v1el't

110

u

iui lJ.LO.."Ged soon.

The Cuban mis-

sile crisis of 1962 brought both major world powers, the United
States and the Soviet Union, to

~he

for a nuclear test-ban treaty.

Vietnam was just a seed yet to
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realization of the need

89
blossom into the shame of war.

Nationally, blacks would no

longer accept disenfranchisement in its myriad disguises in
education, housing and employment.

The turmoil in the inner-

city black ghettoes across America called world attention to

r
;.

"our colored problem."

Martin Luther King, Jr., emerged as

the leader of the civil rights movement, and the Kennedy administration launched a fight for new and more sweeping social
legislation.
Because both Kennedy and Pope John set the tone for an
era which each was to inaugurate, it is important to describe
them briefly.

Of Kennedy, the following was written:

Kennedy's directness and openness of mind, his faith in
reason, and his compassionate vision of America life
helped break the intellectual as well as the political
crust that had settled over American society in the fifties. He communicated not only an insistence on personal
excellence but a sharply critical .attitude toward ideas
and institutions that most Americans in the preceding
decade had regarded with vast self-satisfaction. Kennedy's message was that abroad the old Cold War was played
out, that at home the American way of life was in bad
shape, that the nation was neglectful of its young and
its old, callous toward its poor and its minorities,
that its cities and schools and landscapes were a mess,
and that national motives were tending toward meanness
and materialism.l
Although this description may speak of a "gloom and doomn individual, that was not entirely the case.

Kennedy placed a mir-

ror before the American public for it to see the real problems
of this nation.

However, he also gave the people hope, and the

following suggests hm'l he was able to do so:
1 John M. Blum, EdmundS. Morgan, et al., The National
Experience, 3rd ed. (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanov~tch, Inc.,

1973), p. 769.
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Kennedy's \vords and actions encouraged a great nevr release of critical energy throughout American society.
• • • He gave people the belief that things could be
done and that public policy must be determined by open
and reasoned discussion • • • • Not only his purpose but,
in the much abused vmrd of the time, his 11 style 11 seemed
to open up ne\v vistas for his nation.2
Another Catholic across the ocean emerged as a political
force in the realm of religion to direct his energies in basically the same manner.

In fact, one could very easily substi-

tute the name of Pope John in the last quotation.

Pope John

succeeded Pius XII and the contrast was striking.

Pius had

been the Pope from 1939 to 1958.

During the post-war years,

many of the Catholic hierarchy in the United States pressed
for the pursuit of the Communist menace on our shores.
though the mainstream of

u.s.

Al-

Catholics deplored the highly

emotional, almost hysterical tone of Francis Cardinal Spellman
and his anti-Communist posture, the American Catholic Church
did not respond lrlith one voice. 3

However, to non-Catholics,

the Church hierarchy in America seldom strayed far from the
position of the Vatican.
with great suspicion.

The Jews continued to eye Pius XII

The Jewish community believed that Pius'

silence regarding the activities. of the fascists and the lack
of concern over the slaughter of millions of Jews, contributed
to a tacit approval of the crimes of World War II.

Poland,

a very traditional Catholic country, was the location for the
major extermination camps used by the Nazis in their "final
2

Ibid., p. 769.

3Goldman, The Crucial Decade--and After, pp. 130-31.
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solution" of the Je\'lish problem.

To both European and Ameri-

can Jews, the Church was too concerned with international diplomacy to take a stand against the holocaust.
With the appointment of Pope John, a new attitude regarding the Vatican began to be felt.

Pope John evoked a sense of

ethnicity rather than the usual asceticism associated with the
prelates of this century.

His heaviness and gross features

had a commonality about them, particularly in light of his
humble origins.

In the \'lOrds of Mary Griffin, formerly Sr.

Nary Ignatia, BVI·1:
\vith chagrin, I recall my initial disappointment when
this rotund little man was elected to succeed the patrician Pius XII. From the onset, Pope John espoused not.
international diplomacy in the style of his predecessor,
but pastoral concern for his world-wide flock. It seemed
an unpromising beginning. Why this almost unknown "interim" figure instead of the expected Hontini? Within
four short years, Pope John himself answered my questions,
emerging as a totally winning personality--and an unpredictable one. He \'laS to precipitate some of the most
momentous changes since the Reformation and attract to
himself the affectionate esteem of the entire world,
Christian and non-Christian.4
Protestants and Jews awaited the work of the Second Vatican
Council to learn how the Church would resolve some of the anachronisms which it had carried for centuries.

Joseph Lichten

noted that under the inspiration of Pope John, ecumenism expanded beyond the Christian community into the "new ecumenism. 11
It ["new ecumenism"] is based on the universalism of monotheism and therefore embraces Jewish as well as other
non-Christian peoples. It prompts us to seek out our
similarities rather than our differences; to ask not
what errors are contained in other religions but rather
4 Griffin, The Courage to Choose, pp. 33-34.
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what truths; to cultivate harmony in the place of discord, compassion in the place of hostility, respect in
the place of prejudice.5
Both John Kennedy and Pope John XXIII died in 1963.

,,

l

Their

monumental tasks had only begun and were being carried to fruition by others.

Within the religious community, the fresh

winds of change were beginning to be felt--however gently.

In

1964, Sr. Ann Ida presented a series of addresses which were
later compiled and published.

In the Proceedings of the

Theo~

logical Institute for Local Superiors is seen her carefully
prepared historical and philosophical perspective on the developments of Church theology.

She discussed the changing role

of the Sister in the Church and the basis on which new directions were to be taken.

The essays, although pre-dating the

momentous upheavals that were to occur within the BVM Congregation and throughout Church institutions, were significant in
retrospect.

Through these essays, Sr. Ann Ida demonstrated

that although the Second Vatican Council and Pope John were
instrumental in fostering the emancipation of women, Pope Pius
XII had signalled the new direction for women in religious
life years prior to the Council.

In this manner, she was

better able to suggest through an historical framework how and
why the events occurring in the Church regarding women were
inevitable.

For example, Sr. Ann Ida pointed out that as

early as 1939, Pope Pius XII \vas addressing the issue of the
5Joseph Lichten, 11 The Council Declaration on the Jews, 11
Catholic \vorld 199 (August 1964): 274.
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emergence of Catholic women.

Pius' tone became even more em-

phatic by 1945 when he said:
Every woman without exception is under obligation--a
strict obligation of conscience, mind you!--not to remain aloof; every woman must go into action each in her
own way, and join in stemming the tides which threaten
to engulf the home. • •• This is one motive calling the
Catholic woman to enter on the new path now opening to
her activity. But there is another: her dignity as a
woman. It is for her to work with man for the welfare of
the civitas in which she enjoys a dignity equal with
his. • •• 6
Sr. Ann Ida stressed the need for religious superiors to
understand the earlier pronouncements of the Church through
Pope Pius XII, and the later ones of Pope John XXIII, in order
to take the required action which would lead to a definition
of the religious life of women.

In 1957 Pius XII commented:

Since you are a body of women consecrated to God, and
offered to the Church it is necessary that from time to
time the balance sheet of your activities should be drawn
up; on such an occasion there should be an·examination of
certain ways of life and modes of action, in order to see
whether they are still useful and efficacious as they
were in the past.7
Sr. Ann Ida clearly indicated that Pius XII was insistent on
a "need :for heroic love of God in the religious as he was on
the need :for adaptation of certain aspects of our lives.
Change is not an end in itself but a means to making our work
6pope Pius XII, The Women in the Modern World ed. by the
Honks of Solesmes (Boston: St. Paul Editions,·19593, p. 108,
cited by .Sr. Mary Ann Ida Gannon, BVT"l, "Changing with the
Church," Proceedino-s of the Theolo ical Institute :for Local
Superiors, e •
er
• c ~ zer,
C Notre Dame, Ind.:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1965), p. 14.
7Abbe Gaston Courtois, The States of Perfection (Westminster, Md.: The Newman Press, 1961), p. 28?, c~ted by Sr. Mary
Ann Ida Gannon, BVI1, "Changing with the Church," p. 19.

94in the vJ"Orld more fruitful and our service to God more v/Orthy."8
In the matter of furthering ecumenism in the post-Cotmcil
Church, Sr. Ann Ida stated the following:
As teachers we are witnesses to truth in many forms • • • •
Therefore, we must guard against presenting old prejudices which were once enshrined in history, we must present truths in the clear light of recent scholarship and
avoid using expressions which, on the tongues of our
students or in their hearts, might cause unnecessary
offense. This requires a new awareness, because we may
express ideas in words which have become a part of our
everyday thought and speech but are fruit of an earlier
age in which thoughtlessness and ignorance rendered us
insensitive to the beliefs or practices of others.9
From 1957 to 1963, Sr. Ann Ida was both Superior to the BVM
community and President of Mundelein College.

In 1963, she.

continued the latter position but the responsibility of Superior \'las delegated to Sr. Emily Flynn, BVI1.

Thus, Sr. Ann Ida

was not far removed from the role of superior and was well
aware of the necessity for the superiors of the Congregation
to be fully informed of the changes oqcurring, and about to
occur, in post-Conciliar years.

She wrote:

Busy superiors, too, must find time to plunge into the
currents of religious thought and theological studies.
It is necessary for each to study perseveringly in order
to understand religious life and its needs today. This
is a profound obligation--to study and to study carefully
what is occurring in the field of theology and, particularly, of pastoral theology and to follow intelligently
the events at the Council.lO
The essays contained in the Proceedings also cited the
legal and juridical tradition of the Church, from the Middle
Ages to the present time.
8 Ibid., p. 20.

Sr. Ann Ida dre\'1 attention to the
9Ibid., P• 4-3.

10Ibid., p. 60.
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emphasis placed on the external organization of the Church at
the expense of its invisible nature.

The leaders of the Church

believed that in order to maintain the status guo, a defense
of their position was necessary.

In religious life, this de-

fense was characterized by uniformity being considered virtuous and change being suspect.

Sr. Ann Ida explained that the

current ecumenical movement in the Church indicated a return
to nthe interior spirit of the l\'Iystical Body,n the invisible
reality of the Church.

With this return would be a scriptural

definition of the Church--its message and not solely its symbols or signs.

Sr. Ann Ida presented a summation of the cele-

bration of perpetual vows; the rite and the meaning of
ence, chastity, and poverty.

obedi~

She also explained the vow of

poverty in this manner:
vlhat is ne\'V is the grm'ling awareness that while \ITe must
use many things that once were uncommon to religious
(and this area may increase) we must maintain a greater
independence of things and a greater dependence on God
than ever before. As our immersion in the world of things
increases there must be a proportionate increase in our
convictions as to the subordinate role it plays in our
lives. At one time, religious were urged to fly from the
world and to scorn material things in order to maintain
detachment; a far harder counsel is given to religious
today: use these things freely but keep yourself free
from them.ll
As previously stated, Sr. Ann Ida's essays were written
in 1964.

The fourth and final session of the Second Vatican

Council ended in December of 1965.

It was ironic that although

the Council directed its efforts to an updating of the Church
and its institutions, the following had to be reported:
11Ibid., p. 87.
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• • • Only one of America's 180,000 nuns even made it to
the Council and she only as an observer. Sister Luke
Tobin, head of the Conference of Major Superiors of \'/omen,
got in, it was true, but she could not utter one 'lrlOrd in
that supposedly universal meeting of Christendom:.l2
During the summer before the Council ended its deliberations,
the

B~I

Congregation held a three-week institute at Hundelein.

The title chosen, "The Institute on Problems that United Us,n
came very appropriately from the text of one of John F. Kennedy's speeches.

The Institute established task-forces to. study

the possibilities for change within the Congregation.

These

recommendations \'Jere to be brought to the BVM Tenth General
Chapter Neeting to be held in 1967-68. 1 3 Sr. Ann Ida travelled
to Notre Dame University in March of 1966 for the International
Conference on Theological Issues to hear the theologians who
had attended Vatican II.

She meticulously reported to the

Bm1 Congregation on what she had learned during the six-day
conference.
The Institute on Problems that Unite Us ended after
three weeks, but the work it stimulated continued for tvm
years through its task-forces.

Every aspect of religious life

was discussed, from the hierarchy and the line of governance,
to the sense of personal identity within the Community.

Sr.

Mary Donahey, BVM, of Mundelein's Department of Religious
Studies reported that as a member of the Chapter Committee on
12Griffin, The Courage to Choose, p. 36.
l3General chapter meetings were held every six years.
They included local superiors and the governing members of
the BVM Congregation.
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Governance, she had an opportunity to \vork with Sr. Ann Ida,
also a member of that Committee.

Sr. Donahey said:

She [Sr. Ann Ida] was in favor of democratizing the governmental structure of the BVM's. She had a presence
about her both here [Mundelein] and at Dubuque [the seat
of authority of the BVI-1 Congregation] because she could
think so clearly on her feet. Oftentimes, we would be
working all day at some issue and we would begin getting
fuzzy. After a bit, she would stand up and clarify the
whole thing. She was a person very much trusted by both
sides [liberals and conservatives]. She had her feet in
both camps and could translate from one to the other.l4
Sr. Donahey briefly summarized the results of that momentous
General Chapter Heeting, now to be called Chapter Senate, of
1967-68, in terms of the changes which were instituted.

She

'

said the following:

There was a revamping of the whole BVM style of life and
the Congregation changed to different priorities. There
was much more openness toward responding to other needs
besides the educational [ones]. We were primarily a
teaching order on all different levels; from grade school
to college. Nov1 there was to be a greater di versification of options from which the open philosophy led. Not
long after, we adopted TOPA, which is Totally Open Position Application. This meant that any sister in the Congregation who wanted to do another work could apply and
do it.l5
Sr. Ann Ida continued to stress the need for Sisters to update
their knowledge of theology, particularly necessitated by the
post-Conciliar movement.

One of the first changes made in her

administration was the establishment of the Department of Theology.

I~

1969, both undergraduate and graduate programs of-

fered courses leading to degrees in religious studies.

The

14Interview with Sr. Mary Donahey, BVM, Chicago, Illinois,
24 July 1976. (Tape in possession of writer.)
l5Ibid.
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programs also included Sister and lay theologians.

Later, a

cooperative program with Spertus College of Judaica was incorporated into the department.
The most visible change for female religious was one of
attire in respect to the traditional habit.

During the work

of the task-forces in preparation for the 1967-68 Chapter Meeting of the BVM Congregation, it was suggested that a two-year
period of experimentation begin with all aspects of community
life to test the possible recommendations suggested.

In 1966,

the Mother General, Mother Mary Consolatrice, launched a factfinding experiment regarding the traditional garb of women
religious.

Modified and completely contemporary dress were to

be involved in the experiment.

In August of 1966, the Sisters

at Mundelein began to participate voluntarily, by wearing completely contemporary dress.

Although the adjustment had mo-

ments of both humor :.and sadness, the effect upon the Catholic
lay community \'las one of great concern..

The change in habit

coupled with the social activism which women religious were
beginning to participate in nationally, was almost too much
for most members of the Catholic community.

The drastic change

from the conventional nun to social activist met with much resistance.

Catholics were reading their newspapers only to see

and read of women religious picketing, marching, and organizing boycotts in social action demonstrations.

Now, nuns no

longer identifiable by their habits, merely added greater confusion and consternation to a world in which religion--if any
one single thing--had stability, tradition, and a sense of
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enveloping security to its adherents.

Mary Griffin made this

observation:
Moving into modern dress had dramatic impact. It revealed to the world in general the human being underneath the habit. But, more important, it revealed the
nun to herself; it was an experience in recognition.
The habit had emphasized the communal aspect of her
life. Selecting her O\~ clothes suddenly underscored
the individual. Though the term may seem too large
for the situation, taking off the habit created within
religious congregations a true revolution of awareness. 16
The power to choose is crucial to a sense of personhood.
Sisters, once forced by tradition to remain aloof from the
secular world, were expressing their individual sense of personhood.

If the Church believed in the brotherhood of man,

then why were some people disenfranchised from the right of
human dignity because of the color of their skin?

Sisters be-

came involved in the civil rights movement and marched openly
in Selma and Birmingham.

By 1966 the war in Vietnam was be-

coming hotly contested bet\veen "hawks" and "doves."

Student

protest groups were springing up all over the country, and
some women and men religious were involved in both legal and
illegal forms of protest against the war.

Many social issues

were confronting the religious and they were being asked to
become involved--no longer to remain aloof.

Some religious

were reluctant to change a lifestyle which was carefully prescribed and regimented, in order to enter one for which they
had little knowledge.

However, Sr. Ann Ida believed that the

BVM's could make the adjustments required by Vatican II because
16Griffin, The Courage to Choose, p.

79.
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the Congregation had never been cloistered.

The

B~1's

at

Nundelein had been ideally located as members of a college in
an urban setting and had bridged the religious and secular
worlds through their years in Chicago.
The post-Conciliar years may have been most difficult for
Catholics at large, but the effect was to be felt by the College community.

A few major contributors v!Tithheld money be-

cause they either did not want to see the Sisters in contemporary dress, or \vere repelled to learn that nuns were involved in civil disobedience.

Again quoting Mary Griffin:

Traditionally, nuns had withdravm from the world. Their
dress spoke of cloister and seclusion. ~Then they changed
their names, their garb, their manner of life, they symbolized the distance they meant to place between themselves
and the outside world. In the wake of Vatican II, nuns
opted unequivocally for the world. Their choice was
grounded not in a theology of withdrawal but in one of
involvement. This is really what getting into contemporary dress was all about. It wasn't the only return
to normality; it was just the most dramatic.l7
The question now became one of Catholicity.

How could

Mundelein claim to be a Catholic college in the post-Conciliar
movement?

Where were the outward symbols of Catholicism so

comforting to parents sending their daughters to get a "Catholic education"?
institutions?

How did Mundelein differ from the secular

These were some of the questions with which Sr.

Ann Ida found herself and the institution confronted.

On

numerous occasions, these issues were raised and required an
answer.

She responded by reaffirming that dynamic and organic

l7Ibid., p. 90.
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change was necessary for the continual renewal and adaptation
of the Church.

The Church was not static but required a

greater personal commitment for all Christians to make.

In

an essay regarding religious obedience, she stated:
The term obedience as used in this context is seen to be
an answer to a call from God; it is a deeply personal
exQhange between God and each individual and as such can
lead to an ever more intimate union and a growth in charity as well as to an external expression in service to
one's neighbor • • • • Man's obedience, like Christ's, is
expressed in the concrete realities of everyday life.l8
~

Concerning the catholicity of Mundelein College, Sr. Ann Ida
had already prepared the College community to confront this
issue.

The institutional analysis of 1962-64 had raised these

questions and the final results reaffirmed the desire by the
College community to make Christianity relevant to contemporary society.

It further required that the College demand new

forms of expression of Christian commitment not only for its
individual members, but for the institution as a whole.
Sr. Ann Ida, and it might be added, a number of BVM's,
wrote and spoke of what change meant to a Catholic college.
Sr. Ann Ida was the most visible and "external 11 person in the
Congregation because of the speaking engagements and the leadership positions which she held in educational associations.
Her speeches and published essays serve as an official record
of her be1iefs and attitudes, and are more readily documented
here.

In an essay discussing the ramifications of the Supreme

18sr. Mary Ann Ida Gannon, BVM, "Religious Obedience," in
Vows But No Walls, ed. Eugene E~ Grollmes, SJ (St. Louis: B.
Rerder Book Co., 1967), p. 92.
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Court ruling of Tilton v. Richardson, Sr. Ann Ida encapsulated the concept of Catholic higher education.

She wrote:

I believe sectarianism in Catholic higher education is
dead or dying. The Supreme Court decision in the Tilton
vs. Richardson case does not present us with a measure
for estimating the extent of sectarianism; rather it has
carved the tombstone for a type of institution that cannot exist for long in today's society • • • • The abandonment of sectarianism by most Catholic institutions was a
response to internal needs rather than a reaction to governmental demands or court decisions. ~~ere such a
change occurred because of external forces alone--and
without an unde.rstanding of the implications of or the
reason for change--the institution often remained actually sectarian in spirit and unsure of its identity.l9
By using the definition of sectarianism as defined by the

Supreme Court ruling, Sr. Ann Ida presented a very welldefined portrayal of what Catholic institutions of education
were and what they had become.

She clearly analyzed the tran-

si tional "identity crisis" \"lhich the introduction of change had
precipitated.

These changes, she stressed, were the result of

many personal and public acknowledgements.

For example, as

changes in the religious orders which sponsored colleges were
occurring, the changes were reflected in the functions of the
l9sr. Ann Ida Gannon, "The Future of the Church-Related
Colleges: The Impact of Vatican II," Liberal Education 58 (May
1972): 272. The Tilton v. Richardson case stated that a sectarian college was ineligible for federal funds. An ineligible "sectarian" college was one "which admits only students of
a particular religion, requires them to participate in religious activities, compels them to comply with the doctrines
and dogmas of the religion, forces them to attend Church, requires them under penalty of dismissal to take instruction
in the theology and doctrines of the religion, and does everything to propagate and advance a particular religion other
than confer degrees in divinity • • • " Charles H. \•lilson, Jr.,
Tilton v. Richardson: The Search for Sectarianism in Education (Washington, D.C.: Association of American Colleges, 1971),
p:-l"5 •.
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college.

These changes were not made because of attempts by

these institutions to meet the demands of the state.

Sr. Ann

Ida pointed out that colleges began to appoint lay boards of
trustees because of a new a'I.-Tareness of the function of the
colleges and the need for lay involvement in determining in-

f

r

stitutional goals.

By emphasizing what a Catholic college is

not, she demonstrated that the definition of sectarianism in
relation to Catholic institutions was unjustified.

She wrote:

Whatever the history of these institutions, the typical
Catholic college of today (if such a term can be used in
a meaningful way) is not sectarian, not isolated intellectually or professionally proselytizing. It does not
see itself as acting in loco parentis or as a teaching
arm of the Church. It has no juridical relation to the
Church and is neither supported by it or subject to its·
discipline. It does not, however, reject its traditional
commitment to a belief in the Christian faith as understood by the Catholic Church and in the value of Christian faith and commitment as elements of a genuine pursuit of wisdom.20
In this essay, Sr. Ann Ida stated her view of what makes a
Catholic college work as a non-sectarian institution while
still remaining Church-related.

She remarked on the loss of

visible practices which, at one time, may have been relevant
to Catholicity but were no longer.

She continued:

As [Catholic] institutions lose their visible marks, they
may find alumni and parents losing their loyalty and/or
their desire to send children to these institutions.
Yet these institutions are needed more now than in the
past, since the Church of the seventies makes more demands on intelligent understanding of the Christian commitment and of the role of the Christian in society than
ever before.21
20Gannon, nThe Future of Church-Related Colleges," p. 274.
21
.
Ibid., p. 275.
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Sr. Ann Ida believed that the survival of Catholic institutions
did not depend upon all conforming to a prescribed pattern of
behavior, or each attempting to be in some way "unique."

Ra-

ther, the individual institutions should determine what each
"wishes to achieve through its corporate witness, its service
to individuals, its service to the college community and the
other communities it reaches. 1122
In 1968, Sr. Ann Ida served on the Committee on Catholic
Education of the National Catholic Education Association which
evolved a series of institutional and collective recommendations.

The document is significant because it acts as a frame

of reference for Catholic higher education in its myriad forms
\'Ti thout making sharp delineations or casting sidelong glances
of disapproval at institutions having uniquely disparate problems of geographic location or numbers of students in their
enrollment patterns.

Scholars focusing in on Catholic higher

education after Vatican II \-rill recognize the importance of
this Committee's work and conclusions. 2 3
During the years immediately after Vatican II, Sr. Ann
Ida did not limit herself to speaking solely to the issue of
Catholic higher education.

In a speech presented to youngsters

attending the 8th National Catholic Youth Organization (CYO)
Convention, she spoke of the broader issue of education for
22Ibid., p. 277.
2 3charles E. Ford and Edgar L. Roy, Jr., The Renewal of
Catholic Higher Education (1;/ashington, D.C.: National Catholic
Educational Association, 1968), pp. 28-3L~.
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young people and what Vatican II meant to them.

She said:

• • • The Church of Vatican II is looking to an earlier
tradition and examining the Church in the modern world
to see how it portrays the People of God and the Body
of Christ to that world. Without denying the age-old
teaching of stability, she is stressing an equally ancient principle of development, growth, relevance, involvement, which is better symbolized by the organism
than by an organization. • • • This message has a special
~significance for young people in the Church for you have
an insight that is almost startling to older people and
seem to recognize clearly that there is a great need to
make Christianity relevant, to present a contemporary
Christ to the world, to be committed to the law of the
love of God and of a neighbor who resides in Asia, in
the inner-city and in the school a block away • • • • So
you are called to enter into a dialogue with the contemporary world, to hear its voice and to understand its
language--the language of science and technology, of art
and music, of idealism and disillusionment, of belief
and disbelief.24
Sr. Ann Ida's appeal for internal and external expressions of renewal and adaptation were heard across the country.
During 1966, Sr. Ann Ida's calendar showed that she travelled
to New York, Austin, St. Paul, Notre Dame, Washington, D.C.,
Detroit, Dallas, and Cleveland. 2 5 Some of the titles of her
addresses were: "Insights into Vatican II"; "Role of \vomen in
Seminary Education"l "Vatican Document on Christian Education";
"Catholic Higher Education"; "Role of \'/omen in the Church";
and "Naking Theology Relevant."

In a lecture to the Annual

Conference of Theresians in Dallas, Sr. Ann Ida spoke of
Church renewal.

She explained how some traditions evolved

24sr. f.'lary Ann Ida Gannon, BVr1, "Education for the Future," American Journal of Catholic Youth Work 7 (Summer 1966):

72-73·

25 In 1967, Sr. Ann Ida qualified for membership in United
Airlines' "100,000 Nile Club."
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and then became so entrenched that nobody thought they could
be redressed.

It took courage for the Sisters to demonstrate,

for example, that women were just as capable of being educated
as were men.

Did the Sisters not found schools for girls in

the 19th century shovling that girls did not get "brain fevern
if they were educated?

In so doing, they also demonstrated

that "accidental" tradition need not be perpetuated; but that
in adaptation and renewal, tradition should be examined and
evaluated.

A news account of an address given in Dallas by

Sr. Ann Ida reported:
Cautioning that lack of flexibility in adaptation and renewal would cause a community to disappear or to explode,
Sr. Ann Ida said that religious communities must not ex~
pect to find one answer to such questions as "Should \'Te
change to a modern habit?" or "Should we change to social
work?" Lack of flexibility could cause the loss of many
vocations to the sisterhood.26
Renewal and adaptation took many forms, in different
places, for various individuals and groups.

Sr. Ann Ida was

asked to address and chair a workshop for Sisters in the greater Cleveland diocese.

The 3,500 women religious requested her

help in forming a Sisters' Senate.

The purpose of the Senate

was to create a cohesive unit in which the area sisters could
speak as one voice to Bishop Clarence G. Issenmann on religious,
social and educational matters in order to make their apostolate more meaningful to the needs of the people within the
diocese.

The Cleveland Plain Dealer reported Sr. Ann Ida's

26Texas Catholic, Official publication of the Diocese of
Dallas-Fort Worth, 5 November 1966, p. 1.
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work with the Senate under the headline, "Sister Ida Stirs
Nuns in Cleveland."

Albin A. Goresik, religious editor for

that newspaper, wrote:
Sister Mary Ann Ida was in town last weekend to help form
the Sisters' Senate • • • first of its kind in the United
States. She was a hit. She got the senate rolling in
its first few hours. The sisters could not have called
in anyone more progressive than Ann Ida • • • • She wades
right in where no one has trod before. Sr. Ann Ida
isn't like most nuns. Her '~uniform" is a trim black
stewardess-type suit. Only indications that she's a
Roman Catholic nun are three silver crosses worn on a
lapel and the ring of her order. This clothing freedom
extends to her personality. Nuns told reporters that
she was a catalyst for the senate, that she gave them
new understanding on their role in the church.
Mr. Goresik closed with this observation:
Don't expect Cleveland nuns necessarily to be as drastic
as Sister Ann Ida. But right now, she's an inspiration.27
Between 1963 and 1970, Sr. Ann Ida was holding a series
of important offices, and heading committees of state and
national associations, among which were: Board of Directors
of the Religious Education Association of the United States and
Canada, Vice President, 1966; National Board of Directors of
the Girl Scouts of America, 1966-75; Board of Directors of the
Association of American Colleges, 1965-71, Vice-Chairman, 1968,
Chairman, 1969; Board of Directors of the Central States College Association, beginning in 1965, Secretary, 1970; Board
of Directors of the Erik Erickson Institute of Chicago, beginning in 1970; Executive Committee, Federation of Independent
Illinois Colleges, 1965-69; Advisory Committee, Agency for
27Albin A. Goresik, Cleveland Plain Dealer, 10 April 1967,
p. 6.

r
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International Development, 1968-70; Illinois Commission on
the Status of Women, 1965, Chairman of the Education Committee,

1966-67; Panel for Voluntary Action by Women, White House Conference on Food, Nutrition, and Health, 1969; and President's
Task Force on Women's Rights and Responsibilities, 1969.
(For a complete listing of offices held, committees and affiliations, see Appendix.)
Although the early years of 1970 would find Sr. Ann Ida
continuing her work in some of these organizations, She would
rise to hold the chairmanship to some, as either the Kirst
woman, or the first religious.

In some instances, it was a

combination of the two--a \'lOman religious.
of this study, it is important to focus on

For the purposes·
t\'10

extremely in-

fluential Commissions that were to be significant.to women,
and women in higher education: the Illinois Commission on the
Status of Women (1966-67), and the President's Task Force on
Women's Rights and Responsibilities (1969), from which the
Report, "A f.'Iatter of Simple Justice" was published in 1970.
As was already noted, Sr. Ann Ida had been deeply involved in
the education of 1.1omen, religious and lay, previous to her
presidential appointment.

However, she was now emerging

nationally as a spokesman for women's rights in education and
the professions.
The Report of the Illinois Commission on the Status of
Women: Education included an important series of recommandations.

Sr. Ann Ida \'las chairperson of this committee and 'trtas
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instrumental in stressing legislative changes to accommodate
the mature woman returning to higher education, either to
begin or complete a degree program.

It is important to recall

that the concept of continuing education was a relatively new
one.

In June of 1960, the University of f1innesota received a

grant from the Carnegie Corporation to inaugurate a program of
continuing education for \'!omen.

The original proposal stated

that:
The principal objective of the program proposed here is
to make possible a full utilization of our resources of
able and educated womanpower. A second objective with
the first, is an increase in the personal happiness and
satisfaction of many individual \'lOmen, which vrill occur
as they find vrays of making full and productive use of
their capabilities and their time.28
And as to the purposes of the l'1innesota Plan:
• • • [First] to help young women, especially those of
high ability, to foresee and plan for the interrupted,
multiple-role lives they probably will lead; second, to
use all the facilities available in a large state university to enable them to maintain intellectual skills and
training throughout the family years, and third, to make
it possible for the older intelligent woman to contribute
in a major way to the society in which she lives.29
Radcliffe College was the first to implement the l"linnesota
Plan by opening its Institute for Independent Studies.

Sarah

Lawrence not only offered some courses especially designed for
the mature woman, but provided a counseling service as well.
Nundelein College, as noted by the Commission's Report, vras
2 Bvirginia L. Senders, "Continuing Education for \'/omen-The Third Revolution," in The Universit in
of Women (Urbana, Illino is.;;;::.:.::,;;;~n~l.~v;;.;;e;._.;r:..;s~l.r-itr-::y;;...;;.~o~·~~-i-l.~n..;:;o~l.~s~,-'~;.,.,;;;~,;.,;;;.;p:;..;.;;;;;;.

41.
2 9Ibid.

'
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the first college in Illinois [1965] to provide the Degree
Completion Program for vwmen over 26 years of age, "vTho have
a high school diploma [admitting them] into ·a special degree
program that includes basic studies seminars, individualized
counseling, limited classroom attendance, use of tutorial and
independent study techniques, and credit for life experience."30
However, the Illinois State Scholarship Program did not, at
this point, make the necessary legal adjustments permitting
the mature woman to be eligible for State funds.

Furthermore,

if students received state funds, they could not use these monies for private institutions of higher education.

vfuen asked

for which recommendations she felt directly responsible, Sr. ·
Ann Ida replied that she stressed the expansion of the State
Scholarship Program to include mature individuals.

She also

pressed for the extension of the undergraduate provisions to
cover fields such as nursing and pre-primary school teaching.
She further advocated that authorized state scholarship funds
be used at private as 1rrell as state-supported institutions,
and that eligibility for state funds also include part-time
students.31

Under the Recommendations for Research and Study

portion of the report, Sr. Ann Ida said that she personally
believed that adequate day-care facilities should be studied
as to their feasibility in respect to making the return to
30"Report on the Commission Committees: Education," State
of Illinois Commission on the Status of vlomen (Springfield,
IllJ.nOJ.S, 196'1), p. 18.
3llbid., pp. 18-19.
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academe less stressful

fo~

women with pre-school children.

Although she aided in drafting other legislative and research
recommendations, the ones previously noted are those Sr. Ann
Ida felt she most strongly influenced as a Committee member.
Sr. Ann Ida's work on the Illinois Commission on the
Status of Women led to her appointment in 1969 to the President's [Nixon] Task Force on Women's Rights and
ties.

Re~~onsibili

She was one of twelve members of this Task Force which

included ten

wom~n

and two men.

cator on the Task Force.

Sr. Ann Ida was the only edu-

In order to place this Task Force

into perspective, some historical information is necessary.
The 1960's, as already noted, was to be a significant decade
for the \V'Omen 's movement.

Generally, movements usually begin

with a particular series of goals.

However, as momentum in-

creases, more and more goals are included and the initial objectives of the movement become confused or fragmented.

The

beginning of the \vomen' s movement in the second half of this
century is usually associated with the publication of a series
of women's books, particularly Betty Friedan's The Feminine
MyStique.

Actually, a number of significant publications of

this genre were written prior to Friedan's book in 1963, but
her book was to receive the greatest amount of attention and
publicity.

If one places Friedan's book in its proper histor-

ical context, it is no wonder that the book became so widely
read and quoted.
In 1961, President Kennedy established the President's
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Commission on the Status of Women.

As a result of the work of

the Commission, a greater interst everywhere had been aroused
in educating, counseling and training women for their responsibilities as workers, homemakers, or both.

It was becoming

far more apparent to the Bureau of Labor Statistics that women
were entering the labor force in greater numbers, creating an
almost predictable trend in the labor market.

Pau~

A. Miller,

Assistant Secretary of Education of HEW, reported the following:
Since 1940, American women have been responsible for the
major share in the gro~~h of the labor force. They accounted for more than 60 per cent of the total increase
from 1940-1964, and their representation in the labor
force has risen from one-fourth to more than one-third
of all workers. It is a trend that is likely to continue.
• •. • It is estimated that ~roman workers will show a rise
of 41 per cent between 1964 and 1980, as compared with
only 27 per cent for men. An equal trend is that as the
demand for 1...,romen as workers has increased, so have broadened opportunities for their education.32
Witness the legislation which immediately followed the 1961
President's Commission on the Status of Women as briefly summarized by Paul A. r•Iiller:
Several important legislative acts and executive orders
have marked governmental action to make the promise of
equality a fact. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 is of particular interest to women since its employment provisions
prohibit discrimination in employment on the basis of
sex as \•Tell as race, color, religion, or national origin.
The Equal Pay Act of 1963 promised better wage protection for t'lomen by prohibiting 'I.'Jage discrimination on
the basis of sex. Executive Order 11141, issued February 12, 1964, is helping older women by prohibiting
federal government contractors and sub-contractors from
arbitrary discrimination against older workers in recruitment and employment. The Economic Opportunity Act
of 1964 strikes toward equal opportunity for all, attacks
Nodern Society," in
~~~~~--~~~--~--~~~~--~~---~-vo_m_e~n (Urbana, Illinois:
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the causes and consequences of poverty, and enhances our
determination to develop the potentialities of the most
severely disadvantaged of our people, many of whom are
women.33
Thus, Friedan's book came at a most propitious moment in the
developing women's movement and received a considerable amount
of publicity.

Huch attention was now being given to publica-

tions by and about women, both past and present.

The estab-

lishment of the National Organization for Women (NGW) brought
a coalition of interested \<romen to the forefront expressing
concern over what appeared to be such disparate issues as daycare centers and the \'lar in Vietnam.

As NOv! became more poli-

tically active, its influence was being felt on the national
front as was the case in the 1968 Democratic Convention, held
in Chicago, Illinois.

Women, and other

minoritie~,

were demand-

ing equal representation in the. selection procedure for political candidates.

In the late 1960's, the women's movement

appeared to develop splinter groups going off in divergent
directions.
It was in 1969 that the President's Task Force came together amidst all of this activism on the part of women .and
other

~inority

groups.

tained a sense of

However, the Task Force members main-

a-~·rareness

of primary causes.

Consider some

of the opening paragraphs of the printed report, A Matter of
Simple Justice, of the Task Force:
Social attitudes are slow to change. So widespread and
pervasive are discriminatory practices against women
33Ibid., p. 9.
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they have come to be regarded, more often than not, as
normal. Unless there is clear indication of Administration concern at the highest level, it is unlikely that
significant progress can be made in correcting ancient
entrenched injustices.
The report continues to focus in on the basic issue of injustice:
American women are increasingly aware and restive over
the denial of equal opportunity, equal responsibility,
even equal protection of the law. An abiding concern
for home and children should not, in their vie\"1, cut them
off from the freedom to choose the role in society to
which their interest, education, and training entitle
them. Women do not seek special privileges. They do
seek equal rights. They do wish to assume their full
responsibilities. Equality for 'I.·TOmen is unalterably
linked to many broader questions of social justice. Inequalities <wvi thin our society serve to restrict the contribution of both sexes.
And lastly, the report summarizes by saying:
• • • \llhat this Tas}:: Force recommends is a national commitment to basic changes that will bring women into the
mainstream of American life. Such a commitment, \ve believe, is necessary to healthy psychological, social and
economic growth of our society.34
A portion of the Task Force's recommendation to the legislative branch of the Federal government is presented below.
The recommendations ·are important to review because they are
indicative of how much still needed to be accomplished even
with.the vast legislative changes that were occurring in the
late 1950's and during the 1960's regarding discrimination on
all levels.

Furthermore, Sr. Ann Ida was to figure prominent-

ly in these deliberations.

The Task Force recommendations to
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President Nixon included some of the following:

"1. Establish an Office of vlomen' s Rights and Responsibilities, whose director would serve as a special assistant reporting directly to the President.
"2. Call a White House conference on \'!Omen 1 s rights and
responsibilities in 1970, the fiftieth anniversary of the
ratification of the suffrage amendment and establishment
of the \•I omen 1 s Bureau.
"3. Send a message to Congress citing the widespread
discriminations against "w'mmen, proposing legislation to
remedy these inequities, asserting Federal leadership,
recommending prompt State action as a corollar~, and
calling upon the private sector to follo\'J suit. The message should recommend the following legislation necessary
to ensure full legal equality for \'JOmen:
"a. Pass:J.ge of a joint resolution proposing the equal
rights amendment to the Constitution.
"b. Amendment of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 to (1) remove the burden of enforcement from the
aggrieved individual by empot-rering the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission to enforce the law, and (2) extend
coverage to State and local governments and to teachers.
"c. Amendment of Titles IV and IX of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 to authorize the Attorney General to aid \vomen
and parents of minor girls in suits seeking equal access
to public education, and to require the Office of Education to make a survey concerning the lack of equal educational opportunities for individuals by reason of sex.
"d. Amendment of Title II of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 to prohibit discrimination because of sex in public
accommodations.
"e. Amendment of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 to extend the jurisdiction of the Civil Rights Commission to
include denial of civ~l rights because of sex.
"g. Amendment of the Social Security Act to (1) provide
benefits to husbands and widowers of disabled and deceased
women workers under the same conditions as they are· provided to \'lives and widmvs of women '!.vorkers, and (2) provide more equitable retirement benefits for families with
working wives.
"h. Adoption of the liberalized provisions for child
care in the family assistance plan and authorization of
Federal aid for child care for families not covered by
the family assistance plan.
"i. Enactment of legislation to guarantee husbands
and children of 1tromen employees of the Federal government
the same fringe benefits provided for wives and children
of male employees in those few areas where inequities
still remain.
"j. Amendment of the Internal Revenue Code to permit
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families in which both spouses are employed, families in
which one spouse is disabled and the other employed, and
families headed by single persons, to deduct from gross
income as a business expense some reasonable amount paid
to a housekeeper, nurse, or institution for care of children or disabled dependents."35
The Task Force gave a series of recommendations to the executive
branch as well as to the President; specifically the Task Force
requested that "[he] should appoint more women to positions of
top responsibility in all branches of the Federal government,
to achieve a more equitable_ratio of men and women."36
It is important to point out that the l.egislative and executive branches of our government considered the recommendations and made some attempt through the Congress to rectify
injustices.

Hov.rever, it became the ju·iicial branch which had

to declare the

unconstit~tionality

of sexual discrimination in

some areas to which the Task Force had directed its efforts.
Although she could stand behind each one of the recommendations
drafted by the Task Force, and particularly those regarding
child-care and welfare, Sr. Ann Ida takes personal credit for
the recommendation dealing with the passage of a joint resolution proposing the Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States.

The proposed Equal Rights Amendment

states that
"Section I
Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied
or abridged by the United States or by any State on
account of sex.
"Section II
The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by
35Ibid., PP• iv-v.

36 Ib.d
l. . , P•

·
Vl..
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appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.
"Section III
This amendment shall take effect two years after the
date of ratification."
At the time of this writing, thirty-five of the thirty-eight
states needed have ratified ERA.37
This chapter presented the "external" figure of Sr. Ann
Ida as educator-philosopher to the religi·::ms and

1~

community.

With the changes of Vatican II, she was called upon both locally and nationally to explain hO\'l and \'Thy the Church would move
in the coming years.

Because of Sr. Ann Ida's long and consis-

tent devotion to the education of women, she was easily recognized as a spokesman for women's rights.

Her work on State and

Federal Commissions regarding equality of opportunity for all
individuals is significant in the annals of women in higher
education and professions.
Chapter V 'tvill bring together the "external" and "internal"
presidency of Sr. Ann Ida during the last six-year term in
office, from 1969 to 1975.

Both the collegial and national

views of Sr. Ann Ida during the remaining significant years of
her presidency will be presented.
37wall Street Journal, 10 February 1977, p. 1.

CHA.PrER V
nA

LEAP OF FAITH"

In the previous chapters of this study, a brief history
of Mundelein College was presented in order to pla?-e Sr. Ann

Ida's~~sidential

years into proper historical perspective.

Her biography prior to her presidential appointment in 1957,
and the forces which influenced her philosophy of educational
administration, were also discussed.

In Chapter III, the "in-

ternal" presidency of Sr. Ann Ida was presented.

This was

~

then contrasted in Chapter IV to the "external" figure she
became.

Chapter V, the present. chapter, will bring both the

"internal" and "external" aspects of the college president together for the last six-year term of Sr. Ann Ida, from 1969 to

1975.
As was noted in Chapters III and IV, Sr. Ann Ida was one
of the leading proponents of the democratization of both Nundelein College and the B'Vr-1 Congregation.

By 1964 the lay

Board of Trustees was assuming greater responsibility for the
financial and public relations aspects of the College.

The

faculty was beginning to take initiatives and seeking a greater
voice in campus governance; so, too, were students in recommending changes in the curricular and
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extra~curricular

offer-
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ings of the institution.

The Faculty Senate was formed in

1968 and was reorganized into the Mundelein College Community
Government involving participation of students, faculty and
administration in the governmental structure of the College.
A faculty-elected committee was established to begin seeking
a new Academic Dean when it was learned, in 196?, that Sr.
Mary Ignatia was resigning that position.

Dr. Robert LaDu of

Marylhurst College in Oregon was appointed Vice-President of
Academic Affairs in September of 1970.

This climaxed a three-

year search by the Faculty Committee to fill the vacancy.

Dr.

LaDu had been invited to speak to faculty and students in January of 1969 when major changes in curriculum were discussed.
At that time he outlined some of his hopes for the development
of a flexible curriculum.
The Conference on Curriculum (Con-Cur) was an all-College
endeavor which included administration, faculty and students.
A series of proposals were voted upon and were to be implemented
beginning in the fall of 1970.

Primarily, these proposals in-

cluded dropping the basic studies component, developing an
experimental college within the College, and also creating an
advising committee, and a black studies program with the recommendation that the College recruit minority students.
Con-Cur, in effect, was a complete rejection of the basic
studies curriculum established by the Self-study of 1962-64.
Students were now free, with the assistance of faculty and
student advisors, to plan their entire college curriculum.
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The faculty advisor, usually a member of the department of the
student's area of specialization, would aid the student in
fulfilling the requirements established by that department.
All other courses were to be selected by the student.

The num-

ber of hours required for graduation was not changed.
The experimental college, called Nandala, was an attempt
to incorporate work, travel, independent study, and volunteer

.-

activity into an educational program without some of the traditional college requirements: courses for credit, grades, and
declared majors.

The following \'Tas reported in Mundelein To-

day about the design of Handala:
Upon entry into Nandala, each student writes a detailed
contract which states her learning goals, her means of
achieving them, and the criteria she would like employed
in the evaluation of her performance. Contracts vary in
explicitness, varyint; vlith the student's previous experience; they may also be revised as the student's goals
may change.l
The idea of Handala followed other experimental colleges, such
as Shimer
Florida. 2

College in Illinois and New College in Sarasota,
However, Mandala remained a program within the Col-

lege rather than becoming the philosophy and direction of the
entire College.

In the 1970-71 academic year, twenty students

comprised the Mandala college.
Some faculty members interviewed regarding Con-Cur believed that Sr. Ann Ida relinquished her role as leader and
bowed to the demands of the faculty and the student body.
1Mundelein Today 14 (June 1971), p. 2.
2navid Riesman, Joseph Gusfield and Zelda Gamson, Academic
Values and Hass Education (New York: JYicGraw Hill Book Co., 1970).
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However, Sr. Ann Ida wanted to allow the democratic process
to work.

In a student interview called "Take Issue," Sr. Ann

Ida responded to a question regarding the success of Con-Cur.
At the time of the interview, the program had been in effect
for less than one academic year.

Sr. Ann Ida answered:

I think it's a little too soon to measure Con-Cur. I
don't think you can be too patient when you're dealing
with a democratic process. If you want speed, I think
you either take a tyranny or an oligarchy or some other
form [of government J vThere one person or t,.vo or a small
group can quickly make decisions and put things into
effect. That's one reason \o~hy a place like Russia can
move so quickly. If you are going to move with a democratic process, you have to be willing to sometimes encounter obstacles or problems vThere, particularly if you
only have four years in school, it may seem that you're
waiting a very long time to see if something is being
done.
Sr. Ann Ida continued:
And very often it is a temptation to a faculty member
and an administration to step in and speed up the process. • • • [Con-Cur 'lt'las a] desire for freedom, desire
for free choice, desire to break out of the old system
and to start ane\v. But it is always easier to break
the old system, than it is to get a smooth-running new
creative effort going.3
Sr. Ann Ida received the grant of a short-term leave for
college and university administrators from the Danforth Foundation.

In December of 1970, she began a four-month world tour

of institutions interested in the education of women.

She

traveled to Europe, the Hiddle East, Asia and Africa.

This

gave Sr. Ann Ida her first extended period off campus in fourteen years, and permitted the new Vice-President of Academic

0Diane Karkiewicz and Jan Carmst, "Take Issue: Presidential Perspective, 11 Nundelein Today 13 (April 1971), pp. 6-7·
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Affairs (Dr. Robert LaDu) the opportunity to give his personal
direction to Con-Cur during its initial year of implementation.
Con-Cur, in a microcosmic sense, represented one aspect
of the culmination of nearly seven years of national student
activism which began in Berkeley at the University of California in 1964.

The Free Speech Movement, a new form of stu-

dent protest, spread across the country
ceived national attention.
during this

deca~e

a~d ultima~ely

re-

College and university presidents

found their institutions caught up in

national and international politics, a situation which often
posed great administrative difficulties.

Sr. Ann Ida was for-

tunately able to see what was occuring at other institutions
of higher education in her

11

external 11 presidential capacity.

In this way, she admitted, she "L"ras able to maintain a sense of
perspective about what \..ras taking place at Nundelein, prior
and up to the events of the spring of 1970.
At this point, it is imperative to examine the role of
the college and university president and to place this into the
context of what was taking place politically, economically and
socially in the

u.s.

during the 1960's and into the 1970's.

The role of the college or university president has shifted
drastically in the last fifteen years.

At one time, a college

or university president was solely concerned with the inner
workings of the institution he or she was selected to administer.

But the role began to expand to include many operations

--the successful completion of which appears to be an almost
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impossible task.

One author facetiously wrote, "A university

president is supposed to combine the qualities of a trained
seal and a matinee idol with those of a foreign diplomat and
educational statesman." 4 Add to these the burdens of raising
needed monies, which is usually the case in small, private
institutions.

One president v.ras quoted as saying, "The pres-

ident of a small college has to run at an exhaustive sprint

.-

just to keep from going out of business. • • • The pressure
never lessens because raising money has become the paramount
problem.

I resent this, but I find no alternative."5

Mark Ingraham, director of a special study for the Commission on College Administration of the Association of American Colleges, compiled 813 questionnaires from college and university presidents and reported the following

reg~~ding

presi-

dential responsibilities:
There are three major aspects of the president's work
that must be noted: that of representing the institution
to the public [external representative]j that of internal
educational leadership [internal leader , and that of
performing an enormous amount of routine, albeit highlevel routine, work. In addition, there are many opportunities, almost obligations, for service that come to a
president but more because he has the abilities and the
background that made him president; for example, service
on the board of the National Science Foundation or of a
private foundation, participation in some of the White
House conferences, membership on the committees of the ·
AAC, and work on various state educational commissions.6
4

Sharon Johnson, "What r·1akes a Good College President?"
Chicago Hyde Parker 6 (1973), p. 38.
5Ibid.

~ark H. Ingraham, The Mirror of Brass: The Com~ensation
and Workin Conditions of Colle e and Universit Adm1n1strators
adison, ltfisc.: The University of Wiscons1n ..l:'ress, 1968 , P•
149.
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One respondent to the study stated that

11

a college president

is the head of an academic endeavor, yet he is compelled by
circumstances of American higher education to be fund-raiser,
and public relations man, and a government sycophant.u7
ther respondent replied by saying,

11

Ano-

Most of us live in hopes,

however, that at some time the task of educational leadership
will be the significant responsibility of the presidency." 8

.

Sr. Ann Ida remarked that during the eighteen-year span
of her administration, she saw the shift in emphasis on the
role of college president.

During the 1960's, particularly,

the "internal" president was compelled by the changes in
higher education to become more "external" and to become involved in more diversified obligations.

As institutions of

higher learning became moTe public in the sense of serving
not only the immediate college or university community, but
the greater educational needs of the general population, the
presidential· role changed as well.

Church-related institutions

began expanding boards of trustees to include lay members of
the community.

More democratization of traditional hierarchi-

cal patterns of administration brought faculty involvement
into the decision-making process.

The rise of minority stu-

dent enrollment due, in part, to federal legislation brought
with it a need either to abandon entrance requirements or provide remedial college courses to prepare the student for the
competencies required by the institutions.
7rbid., p. 156.

8

Compounding

Ibid., P• 157.
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these problems was the rise of student alienation from/or
activism against authority in its many forms: from the federal
government and its policies, to the values of the "American
way of life."
thei~

claims.

Students wanted to be in a position to assert
They requested, and in some instances demanded,

a voice in their own destinies.
One respondent to the aforementioned study, a president

.

of a public university, reported his frustrations in this manner:
• • • [the] lack of understanding on the part of many
people in all walks of life of the real nature and purpose of the university • • • • [The] inability to communicate adequately and effectively with both faculty and
students • • • • [And] the assumption by many people in
all walks of life, including parents, that the president
is personally responsible for all the thoughts, words,
and acts of all employees, faculty, and students of the
university and thqt the president somehow has the authority and power to "control 11 ell persons connected with
the university.9
This quotation is particularly significant in

~ight

of the gen-

eral student turmoil which prevailed during the latter part of
the 1960's.

Student protests became so volatile that they al-

most threatened the very existence of some institutions of
higher learning.

Faculty and students aligned themsel ve·s

against administration policies and procedures and created an
almost unbearable situation for the college and university
presidents.
Mundelein College was no exception.

In fact, it could be

said that r'lundelein reflected what was occurring nationally in
9Ibid.,. p. 163.
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institutions of higher learning, although not to such a severe
degree.

National student activism reached a feverish pitch

by 1968 and maintained a level of disequilibrium until May
of 1970, culminating in the deaths of students at both Kent
State University in Ohio and Jackson State University in Mississippi.

In the case of Kent State, the President, Dr. Rob-

ert I. White, was forced to step aside when the Governor of

.

Ohio, James. A. Rhodes, sent the Ohio National Guard to .,.the
university campus to maintain civilian order and protect state
property. 10 Major student demonstrations were occurring in
early May over the announcement by President Nixon of an American military incursion of Cambodia to eliminate communist
sanctuaries in that country.

The Vietnam vlar, the primary

"';arget of student protest, was not s·ubsiding but being enlarged.
When students at Kent State held a demonstration on their campus against the Nixon announcement, four students were killed
by the Ohio National Guard.

The reverberations of this catas-

trophe were not only felt nationally, but internationally as
well.

Student boycotts 't'Tere called and many colleges and uni-

versities were forced to close before the end of the academic
year of 1970.
In the Skolnick Report to the National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of Violence, the bases of the anti-war
movement included the role of teachers and intellectuals,
students, and the clergy as noted in this passage:
10James A. Michener, Kent State: What Happened and Why
(New York: Random House, Inc., 1971).
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The teachers were instrumental in learning and making
known the history of American involvement in Vietnam and
in engaging government spokesmen in debate. Students
performed this function, too, and in addition they provided the confrontational tactics and the sheer numbers
of demonstrators that could keep up continual pressure
on public opinion. And the clergy raised moral issues
and often dramatized them with bold acts of individual
protest.ll
Although there was not a great national coalition of black and
white students against the war in Vietnam, the black liberation movement and that of pacifism were indirectly related.
The two movements, although separate, became intertwined.
Again quoting from Skolnick:
The ability, social consciousness and conscience, political sensitivity, and honest realism of today's students
are a prime cause of student disturbances. As one student
observed during our investigation, today's students take
seriously the ideals taught in schools and churches, and
often at home, and ~hen they see a system that denies
its ideals in its actual life. Racial injustice and the
war in Vietnam stand out as prime illustrations of our
society's deviation from its professed ideals and of the
slo~mess with which the system reforms itself.
That they
seemingly can do so little to correct the wrongs through
conventional political discourse tends to produce in the
most idealistic and energetic students a strong sense of
frustration.l2
The report divided the student movement into two
phase one was before 1965, phase two came after.

phas~s:

In phase one,

students criticized the university and other social institutions, but criticism was usually directed at the failure of
the American political system and other institutions to live
up to professed ideals.

Thus, despite student desire for

11Jerome H. Skolnick, The Politics of Protest: Report to
the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence (New York: Ballantine Books, Inc., 1969), p. 59.
12rbid., p. so.
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reform, they generally accepted the basic values and norms of
the society.

However, in phase two, "a considerable number

of young people, particularly the activist core, experienced
a progressive deterioration in their acceptance of national
and university authority."l3

Phase two included: (1) the es-

calation of the war in Vietnam, (2) the change in student immunity from the draft, and (3) cooperation by some academic

.

institutions with the war effort and with military agencies
either in government-sponsored research, or in reporting student grades.
By 1968, student activist groups could mobilize students
on two issues--campus reform, and the general political nature
of the war.

Nundelein College did not participate in any re-

search for the government to aid in the war effort.

Further-

more, with a student enrollment made up exclusively of women,
the students were not directly affected by the change in reporting grad·es or in the drafting procedures.

Thus campus re-

form at Hundelein became paramount to students viewing administrative authority as an indirect federal extension of authority which did have a direct effect upon them.

Therefore, the

call for the special convocation, Conference on Curriculum,
was the culmination of student involvement channeled through
this institution of higher education.

As noted previously,

the reorganization called for by Con-Cur was to become effective during the 1969-70 academic year.
l3Ibid., p. 100.

The opportunity for
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students and faculty, along with the administration, to actively join together probably prevented graver consequences
than those experienced by other institutions during the 196970 school year.

In the "President's Annual Report," Sr. Ann

Ida wrote:
Sharing in the concerns of students across the country,
Mundelein participated in the protests against the war
which were expressed in various ways during the spring
term. As a result of faculty action, approved by the administration, several options were provided for students
who wished to participate in the "strike" which was observed on many campuses. Some continued regular classes,
others comp:eted their work on an independent basls.l4
Officially, Mundelein did not have to close its doors.

The

College, furthermore, did not experience the physical damage
of property that other institutions did during the course of
that turbulent year.
The "external" presidency of Sr. Ann Ida was occurring
simultaneously along with these events.

She was one of forty

college presidents who signed a petition to President Nixon
which was reprinted in the New York Times one day after the
Kent State killings.

The letter said:

The American invasion of Cambodia and the renewed bombing of North Viet Nam have caused extraordinarily severe
and widespread apprehension on our campuses. We share
these apprehensions. As college and university presidents in contact with large numbers of highly intelligent Americans, we must advise you that among a major
part of our students and faculty members the desire for
a prompt end of American support of military involvement
in Southeast Asia is extremely intense. We implore you
to consider the incalculable dangers of an unprecedented
alienation of American youth and to take immediate
1411 President 's Annual Report, 1969-70," Chicago: r1undelein College Archives, p. 1. (Typewritten.)
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action to demonstrate unequivocably your determination
to end the war quickly. We urgently request an opportunity to discuss these problems with you.l5
Sr. Ann Ida, as a member of the Board of Directors of the
Association of American Colleges, which represents nearly 900
liberal arts colleges, also signed a letter to Nixon begging
him to take action at once to counteract the alienation ereated by his actions over the escalation of the Vietnam war •

.

She wrote directly to President Nixon on rvray 16, 1970 and said:
The second instance of a killing of students, this week
on the campus of Jackson State College .in I-Tississippi,
has once more aroused our faculty, students and adminif?tration to a pained awareness of a national need to
determine methods to avoid needless violence • • • • How
I join with presidents across the nation once again to
urge you also to pursue means to reduce violence in this
country as well as abroad.l6
It might be hypothesized that Sr. Ann Ida aided in avoiding greater turmoil at r1undelein College by encouraging the
democratic process to occur.

In 1968, she was then Vice-Chair-

man of the Association of American Colleges.

She helped to

draft a statement from the Board called Student Unrest.

The

statement, in pamphlet form, presented a group of.suggestions
to its member institutions for these reasons:
We commend these measures to our colleagues not only as
a defense against internal disruption and external intervention but more fundamentally because they are a logical expression of the historical role of academic institutions as applied to the needs of our times.l7
1

~ew York Times, 5 1'1ay 1970, p. 1.
16sr. Ann Ida Gannon to President Nixon, 16 May 19?0,
Chicago:
.. . J.'v1undelein College Archives.
· 1 7student Unrest: A Statement of the Board of Directors
of the Association of American Colleges Olashington, D.C.:
American Association of Colleges, Ju!y 1968), p. 3.
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Although there are only six general recommendations, they
serve to foster college community participation in the democratic process and at the same time protect the rights of the
institution from "willful" action by student protestors.
Sr. Ann Ida outlined how Mundelein College had responded
to each of the six recommendations of AAC.

For example, State-

ment Four of the AAC recommendations is: "to make definite

.-

plans, including both academic sanctions and resort to civil
authorities, for countering any wilful attack on the peace and
order of the academic community." 18 Sr. Ann Ida reported that
after the recommendations were distributed and discussed by
faculty and student leaders, the following reply to Statement
Four was written:
It is the opinion of faculty, students and administration
of this campus that the open exchange of ideas shoul~ be
such that a major difference of opinion could not go undetected very long. Readiness to listen and frequent
opportunities for meaningful exchange, open faculty meetings--with. students free to speak, and regular committee
discussions are the present means used to make attacks
on peace and order unnecessary. Campus discussions of
nation-wide problems have helped to focus attention on
the need to keep our own house in order·.l9
Thus, in May of 1970, when colleges across the country were
closing their doors out of fear of possible student violence
to persons or property, Mundelein remained open.

The College,

particularly vulnerable because of its urban location and
proximity to two-major universities, was able to work within
18Ibid.
l9sr. Ann Ida Gannon to Dr. Wormald, Chairman, Association
of American Colleges, 13 June 1969, Chicago: Mundelein College
Archives.
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its collegial community by participating in the "strike" and
still having the option of continuing regular classes.

In the

following fall, the students returned to begin the implementation of Con-Cur.

It was generally noted by the faculty and

staff that the students were far more subdued than in the
previous spring, as was true at most other colleges and universities.

.-

In the opinion of several members of the faculty, Sr. Ann
Ida had an uncanny ability to head off trouble before it began.
Through a series of open student discussions and forums, she
was able to avoid a potentially volatile situation from the
minority students at the College who were caught up in the
black liberation movement during those same years.
~ormal

In an in-

discussion, Sr. Ann Ida gave ·a generalized description

of the students during the latter part of the 1960's.

She

noted that mass communication brought racial violence, poverty
and the Vietnam war directly to them.
mobility and travelled in the

u.s.

Students had greater

and abroad more easily

than they had in former generations.

American society was

much more affluent compared to others that students might have
experienced either personally or through the media.

In Sr.

Ann Ida's opinion, American society was and still is experi-

menting and learning exactly what it means to be an open urban
culture.

The student was feeling the brunt of this experiment

and the resultant learning experiences of it.
believed that Mundelein had to be flexible.

Sr. Ann Ida
As an urban
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college, Mundelein was "caught up" quickly and flexibility
was of the essence.

She felt that it was important to re-

solve problems before they became obvious or were brought to
the forefront.

If problems became too severe, they usually

required a "crisis" response which could prove to be illadvised.

It was her intention to prevent this from occurring,

and it is apparent that this philosophy sustained her and the
College throughout a difficult era.

.-

Sr. Ann Ida wrote these

remarks in the AAUW Journal which explored the implications
of change.

She said:

If the past seems to be so important that any change
threatening tradition is rejected, or so unimportant that
it is totally ignored; if the tuture is vie'v'ied as being
totally discontinuous with the present or as a mere repe- ·
tition of what is; if the present is blurred because of
emergency responses to daily crises growing out of the
past or threatened by the future--a college i3 in trouble. Colleges with a future are those which are seriously exploring the implications of change and the values
of creative tension springing from today's reality and
tomorro'ltr' s promise.
She continued:
They [colleges with a future] recognize that nearly every
question raised in our culture has many possible answers
and that a variety of responses in a variety of institutions will keep the many options open. The independent
college can raise questions and determine how it will
seek to answer them; it is small enough to risk failure
in the process and to make radical readjustment of resources for experiments that are relatively small but
significant. The important thing is that the response
grows out of what the college is and what it knows it
can become.20
At the beginning of this chapter, the role of the college
20sr. Ann Ida Gannon, "Identity and Purpose--Musts for
the Independent College," American Association of University
Women Journal 67 (November 1973): 15.
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or university president was discussed.

One more aspect of

that role--that of fund-raiser--should be elaborated, partieularly regarding the "external" and "internal" presidency of
Sr. Ann Ida.

The role of fund-raiser was also related to

the national situation of the economy, and to the social factors which strongly affected the financial position of the
College.

.-

When Sr. Ann Ida began her administration in 1957, the
College was in good financial standing.

There was no deficit.

This may be partially due to the fact that internal updating
of the physical plant had not taken place consistently since
the College had been erected.

Sr. Ann Ida began a systematic

plan for repair, maintenance and space reallocation in the
skyscraper.

This was given further impetus by the need for

additional office and housing space for faculty and studentreligious while the Scholasticate was being built.

As noted

before, Sr. Ann Ida wanted to attract a more cosmopolitan
faculty and student body.

r-1ore and more student commuters

expressed an interest in staying on campus or in nearby housing.

The new dormitory, Coffey Hall, was opened in 1962.

This alone created an indebtedness for the College of $1
lion.

mil~

Compound this figure with, as noted in Chapter III,

the increase in full-time lay faculty, the accompanying increase in fringe benefits, and the monies required to send
Sisters to complete masters or doctoral degrees.

Recall that

from 1957 to 1962 the operational budget of the College
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doubled.

The only endowment Mundelein had prior to Sr. Ann

Ida's administration was the Ford Foundation grant (1956-57)
of $241,000.

To this must be added the contributed services

of the Sister faculty of the College, which in 1962 represented a capitalized endowment of approximately $5,600,000.

By

1965, another capital asset, the Learning Resource Center,
brought further indebtedness to the.College.

Sr. Ann Ida

.-

once remarked, "I've found an alternative to raising money-it's raising debts." 21
There is no question that money was spent at a greater
rate than had occurred in the past, but the capital assets of
the College were also increased.

During Sr. Ann Ida's admini-

stration, the College quadrupled its capital assets.

Student

tuition was increased, and efforts were made to raise money
through outher sources.

Government and private sources of

funding were pursued through the assistance of. !1r. Dan Cahill,
Vice-President of Development and Public Relations.

Mr. Ca-

hill, formerly of Loyola University's Office of Development,
was of invaluable assistance to Sr. Ann Ida in her search for
outside funding.

Sr. Ann Ida remarked that during her admin-

istration the small college presidents saw the professionalization of fund-raising.

As a member of the Board of Directors

of the Central States College Association, a consortium of
private colleges, and the Federation of Independent Colleges
in Illinois, she had ample opportunity to hear and identify

21sr. Ann Ida Gannon, "New Frames of Reference," AGB
Reports 9 (August 1967): 20.

~
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with the professionalism voiced by other administrators.
Beginning in 1968, the national economy was in an inflationary spiral.

Another series of economic events to confront

the College were: the drop in student enrollment, the change
in the number of Sister faculty in proportion to the lay faculty, the move of students from dormitory to private housing.
Sr. Ann Ida turned to internal development rather than physi-

.-

cal development, and the number of part-time faculty increased
to meet immediate financial needs.

A sizeable cutback in

federal support and the inability of many students to find
summer employment required Mundelein to extend its budget in
order to increase its grant assi$tance program to the students.
In December of 1970, Mundelein Today announced the formation
of "a President's Fund" (by the Board of Trustees ·and Development Committee) to raise $200,000 above the projected College
budget.

It was noted that the College's short-term loan and

construction interest charges in the past fiscal year alone
were $56,000.

This was also reported:

The $200,000 Fund is required in addition to the College's
regular fund-raising, Board Chairman Lee Schooler emphasized. "Sr. Ann Ida has worked hard to make Mundelein
one of the nation's best women's colleges and to assemble
a creative and capable faculty. Let's give her the means
to keep this faculty and its students." Schooler added,
"If each of Nundelein's 10,000 alumnae and friends \vere
to respond with twenty dollars, our goal would be reached.
I hope everyone will do what he or she can to help meet
this year-end challenge.22
By Harch of 1971, r1undelein Today was reporting the
22Hundelein Today, 13 (December 1970), p. 1.
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financial problems in great detail.

One article explained

how financial crises had been felt by American educational
institutions in general, and specifically how Mundelein had
been affected.

The article pointed out that money was tight

nationally and that it was far more difficult for the College to secure monies in fund-raising programs.
ing was also noted:

The follow-

.

Greatly increased need for student assistance--higher
tuition costs, fewer summer jobs and less family help
compelled f!undelein to increase its share of the financial program. • • • The financial cr·isis that has hit
all American education has had its impact on r-1undelein
which experienced deficiencies of $235,000 and $516,000
in the past two fiscal years.23
The College decided to incorporate an austerity program
in 1972.

Faculty and staff members were notified by the Pres-

ident that raises for the following year (1972-73) would not
be forthcoming.
demic year.

This was to occur again for the 1975-76 aca-

In March of 1974, Sr. Ann Ida called a special

faculty meeting and reported that the College's financial
situation was critical.

Although most members of the College

community were aware of the financial strain on the college
due to the general economic picture nationally, the severity
of the problem became clear at this meeting.

Sr. Ann Ida, it

was conjectured by many, did not wish to alarm the College community before this time.

It became apparent that with this

second salary freeze in less than three years, the complete
financial picture had to be explained.
2

Her plea for faculty

3Mundelein Todaz, 13 (March 1971), p. 1.
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support during this period of crisis was direct and deeply
sincere.

It should be recalled that in 1974, the national

rate of inflation was reaching nearly twelve percent.

In

reality, the second salary freeze proposed at this time
amounted to a severe pay cut.

Yet, the faculty was so moved

by her appeal to keep the College out of further financial
difficulty during this crisis that she received a
ovation from her audience.

~tanding

Sr. Ann Ida further asked for the

faculty and administration to search for the means to reach
the population of adults wishing to return to college but unable to do so during heretofore traditional college hours.

Sr.

Susan Rink, the Academic Dean who was selected to replace Dr.
LaDu in 1973, and formerly the Director of the Continuing Education program, called for a Faculty Committee to make this
search.

The Week-End College-in-Residence was the result of

this brainstorming.
An interview with the Director of Week-End College, William Hill, disclosed that the Committee was surprised when the
response far exceeded their expectations.

The Week-End College

program was advertised in the spring of 1975.
ated by the Committee that

a minimum

It was estim-

of forty full-time stu-

dents would be needed to cover the costs of launching and advertising the program.

In the fall of 1975, ninety-five stu-

dents enrolled in the experiment, the first program of its
type in the United States.

Registration figures of February,

1977, show an enrollment figure of 523 students in Week-End
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College, either full or part-time.

Full-time students on the

WEC program could complete the B.A. degree in the usual fouryear period of time by taking courses on week-ends beginning
Friday evenings after dinner, and ending late on Sunday afternoons.

Students could also choose to live in the dormitory

on the week-ends in which their classes were in session.
The idea was new, exciting, and challenging
students and administration.

t~

faculty,

Institutions of higher learning

across the country sent representatives to Mundelein College
to learn more about this experiment in adult education.

Local

newspapers reported on the .success of Week-End College and
gave

th~

program much publicity.

The UPI and AP news services

also carried the story and soon students were coming from as
far as California to begin or complete their collebial degrees.
During the same year, the Lilly Foundation gave the College a
three-year grant for faculty development.

Both the Week-End

College and the Lilly Foundation grant came at a crucial point
in Mundelein's history.

The Lilly Foundation grant asserted

that, in the eyes of its donors, Hundelein had a future.

The

Week-End College demonstrated the creative abilities of its
administration, faculty, and staff to meet the challenge of
the ever-changing picture of higher education.
Although this is not meant to imply that the College became free of its debts (some loans were for as long as forty
years), it was an indication of the inherent strength and determination of the College community not only to survive in
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adversity, but to grow from it as well.

Other institutions,

unfortunately, were not able to survive during this period of
financial disequilibrium.

Shimer College, a small liberal

arts college in Illinois, tried valiantly to "weather the
storm" but has had to operate on a term-to-term basis due to
financial exigencies.

Many other institutions of higher learn-

ing could be added to this list.

Fortunately, Mundelein was

.-

not one of them.

Many individuals at Mundelein College have remarked about
Sr. Ann Ida's "inability" to raise money.

Needless to say,

this is a very difficult and distasteful aspect of the presidential role to Sr. Ann Ida.

Recall-that Hundelein did not

have a history of fund-raising prior to Sr. Ann Ida's administration.

Presidential a_:;pointments \'/ere not made by the BVN

Congregation on the basis of one's fund-raising abilities or
lack of them.

This aspect for consideration of a presidential

candidate evolved as the exigencies of national political and
social institutions forced private, and also large state-supported colleges and universities, to do so.

However, the

record should show that during Sr. Ann Ida's administration,
over $5,300,000 "cash-in-hand" came to Mundelein College.
Other donations made to the College in the form of volunteer
services, furniture, books and materials cannot be given a
dollar value but certainly were substantial.
Sr. Ann Ida had to be flexible during her administration
not solely in the new directions the College would take, but
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in her own position of leadership.

During her presidency, she

learned to deal with numerous issues which her predecessors
would not even have imagined.

Certainly Sr. Justitia and

the other former presidents of Mundelein had problems of a
different nature, but their administrations were of a much
shorter duration.

Not one of them had to sustain the rigors

of the office for as many years as did Sr. Ann Ida.

.-

Nor were

any of the former presidents confronted by the ne\'1 "externalization" of the -presidency of Mundelein College, as occurred
when Sr. Ann Ida became nationally recognized.

No longer was

Mundelein just another Catholic college for women blending
anonymously with so many others.
During the last six years of her administration, Sr. Ann
lda's "external" activities continued to place her in a series
of "first" positions.

f>~undelein

College and Sr. Ann Ida be-

came one and the same to those outside of Chicago and Illinois.
Her recognition was also a recognition of the college over
which she presided.

Change magazine asked 4,000 college and

university presidents, foundation executives, journalists, and
government officials the following question: "Who are the men
and women, in your opinion, who contribute most significantly
to the thoughts and action of American higher learning?"

The

results showed that of the forty-four top leaders most frequently nominated, only sixteen were directly associated with
institutions of higher learning.

Sr. Ann Ida was one of the
forty-four individuals to receive this distinction. 24 Sr. Ann
24"Who 's v/ho in Higher Education," Chan5e 7 (February
1975): 24-31.
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Ida was the first woman religious to become national chairman
of the Religious Education Association and the American Association of Colleges.

She was also the first person to chair

both the AAC and the American Council on Education; and the
first religious to head the latter organization.

Furthermore,

she was the first woman to sit on an accreditation team of
the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, and to

.-

serve on the Board of Directors of the Association.

She was

the first woman to serve on the Board of Directors of Northern
Illinois Gas Company (NICOR), and of course, the first religious to receive the Laetar.e Medal.

As the recipient of the

Laetare .Hedal, she was also the first woman to receive the award
in the field of education. 2 5 Sr. Ann Ida received both the
Alumni Citation

~ward

(1969), and the honorary

Doc~or

degree (1970), from Loyola University of Chicago.

of Laws

By the end

of her presidential career, she had received twelve honorary
degrees from colleges and universities.

(See Appendix for

complete listing.)
In January of 1975, Sr. Ann Ida announced her resignation
as President of Mundelein College.

Numerous members of the

Mundelein faculty commented on the very professional manner
in which Sr. Ann Ida set up the machinery for the search for
her successor.

Recall that in the eighteen years since her

appointment by the Mother General of the BVM Congregation,
the governing structure of the Congregation and the profession25nonna Jay Newman, "Litany of Firsts Makes Sister a Notable Nun," Chicago Tribune, 29 r-1ay 1975, Sec. 2, p. 2.
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alization of the College faculty underwent a series of major
In 1973, Sr. Ann Ida called in all faculty members

changes.

for suggestions and recommendations to fill the vacancy left
by the resignation of the Academic Dean.

The manner in which

the selection of Sr. Susan Rink, BVM, was made to this position met with the complete cooperation and approval of the
Mundelein community.

Sr. Ann Ida followed a similar procedure,

one that again most clearly demonstrated how far the implementation of a democratic mode of operation had been incorporated
into the collegial structure.
A President's Search Committee made up of trustees of
the Board, the President of the Alumnae Association, and two
faculty members was formed.

Mrs. Helen Sauer Brown, an alumna,

former president of the Alumnae Association and member of the
Board of Trustees, was appointed chairperson of the Committee.
The two faculty members, Dr. Russell Barta and Sr. Mary Donahey,

B~1,

tions.

canvassed the entire faculty to solicit recommenda-

These were brought to the Committee for consideration

in its deliberations.

The field of candidates was whittled

down to three women: Dr. Mary Griffin, Sr. Mary Murphy,
and Sr. Susan Rink, BVM.

B~1,

It must be noted that in the ques-

tionnaires and interviews completed by the faculty representatives for the Committee, the results showed that an overwhelming number of respondents felt that Mundelein College
should make every attempt to fill the position with a woman,
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and to continue this tradition. 26

Sr. Susan Rink, the Academic

Dean, was the unanimous choice of the Committee.

The Board of

Trustees approved the choice, and on July 21, 1975, Sr. Rink
assumed the presidency.
In Sr. Ann Ida • s final annual report, she wrote:
It is difficult to summarize 18 years in a few words.
The annual reports include statistical data; records
of faculty meetings, and other formal records include
much that reflects the development of the Colrege in
those years. The buildings and physical changes evidence other aspects of growth. But the most important
contribution that I have made to the College during
these years of change in society and the Church--as well
as in our BVI'1 Congregation--is, I hope, the personal and
professional development of the faculty and staff as
well as of the students who shared those years.
She concluded with these words:
As I close this chapter in Mundelein's history, I look
back to the first message which. I gave to th~ Faculty in
1957: "Let us leap together into the challenge of the unknown with assurance that what we have shared together
in the past will enrich our mutual efforts to explore a
new and challenging future. 11 \vith a grateful heart I
measure the riches of that "future" which is novr a past
and extend deep gratitude to all who contributed to the
apostolate of Mundelein College in so many important
ways.27
Chapter VI will be a summation of this study, emphasizing
the significant contributions made by Sr. Ann Ida to the field
of education, both indirectly and directly.

It will also in-

clude an analysis of Sr. Ann Ida's style of leadership as it
began and evolved during her tenure in office.

Some

26clarke College in Dubuque, Iowa, the only other B~l
college, had appointed a man, Dr. Robert Giroux, to the presidency as early as 1969.
2 7"President's Annual Report, 1974-1975," Chicago: Mundelein College Archives, p. 1.
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conclusions will be offered regarding the topic of study.
Furthermore, the chapter will discuss the implications for
future research in the areas of the education of women,
Catholic education, and women in positions of leadership
which were gleaned from this study.

CHAPTER VI
SUMI1A.RY

This chapter will serve as a summary of the topic of
study: the presidential years of Sr. Ann Ida
lein College, from 1957 to 1975.

Ganno~

of Munde-

It will also re-emphasize

why Sr. Ann Ida is important in the annals of higher education, in the various areas of that field which she actively
pursued and supported.

The chapter will restate her service,

not only to the College, but her great leadership role nationally in women's education, and Catholic education.

Finally,

the chapter will discuss implications for future· research
including that to be done on women in education, both Catholic
and liberal arts education.
The topic of study has no precedent.

As was already

noted, women college presidents are extremely rare.

Most of

the women who have held the position are found in Catholic
women's colleges.

The lack of visibility of these women ad-

ministrators creates a problem.

Traditionally, nuns maintained

a low profile by remaining "internal" presidents; that is,
governing the internal operations of the institutions over
which they presided.

Few have gone beyond the "internal" as-

pect of their presidencies.

As a result, little or nothing
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outside of their own immediate collegial community is known
about them.

To find a role-model of a woman college president,

one must go to these very institutions of higher learning
which have had the most consistent patterns of women presidents, the Catholic women's colleges.
Fortunately, Sr. Ann Ida extended her parameters by venturing out of the "internal" role of her :presidency to become

.

an excellent example of the

11

external

11

president: the incor-

poration of state and national educational obligations into the
duties of her administration.

Her tenure of office lasted

eighteen years which provided the opportunity to observe the
development and implementation of her educational administrative philosophy.

This length of time also demonstrated how,

\;hen political, economic and social upheavals occurred nationally, Sr. Ann Ida confronted and resolved them.

In this man-

ner, the College was to remain intact while still adhering to
Sr. Ann Ida's

its commitment to the higher education of women.

"external 11 presidency was to bring greater understanding to the
religious and lay community of the goals professed by Vatican
II.

As a woman committed to the education and professionali-

zation·of women, Sr. Ann Ida was instrumental in pressing for
corrective legislation vlhich was to be beneficial in women 1 s
efforts toward equal opportunities in our society.

Her abili-

ties as an educational administrator led to her appointment
to numerous national educational organizations.

She rose to

a position of prominence in many of these during her tenure in
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office.

The honors and awards she accrued further testified

to the national recognition she received in the area of higher
education.
In Chapter I, a brief history of the BVM religious Congregation, including events surrounding its arrival in Chicago,
was presented.

The general milieu of the city was given as

was a description of the "Catholicity" of that era.

.-

George

Cardinal Mundelein, the Chicago archbishop after \"lhom the College was named, was also introduced.
lege opened its doors.

In 1930, Mundelein Col-

The College was established with the

sole purpose of meeting the educational needs of women in
Chicago .who could receive an excellent liberal arts education
inexpensively, while living at home.

The high quality and

dedication of its religious faculty, and the

capab~e

president-

superiors who served through the years were documented in order to give a perspective on the institution.

This history

further clarified the setting in which Sr. Ann Ida was appointed to the presidency.
Chapter I also included a biographical sketch of Sr. Ann
Ida Gannon, BVM, and her activities as a child, high school
student, and religious novice.

Yet, the main emphasis of the

chapter revolved around those events which assisted Sr. Ann
Ida in the formulation of her educational and administrative
philosophies.

It must be recalled that when Sr. Ann Ida grad-

uated from high school and entered the novitiate, her educational training came under the auspices and direction of the
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BVM Congregation.

Although she had numerous opportunities to

attend different types of colleges and universities while
completing her formal education, she was not specifically
groomed for a college presidency.

It is apparent from this

study that the process of selecting the president-superior
of Mundelein College was based on other than training for the
position.

Obviously, the intellectual abilities and capacity

for working in a variety of situations were qualities most
desired by those responsible for presidential appointments.
The direction of Sr. Ann Ida's formal education was designated
by her superiors in the Congregation.
uncommon in religious life.

This was by no means

The Catholic Church, having a

tradition for the study of the liberal arts dating back to
medieval times, saw philosophy and theology as the highest
form of intellectual pursuit.

It came as no surprise that

the Congregation selected Sr. Ann Ida to return to her studies
in this area.

The topic of her dissertation reflected her

interest in the theory of knowledge and its application, and
how, with that knowledge, an individual approached reality.
It could be said that Sr. Ann Ida was a specialist.

How-

ever, an overview of her formal education would point to a
strong liberal arts foundation.

Ultimately, the problems of

the presidency would be both practical and philosophic in
nature.

Thus, the lack of direct training for administration,

if at all possible in the Congregation of that era, was replaced with a far broader training in formal and informal
education.
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When taken into context \vith her formal training, it is
not too surprising for Sr. Ann Ida to have been greatly influenced by the challenge presented by Honsig.aor John Tracy
Ellis.

As a philosopher-educator, Sr. Ann Ida could compre-

hend and empathize with Honsignor Ellis' desire to indicate
the direction for Catholic higher education and the need to
build a strong intellectual

11

elite. 11

She was impressed \•Tith

the idea of Catholic colleges doing· \1hat they frequently do
best--namely, teach the liberal arts.
was not limited by this alone.

HO\vever, Sr. Ann Ida

She realized that Ivlundelein,

as an urban college, had commitments to both the internal and
external communi ties v1hich it served.
Moved by Ellis' demonstration of the need for involvement
of laity in the shaping of administrative policies of Catholic colleges and universities, Sr. Ann Ida set about and accomplished that task.

This lay involvement on the Board of

Trustees would serve both to stimulate an interest in the intellectual pursuits of the College, and gain a stronger financial commitment to its goals.

Ellis further noted that the

Catholic liberal arts colleges for women \vere succeeding in
producing outstanding female scholars.

With this knowledge,

the Hundelein College Self-Study of 1962-64 produced the "basic
studies 11 curriculum to provide an even greater stress on the
liberal arts.

Consider the make-up of the consulting team who

\vorked with Sr. Ann Ida, Dr. Norbert Hruby, and Sr. Hary Ignatia.

All of the individuals had either a liberal arts
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background or vJere associated v1ith liberal ru:'ts institutions.
Couple this \vi th Dr. Hruby's conclusions dra11vn from his empirical ddt a and it ·1..ms inevitable that the Academic Board \'muld
vote for a strong liberal arts component in the
lein."

11

ne'\v Hunde-

The implications of the Self-Study 'I.V'ill be discussed

later in this chapter.
It should be recalled that another event that occurred
early in Sr. Ann Ida's administration had profound implications.
It was the launching of Sputnik I by the Soviet Union.

This

\'Jas to bring about an intense effort on the national level to
scrutinize American education, its policies, and future direction.

Americans began to feel that they \•Jere no\V' lagging be-

hind the Soviet Union in scientific technology.
cational institutions came under sharp attack.

American eduThe federal

government began to give money in unprecedented amounts, through
grants and loans, to both state-supported colleges and universities, and to their private counterparts.

The flow of federal

funding began in 1958 and greatly expanded during the Kennedy
and Johnson administrations.

From the very beginning of fed-

eral support to private colleges, Sr. Ann Ida quite astutely
recommended that efforts be made to tap into this source of
revenue for both students and the College.

Students 'lrrere no\v

able to obtain some funding through the National Defense Student Loan Act of 1958.

The Higher Education Facilities Act of

1963, and the more broadly-based Education Act of 1965 provided
Mundelein College \vi th needed monies to aid in the construe-
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tion of academic facilities.
Although Nundelein Collec;e lacked an endowment program
prior to Sr. Ann Ida's administration, she did move to select
those persons, sucl1 as Hr. Daniel Cahill, who could aid her
in securing federal and private revenues.

She bought, built

and remodeled for the first twelve years of her administration.

Fortunately, in 1968 when the Nixon Administration be-

gan to reduce the flow of federal funds, the College was then
dra\·ling from some private sou.-rces of funding as vmll.

Hov1ever,

this vias not sufficient to cut away at the College's indebtedness.

Sr. Ann Ida was caught, as were many other private and

state-supported institutions, in a bleak financial picture.
Federal monies, by 1972, \'Jere relatively non-existent.

Stu-

dents were greatly affected by this and were forced to turn to
other means of financing their education.

Nundelein College

ran into serious deficit problems trying to pay loans on facilities as \'!ell as assisting some students \vith their financial
requirements.
breaking point.

The College \vas being strained almost to the
Hov1ever, Sr. Ann Ida continued to reach out

to private sources for funds.
It is in the area of fund-raising that Sr. Ann Ida came
under a great deal of criticism.

Many believed that she was

incapable or unable to raise money for the College.
Ida \'las a nationally known and recognized \'loman.

Sr. Ann

Because of

this, it was believed that money should pour into the College
from private sources.

Students should be S\velling the
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enrollment statistics because l'Iundelein was gaining recobnition for its experimental programs.

Sometimes Sr. Ann Ida

v1as reported to have missed "golden" opportunities to get

money but had been simply unable to ask.

Hovmver, at least

one source supports the vie1.·1 that when Sr. Ann Ida v.ras requested to ask for money from a Chicago-based corporation,
she did just that.
the meeting

,,.Ji th

\'li thin one half -hour of the beginning of

this corporation, the Department of Home Eco-

nomics had $10,000 for library acuquisitions to begin developing a master's program in Nutrition Education. 1
In informal intervievJS, Sr. Ann Ida advanced a view-namely, that in those meetings in which she \vas to ask for
money xrom private sources, a particularly auspicious moment
'lrmuld present itself for such requests.

If, in her opinion,

that moment did not occur, she would not pursue the issue.
She believed that there was an intuitive sense in fund1 In

1974, the Home Economics Department began to investigate the possibilities of beginning a master's program in
Nutrition Education. It \'las imperative that the present library holdings in this area be brought up to the academic
standards required of graduate-level research and funds for
this purpose \'!ere being pursued. As Chairman of the Department of Home Economics, I 1.·ras invi ted to a private luncheon
held in the College for the Kraft Corporation (Kraftco). The
meeting 't'las held in April of 1975 and also included Sr. Ann
Ida, Dan Cahill and three officers from Kraftco. It v1as at
this time that I vias able to 't'li tness Sr. Ann Ida's fund-raising capabilities and Dan Cahill's talents for directing the
preceding negotiations for the luncheon. The Kraftco representatives may have been "set up for the kill," but no one
appeared to suffer from the loss of blood. "A good time vias
had by all, 11 as the adage goes, and vre had our library "seed"
money.
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raisins, lmovJing when and hOI·! to ask for money.

J;'or a

"~:Tomen

religious, not trained in the nuances of fund-raising or in
the aggressive manner which others were forced to pursue, the
$5,300,000 she raised as "cash-in-hand" indicated that the
11

intuition" she developed worked \'Jell on many occasions.

Needless to say, it took many meetings and many such corporate and individual sums of $10,000 to raise the monies she
did.

In the late 1960's and early 1970's, more public and

private institutions were delegating

fQ~d-raising

to special-

ists.
Although Sr. Ann Ida had the assistance of the very capable Nr •. Cahill, she 't'Jas involved in many of these monetary
transactions.

Private donors wishing to give to the College

"'ranted to be \'Ti th and speak to her personally, and with this
she cooperated to the fullest extent of \'Thich she

\'TaS

capable.

Some donations vTere large, others small, but all \V'ere vmlcomed
ar..d. needed by the College.

The task of fund-raising can only

be odious in nature for anyone not so inclined.

This task

being done by a woman religious, or any religious, echoes the
medieval vievJ of the mendicant, cup in hand and asking for
alms.

Sr. Ann Ida never found it beneath her dignity to ask

for money.

The College and students needed her help to

con-

tinue the basic goal of the institution--the education of vmmen.
The last event discussed in Chapter II \'Thich

~fected

Sr •.

Ann Ida's philosophy of educational leadership revolved around
the visitation by the North Central Association.

The study
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that resulted from the visit of NCA led to a series of internal institutional changes.

Sr. Ann Ida's strategy for change

and adaptation was noted in the five-year projection plans for

1957-62 and 1962-67.

Also recorded \'lere the efforts made to

further develop the academic stending of the religious faculty.
This was of major concern to Sr. Ann Ida and the record indicated that a number of Sisters returned to college to begin
or complete advanced degrees.

Some religious returned to get

the IVI.A. degree, \'Jhich may be suggested as an indication of Sr.
Ann Ida's desire to professionalize the entire religious faculty.

The proportion of lay to religious faculty began to ln-

crease greatly under her administration.

Nany lay faculty

members were encouraged to get the Ph.D.

Funds for education

\'Jere available only to Sisters on the faculty; but the College
was helpful in reducing course loads, permitting short leavesof-absence, or lending needed monies to the lay faculty members
pursuing graduate degrees.

v!i th increased lay faculty came

increased expenditures in salaries and fringe benefits.

Sr.

Ann Ida realized that the salaries offered at Nundelein were
not competitive enough to attract and keep good faculty, so
her efforts were also directed to the raising of the salary
scale.
Basically, the· visit by NCA and its recommendations served
as a means of making long-range projections and adopting managerial approaches to collegial organization.

This had not

previously been done by the College administration except, as
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noted by Dr. IrvJin French,

11

in a piecemeal approach. 11

The

long-range projections included the new dormitory, Coffey
Hall, and later, the LearninG Resource Center.

Sr. Ann Ida,

at that time (1958), began to think in terms of a lay board
to assist the BVH Board of Trustees of the College.

Her

thoughts at this time also included the nucleus of the "adult
education" program.

Ultimately, hmvever, the NCA visitation

led to a vdllingness on the part of the faculty and administration to respond to change.

Their flexibility to initiate,

experiment and adopt new ideas was early preparation for the
years that lay ahead.
In those early years, from 1957 to 1963, Sr. Ann Ida held
the usual role of Catholic college presidents because of the
"internal 11 emphasis in collegial reorganization and development.

Yet, it must not be forgotten that at the same time she

was beginning to reach out to other institutions in the belief
that isolationism vms anathema to the heal thy growth of the
College.

She began to travel and meet other college admini-

strators \vi th vihom she exchanged ideas and insights.

Small

college presidents had much to learn from the larger institutions and vice versa, she believed.
As Sr. Ann Ida became more "cosmopolitan," she 1..vanted
the

s&~e

to occur at the College.

A more diversified faculty

and student body vJOuld prevent intellectual stagnation from
takinc; place.

She sa"'' the need for reaching out to other

religious leaders in an ecumenistic gesture long before
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Vatican II had stipulated such directions.

Her

11

external 11

presidency became more closely associated with inter-faith
groups attempting to establish a bridge among religious counterparts.

As the Catholic church began to address itself to

racial issues, Sr. Ann Ida became an active participant in
the many institutes and forums sponsored locally and nationally
by the Church.
Earlier in this study, the Hundelein College Self-Study
\'las mentioned.

Recall that in Chapter III, the

11

basic stud-

ies" component \vas brought to the ne'il curriculum in 1965.

It

is important to emphasize that the Executive Committee of the
Self-Study was composed of the President, Vice-President, and
Academic Dean.

This Committee had the power to veto any recom-

mendation presented to it by the duly elected Academic Board.
Although, according to Dr. Hruby, the Committee did not exercise that povJer of veto, it was omnipresent.

This issue is

raised because the pov1er of the Committee to veto planted the
seeds of discontent in the minds of the faculty.
\'Tanted a greater voice in College governance.

The faculty

This desire

for greater power became more vigorous as the number of lay
faculty increased in proportion to the Sister-religious.

It

also demonstrated the mood of the religious and lay faculty
after the implementation of the Self-Study.
ulty, Sr. Ann Ida's pO\'ler was all-pervasive.

To some lay facIt vias difficult

for ne\V' faculty to see the increased democratization, the evolution of the hierarchical changes, \·Ihich \vere occurring in
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the BVI-'i community.

It can be concluded that, depending upon

the vantage point of the vie1:1er, decisions were made either
for the faculty, or by them through the elective process.
Although the faculty began hvo important committees in 1968,
Faculty Welfare and Rank and Tenure, the pmr1er of decision
in promotions and contractual matters rested solely with Sr.
Ann Ida.

To a faculty member ne\"l to Hundelein, Sr. Ann Ida's

administrative pmr1er may have appeared to be open and blatant.
To the long-present religious and lay faculty, a definite
change in procedure and policy was, in fact, taking place.
Again, Sr. Ann Ida wanted a more diversified and varied
group of faculty members.

With this diversity came individu-

als who had experienced different forms of administrative
style in other non-church-related institutions.

Amid the

growth of the student protest movement as a backdrop, a committee was elected to search for the

ne~rl

academic dean in 1967.

The faculty committee took three years in its deliberation.
Some faculty members expressed the view that during that period of time the faculty enjoyed being without a dean.

One

faculty member reported that in an interviev,r with a prospective candidate of the position, the candidate remarked that
it appeared to him that the faculty really did not v1ant a dean
and was quite happy to keep the position vacant.
As academic responsibilities became more demanding, it
became apparent that the position could not remain vacant much
longer.

A candidate was chosen in 1970.

Sr. Ann Ida remained
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out of the deliberations and allowed the Committee to select
its

O\vn

candidate.

Nevertheless, she v.ras still obliged to

malce the major· decisions, and her so doing, in the eyes of
some, was a continuation of the authoritative tradition.

It

appeared to have been an untenable position for Sr. Ann Ida,
but that vras the price to pay for some of the obstacles of
transition from a largely authoritarian approach of college
administration to a democratic one.

Ultimately, ·the policy

of change and growth, established early in her administration,
gave added momentum to continual adaptation and renewal in
both the College community and the post-Conciliar Church.
Rene\'lal made the College flexible to the social, political,
and economic disequilibrium of the late 1960's and early 1970's.
Chapter IV discussed the role of adaptation and renewal
of the Second Vatican Council and its aftermath.

It portrayed

the "external" president involved in change, and the part Sr.
An~ I~a

played in the Church movement.

This movement was to

have a profound impact on both the Catholic community and particularly on women religious.

It must be noted that both

Chapters IV and V delineate the contributions for which Sr.
Ann Ida \'TOuld become important in the annals of higher education.

AJthough the previous chapters presented some of her

educational-administrative work within the College, Sr. Ann
Ida will also be remembered for some activities conducted
outside the collegial framework.
Sr. Ann Ida became a leading spokesman for many in the
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Catholic community.

She also ·vms asked to speak and partici-

pate \vi th non-Catholics desiring to know about the
menism" of Vatican II.

11

ne\'l ecu-

Her ability to educate her audiences

in the understanding of Church renewal and adaptation began
to shovJ itself first within the female religious community.
Sr. Ann Ida's emphasis was on a historical approach to theological kno\'Jledge.

In this manner, she \'ITaS able to demonstrate

why and how the monumental events in the Church were occurring.
To this she added the inevitability of change regarding the
traditional role of the apostolate.

It \vas with this under-

standing that she aided in the implementation of modernity to
the BVI-1 Congregation, and to Sister religious across the country.
Sr. Ann Ida's unique ability to grasp complex issues and
formulate them into pragmatic terms was demonstrated when she
organized the first Sister Senate in the country, in the Cleveland diocese.

Her concern that all members of the apostolate

maintain a continuous approach to theology was enumerated in
the addresses and essays she presented.
Nor was she solely limited to audiences of other Catholic
colleagues.

Her services to the cause of ecumenism are well

documented by her calendar, and the correspondence she received
requesting her to speak to various religious groups.

One par-

ticular letter is an excellent example of Sr. Ann Ida's consistency in the spirit of building inter-faith bridges.
the North Sheridan Hebrew Congregation needed a temporary

When
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place for Saturday worship services, Sr. Ann Ida offered f!iundelein's facilities.

A letter from the Conr;regation's presi-

dent included one request: "We hope that you will not object
if vie cover the madonna \vi th a cloth during the services. 112
Sr. Ann Ida's sensitivity to change, as viewed by others, is
found in a notation slipped into the program of the Tucson
Diocesan Council of Catholic Women of Scottsdale, Arizona.
Sr. Ann Ida wrote:
We changed to contemporary dress in 1966. I wrote to
all those on my calendar offering to v1ear "the Habit"
since publicity had shown me in it. Only Scottsdale requested this procedure [to wear the traditional garb for
the address]. So I carried my habit, wore. it for the
talk and changed to a suit so that the BVM's could "see"
what we looked like in Chicago. That night, the Bishop
asked me to sit at the Speaker's table. In introducing
me he said: "Sr. Ann Ida looks a bit different from this
morning and if you want to knov1--I like it! 11 3
Although Sr. Ann Ida was consistently committed to the
education of women, her work with the Illinois Commission on
the Status of Women focused the national spotlight on her activities.

The Illinois Labor Bulletin reported her address on

"The Role of Women in Education and Vocational Training" to
the Employment Security Administration.

In that address, Sr.

Ann Ida urged that both state and federal agencies enlarge
programs of professional and scientific training opportunities
2 Israel Steiger, President of North Shore Hebrew Congregation to Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, 12 September 1969, Chicae;o: Hundelein College Archives.
3sr. Ann Ida Gannon, personal notation in program of the
Tucson Diocesan Council of Catholic \'/omen, 27 October 1966,
Chicago: Mundelein College Archives.
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for women. 4

From the Hhite House came an invitation to Sr.

Ann Ida to serve on the Conference on J!'ood, Nutrition, and
Health, in Washington, D.C.

During the same year, 1969, the

State Department requested her membership on the Advisory
Committee of the Agency for International Development--University Relations.

Interspersed with national and state activ-

ities for the equality of opportunity for women, Sr. Ann Ida
continued to address the role of women religious in modern
Catholic theology.

She gave a commencement speech at Mary

Manse College in Toledo, Ohio.

The president of the college

wrote: "We have never had a Sister give a commencement address,
and I am anxious that the Toledo community enlarge their ideas
of the scope of the modern religious."5
There is no question that the women's movement had an excellent figure in the person of Sr. Ann Ida.

The image of the

"bra-burners" became synonymous with the women's movement to
many unenlightened individuals.

Sr. Ann Ida came forth as a

die;nified, competent, and qualified spokesman for equality of
educational and professional opportunities for women.

Her

historical sense of change and.the methodical approach through
the legal and judicial systems she used, through state and
national agencies, vJere to serve women more adequately than
the overt and demonstrative forms of others.

The

cha~ges

in

4 Illinois'Labor Bulletin 27 (Second Quarter 1966): 13.
5sr. Rose Nargaret Dostal, President of !-1ary Hanse College, to Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, 18 Hay 19?9, Chicago: Ivlundelein
College Archives.
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funding by the State of Illinois were to benefit both women
of mature status, and private institutions of higher educa·tion.

By enlarging the scope of the State Scholarship Program,

she helped in diverting needed monies to all colleges in the
state, not solely the state-supported institutions.

\I/omen

returning to colleges after many years of absence were now
eligible for such funding.

The State of Illinois and ulti-

mately the federal government came to realize the importance
of the education of

\I/O

men, and equality of opportunity in the

professions through the endeavors of Sr. Ann Ida and .other
dedicated individuals and groups.
Probably the most far-reaching of Sr. Ann Ida's efforts
was the joint resolution by the Congress to submit the Equal
Rights Amendment for state ratification.

As a member of the

President's Task Force on the Rights and Responsibilities of
Women, Sr. Ann Ida strongly urged that this resolution be included in the recommendations to the President of the United
States.

If it is passed the full impact of the implementa-

tion of the Equal Rights Amendment will be felt for years to
come.

For not only does the Amendment include the phrase,

"equality of rights under the

la~rJ'

shall not be denied or

abridged by the United States or by any state on account of
sex, 11 but it also states that two years after its ratification,
"Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate
legislation, the provisions of this article."

The reverber-

ations of this Amendment could affect the social, political,

16L~

and economic profile of the American women.

Social scientists

can only conjecture on the .ramifications of the passage of
this Amendment, at this time.
The Laetare r•1edal was to crovm Sr. Ann Ida's achievements
as educator and administrator on the national scene.

Her out-

standing contributions to the field of higher education certainly demanded her recognition by the I1aetare Award Committee.·
Most significantly, the Laetare Nedal was bestowed upon her
in 1975, International Women's Year.

Sr. Ann Ida was the

first religious to receive the Hedal, and the first woman in
the field of' education to be so honored.

Her many "firsts"

appear to have opened the door for the consideration of other
women in leadership positions.

In the future, it may not longer

be necessary to point to the "first 11 woman to head, direct, or
chair national education organizations because gender will
have become unimportant.

Hov1ever, it can be said that through

the endeavors of Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, women may be expected to
receive equal consideration for positions of leadership in
state and national education organizations.
This topic of study has numerous possibilities for research in the areas of women's education, Catholic education,
and in the concept of a liberal arts education in contemporary society.
Future researchers can attempt to determine the myriad
implications of the education of vmmen.

For example, f>'i. Eli-

zabeth Tidball assessed the educational backgrounds of women
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listed in Who's Hho of American Nomen, 1966-71.

A randor:1

sample of all women achievers \'!ho were college graduates demonstrated the following:
Graduates of both highly selective and less selective
women 1 s colleges \rlere at least twice as likely to become
achievers as v-1ere \vomen graduates of coeducational colleges of comparable selectivities, vThile for 30 percent
less academic expense the less selective women's colleges graduated as many achievers as did the most selective coeducational colleges.6
Tidball suggested that women teachers as role-models had a
significant effect on those women students who became achievers.

She added:
Women teachers as role models for 'lrTOmen students are thus
a critical ingredient of a college environment that turns
out talented women. In addition to serving as role models, women professors have also been found to be more
concerned with the emotional development of their students and \vith helping them attain a deeper level of
self-understanding than are male professors • • • • This
kind of development may be especially critical· for talented young women in their struggle to understand themselves not only as \\Tom en but also as persons, so v-10men
teachers are doubly important to them.?

Can Tidball's study be one index to the survival of women's
colleges?

Perhaps this is so.

done in this vital area.

Certainly more remains to be

One could carry the concept of role-

model teacher into the area of administration and reflect on
the paucity of women in college and university presidential
positions.

This, too, certainly needs treatment by researchers.

The issue of affirmative action for women on the university level in coeducational institutions also merits more
6 r:T. Elizabeth Tidball' "The Search for Talented v/omen 'II
Change 6 (May 1974): 52.
?Ibid.
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study.

The ramifications of affirmative action, and the pas-

sage of Title IX of the 19'72 Education Amendment require serious research. 8
Another issue for further investigation would be the
changes in Catholic colleges or universities as a result of
Vatican II.

These changes can incorporate: methods of govern-

ance, curricular renewal

a~d

adaptation, funding, and type of

studen·t; vrho continues to be attracted to such institutions of
higher education.

As previously noted, a good point of depar-

tu.L'e would be "The Renewal of Catholic Higher Education," of
the National Catholic Educational Association.
The liberal arts institutions of higher education offer
another area for study.

The question most consistently raised

by the r-1undelein College Self-Study of
pose.

1962-6L~

was one of pur-

Does a traditional liberal arts program had a "future"

in a society in \1hich specialization was becoming the key to
job success?

Are liberal arts colleges

a thing

or can an institution of this regimen survive?

of the past,
In the same

vein for pursuit would be documentation of the kinds of experiments in higher education currently taking place, or having
taken place as a result of events occurring over the past decade.

h'hen colleges and universities \vere pressed by students

81.i'or a more complete analysis of Title IX and its impact
on education, see Allan c. Ornstein and Steven I. Miller,
Polic:y Issues in Education (Lexington, Nass.: Lexingto"h Books,
1976), and 0 portunities for vlomen in Hi her Education: A Reort of the CarnepJ.e CommJ.ssJ.on on HJ.r;her ducatJ.on r. e\.,r ark:
•1c ra\tl-HJ.
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and faculty to make college more "relevant," \·.rhat
or policies

vTere

enacted?

IJ:rue, some programs

and \vere quickly phased out of the program.

nevT

programs

trendy

v1ere

However, others

met the needs of the changing student population.

Did not

the Continuing Education Program and the \'leek-End-College-inResidence of Hundelein College answer such needs?

A study of

some of these experimental programs and their implications
for higher education should be attempted.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the history of Hundelein College may be

Q~dertaken

to commemorate the .fiftieth an-

niversary of its opening in 1930.

Mundelein College can be

proud of its contribution to the education of women.

The rec-

ord of its successful alumnae includes the first woman to
establish a Nevr York advertising agency (Jane Trahey), 9 and
an Academy _1\.\vard v.rinner .for her supportive role in "All the
King's Hen' II (r'1ercedes r1cCambridge).
J. . lthough f'Iundelein College vras founded in 1930, thirty-

nine alumnae have been recipients of the Ph.D. degree up to
1966.

When this is compared to the other two women's colleges

in metropolitan Chicago, the figures

shov1

thirty-eight .from

Rosary College (.founded in 1918) and twenty-five .from St. Xavier College (founded in 18LJ-7) • 10
9Hiss Trahey also wrote the novel, I1ife v1ith Mother-Superior \vhich \vas made into the film "The Trouble \vith Angels," and
starred Rosalind Russell as the mother-superior.
10Doctoral Reci ients from United States Universities,
1958-1
, Nat1.ona Aca emy of Sc1.ence, Wash1.ngton, D•• , 1967,
as cited 1.n the Advanced Institutional Development Program of
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Whatever the :future holds for I·1undelein College cart only
be conjectured.

Hm•rever, one extremely important chapter of

its history will be devoted to a gifted woman and president-Sr. Ann Ida Gannon, BVf•I.
Nundelein ColleF,e, proposal submitted to the Department of
Health, Education and 1,ielfare, 1976,. Hundelein College Learning Resource Center.

APPENDIX
Biographical Data through 1976
Sister Mary Ann Ida Gannon, BVM
6363 N. Sheridan Road
Chicago, Illinois 60626
Place of birth:
Date of birth:

Chicago, Illinois
April 2, 1915

Educational Background
Immaculata High School - 1932
A.B. - Clarke College, Dubuque, Iowa - 1941
A.M. - Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois - 1948
Thesis: "Analysis of John Collop's Poesis Rediviva."
(English)
Ph.D. - St. Louis University, St. Louis, rviissour:L - 1952
Dissertation: "The Active Theory of Sensation in
Plotinus and St. Augustine." (Philosophy)
Positions at r1undelein College

1951-57 Chairman of the Philosophy Department
1957-75 President
Honors and Awards
Laetare Medal (1975)
Doctor of Humane Letters:
Lincoln College (1965)
Columbia College (1969)
Augustana College (1969)
Luther College (1969)
I"'arycrest College (1972)
Ursuline College (1972)
Spertus College of Judaica (1974) ·
College of the Holy Cross (1974)
St. Ambrose College (1975)
Rosary College (1975)
Amundsen Community College (1975)
St. Leo College (1976)
Mt. St. Joseph (1976)
Stritch School of Medicine (1976)
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Doctor of La\..,rs:
Loyola University (1970)
Doctor of Literature:
DePaul University (1970)
Danforth Foundation, Short Term Leave Grant for College
and University Administrators (1970-71)
Protestant Foundation of Greater Chicago, Honoree (1970)
Loyola University Alumni Citation AvJard (1969)
YWCA Leadership Award in Education (1973)
Friends of Literature (1975)
Good American Award (1965)
100 Women of Our Times (Bazaar, 1971)
44 Leading Educators (Change, 1975)
Leading Woman (Illinois, 1975)
Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry Award for
Education (1976)
Le Sallian Award (1976)
Aquinas Award (1976)
Offices, Committees and Affiliations
American Council on Education - Board of Directors 1971-74;
Executive Committee, 1973; Chairperson, 1974; Chairperson, Book Awards Committee, 1976.
Association of American Colleges - Board of Directors, 196571; Vice-Chairperson, 1968; Chairperson, 1969; Ad Hoc
Committee on Women's Colleges, Chairperson, 1972-present.
Religious Education Association of United States and Canada ~of Directors, 1963-present; Vice President, 196673; President, 1973-75; Chairperson of the Board, 1975present.
Girl Scouts of the U.s.A.. - Board o~ Directors, 1966-75·
Central States College Association - Board of Directors,
1965-77; Secretary, 1970; Vice Chairperson, 1971.
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
- Board of Directors, 1973-77; Commission on Institutions
of Higher Education, Chairperson, 1975-77; Executive
Board, 1971-present; Vice Chairperson of Executive
· Board, 1975-76; National Commission on Post-Secondary
Accreditation, 1975-78.
Erik Erikson Institute of Chicago - Board of Directors,
1970-present.
Nillikin University - Board of Trustees, 1973-present.
NICOR (Northern Illinois Gas Company) - Board of Directors,
1973-present.
Federation of Independent Illinois Colleges - Executive
Committee, 1965-69.
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Associated Colleges of Illinois - Executive Committee,
1970-72.
Illinois Board of Banks and Trusts - Board of Directors,
1974-present.
College Entra~ce Examination Board - Committee on General
Studies, 197L~-76.
St. Louis University - Board of Trustees, 1974-present.
St. John's College (Minn.) -National Advisory Board,
1975-present.
CBA Institute for Postgraduate Education in Business Advisory Council, 1973-present.
Illinois Council on the Humanities, 1973-present.
WTT\v - Public Broadcasting in Chicago - Board of Directors,
1976-present.
Scott Foresman and Company- Board of Directors,.l975present.
Newberry Library - Board of Directors, 1976-present.
SABET (Secretary of Navy's Advisory Board on Education and
Training), 1975-present. ·
ERA, Co-chairperson, Illinois, 1976-present.
Metaphysical Society of America - 1960-present.
Women's Committee of the National Council of Christians
and Jev1s - 1967-70.
Catholic Adult Education Center - Advisory Council, 196567.
Urban Apostolate of Sisters - Advisory Committee, 1967present.
Hember
President's (Nixon) Task Force on Women's Rights andResponsibilities, 1969. Printed Report: A !'latter of Simple
Justice.
Panel for Voluntary Action by Women: White House Conference
on Food, Nutrition, and Health - 1969.
Illinois Commission on the Status of Women, 1965-70;
Chairperson of the Education Committee, 1966-67.
Current Listings
\·Jho' s Who in America
lfuo 's \'Jho of American Women
~fuo • s Who in the Hid west
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1l_ho's Who in Reliv,ion
Dictionary of International Bior;raphy
Community Leaders of America
Personalities of the West and I'1idv1est
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